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INTRODUCTION 
(Jetting established in farming has become more difficult 
for young farmers in recent years, partly because of the in­
creased fflBount of capital required to carry on a farm business-
Too, the need for improveiBents In managerial ability has grown 
with the increased need for capital. The problems of farm 
planning thus become more acute In the case of beginning 
farmers, because they usually have aocesa to relatively small 
amounts of capital and have llEiited farming experience. Many 
young farmers, aware of the gains which may be obtained from 
Improved farai planning, have turned to the Extension Service 
for some assistance. Consequently, in order to provide the 
assistance requested, the Iowa Agricultural Extension Service 
has under way a program in farm and home planning for begin­
ning fanners. This pTOgram is designed to provide the neces­
sary technical Information and guidance in farm organization. 
The success of an educational program for young farmers, 
however, depends upon the basis on which recommendations are 
made. Information, based on empirical evidence, is needed to 
determine the way in which capital limitations affect Income 
opportunities under different farming situations. Such in­
formation is helpful in deciding the most prt>fitable way of 
investing limited funds. The amount of profits and, there­
fore, the length of time required to get established may 
2 
depend on the csholoe of enterprises and the manner in which 
limited resources are allocated anang enterprises. Hence, 
research is needed to determine ©ud outline the alternative 
income opportunities, from different combinations of enter­
prises, open to young farmers. From these results, certain 
guiae posts for use in decision making could he established. 
These guide posts, which consider individual goals, managerial 
ability and resource supplies, should be useful as bases for 
directing recoffimendations to young farmers seeking to get 
established arid, at the same time, maximize incomes. It is 
to the problem of selecting an optlHium combination of crop 
and livestock enterprises on crop-share rented farms that 
this study is addressed. 
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OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 
The specific objective of this study is to determine 
plans which best fit the resources of beginning farmers on 
crop-siiare rented farms in central Iowa. There is not a "one 
best plan" for all farmere on the same soil type and farm size-
Rather, the %est plan" for a particular farm should vary with 
the amount of available oapital, land, labor, building facil­
ities, and managerial ability. Hence, as a guide for coun­
seling beginning farmeri in farm and home planning, optimum 
plans have been worked out for various resource and manage-
aent situations. This analysis attempts to determine the 
laost profitable combination of enterprises for tenants with 
different quantities of capital and different levels of 
manageiaent on 160 acre farms when rotations are not specified. 
(j\ few plans are computed, however, when rotations sre fixed 
by the landlord.) This procedure is followed since quite 
different recommendations may be appropriate for tenants v;ith 
different managerial ability and different resource supplies. 
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A:aEA. OF STUDl AI® EKTE.HPRISES CONSIDERED 
Location m<^ Farm Situation 
Hardin County was selected for this study because It was 
one of the first counties to initiate an educational program 
specifically designed to aid beginning operators in farm and 
hoEie planning. The farm chosen for this study by the Hardin 
County Extension Staff was judged to be typical of those 
Bianaged toy the young farmers with which they v.rere working. 
Its predominacit soil type is Clerlon-Webster- The farm se­
lected is considered to be typical in terms of soil type, 
leasing conditions, farm size, and type and quantity of 
building and machinery facilities. The farm is 160 acres in 
size, with 155 acres in field crops and pasture amd the 
remaining 7 acres used for farmstead, roads and fences. The 
leasing system is crop-share.^ The service buildinp-s on the 
farm consist of; poultry housing, grain storage facilities, 
a dairy barn, and a hog house. The poultry housing is ade­
quate for a laying flock of 100 hens. Grain and hay storage 
facilities are adequate to handle the production from the 
^The tenant pays as rent one-half of the corn and soy­
beans, two-fifths of the oats and a cash payment of ten 
dollars an acre for all hay and pasture land. The cost of 
fertilization is shared equally by the tenant and landlord. 
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cropland. The dairy barn consists of 1176 square feet of 
building space suitable for lailfclng and care of replacements. 
The floor arrangement Is such that with a minimum amount of 
work it can be adapted to swine production. In addition to 
this possible area for hogs there are 504 square feet of hog 
house available- Therefore, the total building space avall-
1 
able for hogs is 1680 square feet while only 1176 square 
feet is a^ailabls for the dairy enterprise. 
The tenant supplies all machinery and labor to carry on 
the farm operations. The labor supply conslets of the opera­
tor alone supplying 275 man hours per month from March through 
October and 260 man hours from November through February. In 
addition, 90 hours of farrdly labor Is available from April 
through August, 25 hours available in September and October, 
16 hours available per month from Noveraber through February, 
arid 75 tours available in March. The housewife's labor is 
assumed euffloiant for a poultry enterprise; therefore It 
does not coaipete with other enterprises for non-housewife 
labor. The man. hours of housewife labor available amounts 
to one hour per day during the months of January, February, 
November, and December; one and one-half hours per day during 
^In the main portion of this study the hog enterprise 
cofflpetes for both the dairy and hog building space. However, 
a few plaris are computed with the hog enterprise limited to 
the hog building space (504 square feet). 
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March, April, September, and. October; two hours per day for 
May, June, July, and August. 
The cropping history of all fanns In Lee Township, 
Franklin County arid of tiie typical farm is shown in Table 1. 
The typical farm, when compared with the whole township, is 
quite similar in peroeAt of land devoted to each crop and 
yields per acre. However, the figures for all farms in the 
township in Table 1 include both rented and owned farms. Fig­
ures -for all renters in the township are even more similar to 
those of ti'ie farm situation selected for study. 
Description of Enterprises 
The toasio ©nterpriees considered in this f^tudy are three 
crop rotations, three feeder cattle enterprises, two hog 
enterprises with spring and fall farrowlngs, dairy cows, and 
poultry. While numerous crop and livestock enterprises are 
available to crop-share tenants In central Iowa, only those 
enterprises that are typical of the area are considered. All 
enterprises compete freely for the use of resources, except 
poultry which competes only for capital. 
Various resource restrictions are iii^sosed on the enter­
prises for th© resulting solutions so the effects of these 
restrictions can be observed. The resulting solutions give 
a range of alternative farm plans that are appliceble to a 
Table 1. Capping history of typical fara ana of Lee Township, Franfelin County, 
lowal 
typical faria 160 aores Le« fownsMp, all farms 
(1949-53 average) (1944-55 a-^'erage) 
1944-53 
Percent 1949^53 10-year Percent 
Number of total yield/ yield/ Total of total Xield/ 
of acres in acre acre acres acres in acre 
Item acres crops actual adJusted®^ in: crops actual 
Corn 73 45.6 55.6 53.8 9,589 41.6 49.7 
Soybe^s 26 15.6 19.1 19.0 1,742 7.6 20.5 
Oats 30 19.4 38.7 39.6 4,954 21.5 38.0 
Hay 12 7.5 1,933 8.4 
Pasture 12 7.5 2,930 12.7 
Idle 0 0 145 0-.6 
Buildings, 
lots, etc. 7 4.4 1,635 7.1 
Other land 0 0 123 0.5 
Total acres 160 100.0 23,051 100.0 
^lowa Crop Reporting Service 
justed on basis of 10-year average township yield. 
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Variety of farm conditions, individual goals and resource 
supplies. 
Crop enterprises 
®ie feasible rotetions for tenants who are beginning 
fariaers in central Iowa are; corn-corn-oats-raeadow rotation 
(CCOM), a oorn-soybean-corn-oats-meadow rotation (CSbCOM), and 
a corn-oorn»soybean rotation (CGSb)The meadow In the first 
two is an alfalfa-red clover-timothy mixture. Four levels of 
fertilization are considered in this study for each rotation: 
(1) no fertilizer, (2) 30 pounds of available nitrogen, (3) 
&Q pounds of available nitrogen, and (4) 90 pounds of avail­
able nitrogen per acre (fable 2). In the remainder of this 
study rotations and fertilization levels will be Indicated 
by the abbreviated form of the rotation followed by subscript® 
denoting fertilization levels. Hence, there are twelve crop 
alternatives.^ The various levels of fertilization are 
%se of only three rotations does not mean that these are 
the only possible rotations for this area- The above rota­
tions are the most typical arid feasible for tenants- There 
are a large number of rotations that could have been included 
in the study, but they would have increased the computations 
of the study beyond manageable proportions. 
2(1) CCOMt (2) CCOMp. (3) CCOM3, (4) CCOM4, (5) GSbCOMi, 
(6) CSbCOMp, (7) OSbCOMa, (8) CSbGOMA, (9) GCSbi, (10) CCSbo, 
(11) GCSb3, (IE) GCSb4. 
Tabl© £. Pounds per aore of available rmtrients supplied hy commerelal fertlllz©!? 
for different rotations md fe.rtill.zatioa levels. 
Fertilllzatioii levels 
Rotation 
First Second Third Fourth 
N P K N P K M P K N P I 
Corn 0 0 0 5 20 10 10 50 20 40 60 20 
Corn 0 0 0 30 20 10 60 25 . 20 80 30 20 
Oats 0 0 0 10 20 0 15 £0 0 20 35 30 
Meadow 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Oorn 0 0 0 5 20- 10 10 50 GO 40 60 20 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 
Corn 0 0 0 15 EG 10 45 50 20 75 60 20 
Oats • 0 0 0 10 20 0 15 10 0 20 10 40 
Meadow 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 { ; r\ 0 0 
Corn 0 0 c 15 20 10 45 50 20 75 60 20 
Corn 0 0 0 30 20 10 50 25 20 70 30 20 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 20 0 
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Ineluded in the analysis in order to determine whether tenants 
itfith very limited capital should invest in fertilization or 
llvestocl£. It is possible, because of the phenoaenom of 
diminishing returns, that a beginning ferraer strictly limited 
in capital may want to fertilize at a minimum level and invest 
the remainder of his funds in livestock. Or, if livestock 
prices are low, he may realize greater returns by investing 
more capital in fertilizers mid less in livestock. The sev­
eral levels of fertilization also allow consideration of heavy 
fertilization rates when the beginning farmer has sufficient 
capital. The decision of what portion of funds should be 
invested in rotation, per m. in fertilizers, or in livestock 
* *li»wriii»i|i.iii» WHOIHWI9 • 
when the tenant has different units of capital, can be made 
when all crop and livestock enterprises sre considered simul­
taneously. 
Two levels of crop management are considered, averepe 
arid above-average. Above-average crop management is considered 
for only a few plans' in the latter part of this study; the 
main portion of this analysis considers average crop manage­
ment. The difference between average and above-average crop 
management is in yields and timing and type of operations. 
With average crop management, less attention is given to time­
liness of operations and other management practices such as 
Insect and weed control, selection of corn varieties, and 
obtaining stands consistent with soil moisture and fertiliza-
11 
tilon level®. For above-average crop management the land is 
plowed when moisture conditions are Just right; crops are 
planted and fertilizer applied exactly on time; cultivation 
is done when soil is not too wet; inseots and weeds are effec­
tively controlled; and more care is practiced in harvesting. 
Solutions are computed for techniques with above-average crop 
m.anage5iient to determine how these practices affect the invest­
ment allocation of limited funds in fertilization and rota­
tions compared with livestock. Will the most profitable plan, 
generally, include different rotations, different levels of 
fertilisation, and different combinations of enterprises when 
crop management is above average? 
The nutrient combinations for the four fertilization 
levels and the corresponding crop yields for the two levels 
of crop management are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. 
Labor requirements for crops are shown in Table 5, page 20, 
in total amounts and by percentage distributions in months. 
Livestock enterpriaes 
Seven livestock enterprises are considered to be feasible 
for tenants who sre beginning farmers on crop-share rented 
firms. Each livestock enterprise, except feeder esttie, is 
considered with both average and above-average levels of 
management. Feeder cattle are considered only with above-
Table 3. Estimated crop yields per acre for various fertllizatloa levels and crop 
nanagemeiit on Clarion-Webster soilsi 
Levels of jBanageiaeiit and fertilization^ 
Average managreaient Aboire-'ayerage management 
Fertlliaation leirel Fertilization le¥el 
Rotation unit 1 2 3 4 1 2 % 4 
Com bu. 58 65 6? 68 58 67 72 75 
Corn bu. 48 54 5? 59 48 57 62 65 
Qats bu. 32 38 41 43 32 Ofc? 43 46 
Meadow tons 1.9 2.2 2.4 2.5 1.9 2.2 E.4 2... 5 
Corn bu. 58 65 67 68 58 66 70 
Soybeans bu. 20 22 24 £5 20 22 24 25 
Corn bu. 50 §6 59 61 60 59 64 67 
Oats bu. 32 •38 41 43 32 39 43 45 
Meadow tons 1.9 2.2 2.4 2.5 1.9 2.2 2.4 2.5 
Com bu. 40 50 57 59 40 53 61 65 
Corn bu. 32 42 49 51 32 45 5^5 57 
Soybeans bu. 19 21 23 24 19 21 23 24 
^lowa State College Agronoi'ay Department. Unpublished research. Ames, Iowa, 
1955. 
Assumptions; 
1) Rotations and treatments have been in effect since at least 1925-30. 
2) Yields i^re 10-ye;rr average yield estimate for period 1955-55 assuming 
normal weather conditions. 
3) Soil is typically lo^ in phosphorus, medium in potassium and medium in 
nitrogen soil teat. 
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a¥@rage aarisfeeatnt beoause ef the risks md •uncertainty asso-
olatea with feeding oattle. fm levels of livestock manage-
nient are oorisiderea in order to determine hov farm plans 
i,iff€r for beginning farmers who have different aanagerial ^ 
sfeillties for different types of livestook. In this study 
,®ajiag@merit is ejcpi:'eS0e4 in terms of feeding efficiency and 
the typ© and wount of products sold per animal or litter.^ 
Othtp sanagtoent factors Buah as 5isea®e control, death loss, 
and farrowing aates also art eonsiflered. While several 
gradations of mm&gmmnt oan bt found in a saiaple of farms, 
only the two arMtrary levels are considerfsd here. The basic 
livestock enterprige® with rtsottr©e requirements, summarized 
in fable 4, are;^ 
Dairy »flth mBr&m This dairy enterprise 
inolMfi 0OW8 -with average proSuctiv® oapscity ifhose annual 
production aoa^ists of 288 pounds of butterfati 4,569 pounds 
of skim milk, and th® meat sold .a© beef. The pTOductive life 
of eaeh oo« is 4 to § years. Annual replacement stock for each 
sow iiicludt the equivalent of ont-third of a calf, one-third 
of & l-year oM, and one^fourth of a 2*yeer old. Total feed, 
capital, labor, building requireiaents (shown in Table 4), and 
author doti not propose that management oan be coib.* 
plettly defined on the basis of technical efficiency or 
iDdifidual preferences alone. However, in this study manage-^ 
laent will be used as defined sbov#* 
fable 4. Prottuetioa and , resottre.# p@qiilr«a«nts for livestock eoterprlses for 
dlXfereat imelB -of Banagenent®-
" Resouro© rmnt^emmtB 
tiveetoak eaterprlse per h@a.4 ©r iulMlng 
and maaag0-tt©c.t level litter Corn Hay Capital" Latoor spaee 
Clbs. or fioz.) (torn.) Clbs.) (.•) (hrs.) (sc.ft-.) 
Dairy 
Average 
Above-average 
e,ooo.o 
9,430.0 
44-0 
66.0 
12,956.0 
13,672.0 
£36.00 
311.00 
124.0 
129.0 
84.0 
84.0 
apring litters 
Averag© 
kbov Burner 
1, 5<c4 .0 
1,675.0 
119.0 
97.0 
1,437.0 
1,393.0 
162.00 
187.00 
26.0 
E6.0 
38.6 
43.0 
fall lltttrs 
Average 
Above-average 
1,528.0 
1,§77.0 
1--51 »0 
106.0 
0 
0 
168.00 
187.00 
33.0 
33.0 
63.5 
70.0 
Poultry 
Average 
4bov©-average 
15.0 
19.2 
1.6 
1.7 
0 
0 
4 .00. 
4.20 
2.1 
2-1 
4.1 
4.1 
Mediuai yearlings (drylot) 
Ahoye-av erage 887.0 33.0 1,338.0 148.00 13.7 0 
Choice calves (drylot) 
ibove-average S50.0 61.0 1,409.0 139.00 17.4 0 
Choice calves (pasture) 
Abo Ve-average 560.0 50.0 3,206.0 138.00 18.7 0 
more complete description of the basic datts for eadi eniierprise is given In 
the Appendix. 
^Inclwded are (1) sjinual cash expenaes such as feed suppiements, breeding and 
veterinary fees, insurance, depreciation on investment, and purchase price of basic 
stocE for beef aiid poultry; arid (2) investrBent such as equipment for basic stock, for 
hogs and dairy. 
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tfi@ met return for this ©ntefprlst are calculated on the 
"basis of on© cow j^tplactaerit stock. 
Pairy wltli abov@»av@fage aanageatat. fhls dairy enter­
prise includes cows with abO'^e-average productive c&pacity. 
fotal annual production includes 9^430 pounds of milk per cow 
sold as grade A milfcj, and the meat sold as beef, fhe produc­
tive life of ©aoh cow is 4 to 6 years. Total feed, capital, 
labor, and building requlremefits (shown in Table 4) are 
based on one cow and replacement® %f£ilch include the equiva-
lerit of one-third of & aalf, one-third of a 1-year old, and 
one-fourth of a E-year old. Net return for this enterprise 
is also calculated on the basis of one cow and ropls.cement 
stock. 
S'prlac: ho. g;s w i th av $r me manage men t. This hog system 
includes pigs farrowed in April, fed out on pasture, and 
iaark,eted in October at a weight of 225 pounds. Litters aver­
aging 6.8 pigs weaned per sow but one gilt ia saved back for 
farro'Wing th« following year. Pork sold per litter, includ­
ing a <500 pound sow, averages 1,524 pounds. The death loss 
is estimated at 5 percent after westing. Total feed, capital, 
labor, building requirements (shown in Table 4), and net 
return for this enterprise are calculated on the basis of 
one so* and litter. 
Spring hoga with above-average manageiaent. This hog 
system Includes pigs farrowed in March, fed out on pasture. 
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aM rasjpketed in September at. a weight of 225 pounds. Litters 
afepftg® 9,3 pigs weaned per ioiw but one gilt is saved back 
for farrovlag the follming year, pork sold per litter, 
including a 300 pound 8ow, averages 1,.675 pounds. The death 
loss is eetimated at 3 percent after weaning. Total feed, 
capital, labor, building rtquireraents (shown in Table 4), and 
net rttura for this enterprise are calculated on the baals 
of one sow and litter. 
Fall hogg with ayerage msnagement. This hog system 
iaoludes fall pigs farrowed in October, fed out in the dry-
lot, and ffiarketed in April at a weight of 225 pounds. Sows 
farrow two litters and are sold after fall farrowinga. 
Litters averag;© 6.? pigs weaned per sow. Pork sold per 
litter, including 100 pounds of sow, averages 1,528 pounds. 
The death loss is estiiaated at 5 percent after weaning. 
Total feed, capital., labor, building requirements (shown in 
Table 4),. and net return for this enterprise are calculated 
on the basis of one sow aiid litter. 
gall, hogs with .above-'average BianaKeiaent. This hog 
systeia includes fall pigs farrowed in September, fed out in 
the drylot, and marketed in lareh at a weight of 825 pounds. 
Sows farrow two litters and a.re sold efter fall farrowings. 
Litters average ?•£ pigs weaned per sow. Pork sold per 
litter, including 100 pounds of sow, average® 1,677 pounds. 
Beath loss is estimated at 3 percent after weaning. Total 
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feed^ capital,, labor, builcilng requirements (shown in Table 
4), and net return for this fntirprlse are calculated on 
tiie basis of one sow and litter• 
poultry with average maaageinent* fhis enterprise Is a 
supplementary fana laying floofe and is replaced with new 
etocfc eacii year. It does not compete with other enterprises 
for tlia lliilted resources except for capital and is Buople-
raeatary in the use of labor, fhe annual egg production per 
hen l0 180 eggs. An sTsrage of 1.25 sexed ohloks per hen 
must be purohagei each year for potential layers. Culling 
gild B^rtallty retes for liens are estimated at 11 percent and 
15 peroei'it of the total, r®sp©otlvely; chick mortality is 
estimated at 10 percent of the total. The resource require-
aents (shown in fabl© 4) and net return for this enterprise 
are based upon one hen and 1.25 eexed chicks. 
poultry ^^Itli gbove^a.Tere,g:e aianagement. fhis enterprise 
Is a supplementary farra laying flock and is replaced with 
ri&'n stock ©&ch year. It does not coaspete V'/lth other enter­
prises for the limited resources except for capital and is 
supplementary in the us© of labor. The annual egg production 
per hen Is 230 eggs. An airerage of 1.25 sexed chicks per hen 
jau9t be purchased each year for potential layers. Culling 
and fflort.allty rates for hens are estimated at 11 percent and 
15 percent of the total, reepeotively; chick mortality is 
eitlmated at 10 percent of the total. The reaources require-
18 
aitiits i shown In Table 4) and net return for this enterprise 
are D&eeS upon one hen and 1.26 sexed chicks. 
learliiig steerB i'ea on drylot a.bove~average raana&:e--
ment;• with this ©nterprie© neaiuffl yearling feeder steers are 
purchased in fio^esber weighing about 670 pounds, wintered 
prlmarilj on roughr-ige, and put on full feed in late %d.nter. 
©ley are f&& out In the dry lot to grade good, and marketed 
In April or May• Market weight averagee 967 pounds per head 
and death loss is 1.6 percent. The resource requirements 
(shown In Tabl® 4) and net return for trde enterpu-'ise are 
oalcul&ted on a head basis. 
g'tedtr e^alvee fgd on drylot with a.'bo'?e~ aver age snaixage-
tagiit. With this enterprise good to choice feeder calves are 
bought in October weighing about 430 pounds,, wintered on 
roughage and limited grain, end put on full feed in early 
suasier* fhest calves fed out to grade choloe and 
aarK.eted In August.. Market weight averages 960 pounds per 
h©ad and death loss is 2.6 percent. The resource requlreaonts 
(shown in Sabl® 4) md net return for this enterprise are 
ealculated on a head b&els* 
Feeder calves fed on -paeture with above«>average aianage~ 
m#nt. With lihls enterprise good to ohoioe calves arc pur­
chased In October weighing about 450 pounds, wintered on 
roughaf-^e and limited grain, and put on full feed on pasture 
the following spring. They are fed out to grade choloe and 
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mark©tea in Septtmber. larfeet weight averages 990 pounds 
per head and dtath loss is 2»§ percent. The resource requlre-
oents (shown In fable 4) and net return for this enterprise 
are calculated on a heed basis. 
Production and resourot requirements per head or litter 
for the livestock enterprlBes outlined above are included in 
fable 4. Labor retuiJ'eaerits for crops and livestock are 
givfft in fable 5 in total ai»unts and by percentage distribu­
tion in months, fhe labor tiata are averages and the exact 
number of hours may vary on particular farffi.®. However, the 
percentage distribution throu^out the year is relatively 
constant for & given technique. 
table &. Labor i*@qulrtffie.ate for orops and livestock. 
fotal 
Li^'eetock. enterprise Unit saaa 
aM manageiaent level level hrB./yr- Percent distribution by months 
Dalry^ 
A¥ ers- g© he ad 124 .0 
Aboire-average head 1S9.0 
Spring hoKS^ 
Average litter 80.0 
Above"average litter 86.0 
Fall hogs^ 
Average Utter 33.0 
Above average litter 33.0 
Feeder o&ttle^ 
Med- yearlings (drylo.t) head 13.7 
Gb. calves {drylot) head 17.4 
Ch. calves (pasture) head 18.7 
Jan. reb• Mar. Apr. Haj 
11.0 
11.0 
7.9 
g.7 
9.7 
8.3 
15.4 
5,8 
§. 8 
10.5 
10.5 
7.9 
7.6 
6.5 
15.4 
5.7 
e.7 
11.0 
11.0 
ft 
• D 
E3.0 
7.0 
18.2 
15.4 
5.7 
5.7 
9.6 
9.5 
10.0 
5.8 
6.4 
6 »5 
15.4 
8.0 
8.0 
7.5 
7.5 
9.1 
5.8 
4.7 
.5 
7.7 
14 .4 
i;5.o 
Jime 
8.0  
6.G 
8.3 
8.3 
6.2 
5.7 
14 .4 
13.0 
l-Adaptefi from ftilson, Jamea C-, Optimum livestock production under varying 
resource and price-cost situations la northeast loT^/a, Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, 
Ames, Iowa, l0'*a Stale College Library, 1964. 
^Mapted from An appraisal of agricultural production capacity in Iowa, Iowa 
State College, Iowa Agr. Ext. Bui. AN-153, 1952. 
^Adapted fros. Heady, £. 0. and Olsen, R. 0., Substitution relationships, 
resource requirements and income variability in the utiliz-atlon of forage crops, 
Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta- Bui. 390, 196£. 
Table §. iContlaaed) 
total 
Livestoci ©ttlerprise Unit man 
and aianageaeat leirel level hi's./yr. Pereent distribution by month.s 
Crops 
Corn 
Soybeeiis 
Oats 
Meaaow 
Dairy 
Average 
A bo ¥6-'average 
Spy!rig liQgs 
Average 
Above average 
Fall hogs 
Average 
Above B^&r&ge 
Feeder cattle 
Med. yearlings (drylot) 
Ch. calves (arylot) 
Oil. calves (pesture) 
Feb. MBZJU ADF. BCay ^ J»nt 
acre 7.0 11.8 2^8.0 13.1 
sere 5.0 10.0 24.0 15.0 
acre 8.0 7.1 17.9 
acre 11 »6 38.9 
Julj Aug., Sept. Oet. lov. Pee. 
head 124 .0 6.Q 6.5 6.0 7.5 8.5 10.0 
head iss.o 6.0 6.5 6.0 r-j sz f * U «.g 10.0 
litter 26.0 8.3 8.3 7.9 7.9 n? o f *o 7.1 
litter 26.0 8.3 6.5 12.2 6.5 6.5 5.7 
litter 33.0 5.0 8. E 13.0 1£.4 10.9 10.9 
11oter 33.0 5.7 6.7 23.0 5.8 5.8 8.3 
head 13.7 15.4 15.4 
head 17.4 14.4 14 .4 5.7 5.7 5.8 
head 18.7 13.0 13.0 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.8 
^Adapted froii. Bowlen, Bernard J., production plauaing of crops for Iowa farms 
usifig activity analysis and linear prograisElng, Unpublished rh.D. I'hesiG, Aiaes, 
Iowa, Io%!a St&te College Library, 1954-
fabi© &» CCoritiR««a) 
Total 
ItflveBtook witerprise Unit man 
Mid level level hrs./jr. Percent distribution by montlis 
Aag/. iept. Oct. Mov. Dee. 
Crops 
Sorn acre 7.0 10.7 £.0 14.8 go.4 5.2 
Soybeans scr© 6.0 11.0 3.0 31.0 6.0 
Oats acre 6-.0 37.5 37.5 
Meadow acre 11.6 33.1 28.0 
ro 
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MmhtTlGkh TiSGiiilQUE USED 
fh® analytical teelmiqu© used in this study is linear 
programming. Til© logic anfi teclinique for this method of 
analysis have been presented in several previous writings.^ 
Iherefore, only statements about its application to farm 
planning are included in this study. 
Application of Linear Programming 
fhe otojeetiv® of a farm when viewed as a business unit 
is not to maximiae net returns to any particular enterprise 
but ratlier to maxiaize, for th© family as a whole, income 
from a given stock of resources- Sine© scarce resources are 
available to the farm fauily, some analytical framework is 
needed whereby an approximation can toe made of the returns 
from alternative uses of these resources. 
%orffflan, Robert- Application of linear programming to 
the theory of the firra. Berkeley and Los Angeles, University 
of California Press, 1952, pp. S4-4-4, ?9-94; Bowlen, Bernard 
J. Production planning of crops for Iowa farms—using activ­
ity anelysie and linear prog-ramming. Unpublished Ph.D-
thesis. Asies, Iowa, Iowa St? te College Library, 1954. pp. 
27-§8; dilson, J&iaes C. Optimum livestocli production under 
varying; resource and price-cost sitU'-^tions in northeast 
Iowa—-an application of linear programming. Unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Library, 1954. 
pp. lE-g8; Heady, larl 0. Sisiplifled presentation and logi­
cal aspects of linear procrasalng technique. Jour. Farm 
Econ. 34:1035-1048. 1954-
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Liaear prtjgraiamlng, as ao analytleal tool, is very useful 
lii faiCTi planoiog as It can pfOTlde the basis for decision 
©aking. It is a aatheBiatical teehnlque that permits the 
simultaneous consideration of aany hundreds of possible plans 
I regarding the practice estimates or input-output coefficients 
and prices used. It allow® specification of the most profit­
able plan with respect to capital, soil, labor, and other 
restrictions of the farm. These considerations ere parti­
cularly Important for beginning faraser® who have limited 
funds and a multitude of opportunities for IntreBting their 
limited funde. Other studies have shown the advantages of 
using linear prograiaffiing in analyzing farm management prob-,, 
lefiis.^ Since linear prograiasing simultaneously considers all 
posiible crop and livestock combinations, farm practices, and 
resource limitations, It has, therefore, great usefulness fi,® 
a farm planning technique. In this study linear propraBiming 
is used to determine income possibilities and optimum farm 
plaiis for young faraera on crop-share rented farms from the 
%oEe©, Dean, @t §1. OptliaufB allocation of resources 
between pasture impro'sreiaent and other opportunities within 
southern lowt farms. Iowa 4gr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bui. 435. 
19S6; Etsady, Karl 0* and Q-ilson, James C. Optiraum combina­
tion of livestock, enterprises and iaanageiient practices on 
faras inoludlng dairying. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bui- 437. 
19§6| Peterson, 0-. S. Selection of maximuffl profit oombina-
tloa of livestock enterprises and crop rotations. Jour. 
Farm Econ. 34:546-554. 1955. 
y 
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standpoint of the tenant. Optimum plans for a landlord or 
owner of the same soil and farm situation might be quite dif­
ferent. However, linear programming methods also would allow 
selection of the most profitable plan under these circum­
stances with consideration given to soil types, capital 
availability, building space, labor distribution, and other 
limiting resource supplies. 
Fornailatlon of Activities 
Mi thin the frameworls: of a linear model, each manner in 
which production is carried out is considered ae a distinct 
activity or process, where each output, single or combined, 
is contingent upon a given cost or amount of inputs used. 
Thus, consideration of all possible combinations of enter­
prises by the linear programming technique requires that each 
possible way of producing livestock and crops be expressed as 
an activity. According to Dorfman, any productive process 
may be used at any positive level consistent with the supply 
of available resources. The consumption of resources and the 
total output are proportional to tiie level at which the activ­
ity is used. The consumption of each resource is the sum of 
the consumption of all activities and the total production is 
the sum of the outputs of each activity.^ Within this frame-
^Dorfman, 0£. clt., p- 18. 
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worii the productive profelem become® the problem of choosing 
Miilch productive processes to use arid the level et which to 
u@e each of them. 
Xb. tiili study there are a total of 72 separate activities 
or Investiaest opportunities considered (fable 6). Linear 
prograffiaing is used to stleot th© on© oomblnation of activ­
ities, among thousands of possible combinations, which will 
maxlalat returns under th© different resource situations. 
When crops are considered separately, there are a total 
of IE crop activities. For example, a OCOM rotation with no 
application of fertilizer Is an activity differing frora the 
iame rotation fertilized &t a second, third, or fourth level. 
Sine© the Input-output relationships for a rota.tlon are con­
sidered in four ratios e-aoh crop rotation gives rise to four 
crop actii^ltles. Each crop activity In turn competes with 
all other activities for the use of available resources. 
When crops e.r© processed throug*h livestock there are a 
total of §6 coifiblned activities (Table 6). Thea© combined 
activities, are formed by tjing livestock to the rota.tlon. 
Sinoa livestock; production Is liirdted to forage pixjductlon, 
only combinations of livestoca with CCOM and CSbCOM rotations 
are considered, fylng liveetocls. to a rotation is accomplished 
by taking the hay equivalent produced per acre of rotation 
and dividing by Urz unit hay requirements for each livestock 
2? 
Table 6. List of activities or enterprises included in study 
fype of Level of 
Enter­ rotation livestock 
prise supplying management 
number Enterprise feed® used 
Si 
Pg 
P3 
P5 
Pa 
fg 
Fiq 
?li 
flE 
fl4 
^Ib 
Pl6 
?1? 
FlS 
fl9 
?20 
i'21 
Pgg 
Pgg 
1^24 
J26 
^27 
f28 
^29 
^"30 
Dairy 
Dairj 
Dairy 
Dairy 
Dairy 
Palry 
Dairy 
Dairy 
Dairy 
Dairy 
Dairy 
Dairy 
Dairy 
Dairy 
Dairy 
©airy 
Spring-farrowed hog® 
Spring-farroi«fed hogs 
Spring-farrowed hogs 
Sprlng^farrowed hogs 
SprlEg-f arrowed ho gs 
Spririg-farrowed hogs 
Spririg-.farrowed hogs 
Spririg-farrowed hog® 
Spring-farrowed hogs 
Spring*.farrowed hoge 
SpriEg-farrowed hog® 
Spring-farrowed hogs 
Spring-farrowed hog® 
3prlag-far3X)w@d hogs 
CCOMi 
GCOM2 
GGOM5 
CCOM4 
GSbCOMi 
C3bC0M2 
GSbCOMi 
CSbC0M4 
GCOMx 
OCOM2 
GCOM3 
COOM4 
CSbCOMi 
GSbCOMg 
CSbC0M3 
CSbOOM4 
CCOMx 
CCOM2 
CCOM3 
CCOM4 
CSbCOMi 
GSbGOMg 
GSbCOMs 
G3bC0M4 
CCOMj 
CCOMg 
GCOM3 
CGOM4 
GSbCOMi 
CSbCOMg 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Above-average 
Above-average 
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
' average 
avers g-e 
average 
average 
average 
Above-average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Above-average 
Abov e-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
average 
average 
average 
average 
average 
aihe subsirlpt® following the abbreviated form of rota­
tions refers to the level of fertilization. 
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fable 6. (e©ntlrm®«i) 
Eutttr-
nuatfe©r Eaterprli® 
Type of 
ro b&tioia 
supplying 
feed 
Level of 
livestock 
management 
used 
Spriag-farrowed laogs 
Spring-farrowed koge 
Medium yearlings fed la drylot 
P54 • Medium yearlings fed in cirylot 
Mediuii yearlinga f®d in drylot 
P36 
^3? 
£39 
^40 
|41 
i'42 
P43 
P44 
F45 
^4Q 
P4? 
^46 
P4i 
P50 
|il 
fS2 
^§3 
|54 
fm 
£s? 
^§8 
FiS 
^60 
Medium yearlings fed la, drylot 
M&diuai yearlings f©d in drylot 
Medium yearliiigs fed in drylot 
Mediua yearlings fed in drylot 
Medium yearling® fed in drylot 
Ciioice calves fed on pasture 
Glioice calves fed on pasture 
eiioic® calveiS fed or pasture 
Olioio© o&lvti fed 00 pasture 
Choice calves fed on pasture 
Choice calve® fed on paiture 
Clioice calves f@d on pasture 
Choic® calves fed on pasture 
Choict calves fed ia drylot 
Cholc® calves fed In drylot 
Choice ealvea fM in drylot 
Ciioice calve-s fed in drylot 
Choice calvts fed ia drylot 
Choice calves fed in drylot 
Choice calves fed io drylot 
Choice calves fed in drylot 
poultry 
Poultry 
Fall-farroved hogs 
Fall-farrowed hogs 
CSbCOMs 
CStoOOM4 
CCOMT 
CGOMg 
GG0M;5 
CCOM4 
CStoCOMi 
CSbCOM? 
Gab(X)«3 
0ShGOl4 
CCOMi 
CCOMg 
CCOM3 
GGOH4 
CSbCOMx 
CSbC0M2 
OSbCOMs 
0SbC0M4 
CCOMi 
CCOK2 
CCOM3 
CCOM4 
CSbGOMT 
GSbCOMp 
CSbC0M3 
CabC0M4. 
Above-
iltoove-
Abov e-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Abov©-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Alxjve-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Above-
Abov©-
• average 
•average 
• 9.verage 
^average 
•average 
•avereige 
•average 
•average 
•average 
• average 
•average 
•averap^e 
• average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
•average 
Above-sverage 
Average 
Above-average 
Average 
Abo V e- a. V erage 
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fable {Contirjued) 
fj-ptj of l*®V0l of 
Inter* rototion llv@itoel£ 
prise supplying? management 
auffibtr Eiiterpriif feed used 
COOMi^ grain soM for cash 
OCOMg gr»la sold f©r emh 
GC0M3 grain soM for oash 
CCOM4 praln sola for Cf^eh 
CSbGOMi praia soM for casb 
CSbCOMg grain aoM fos» e&f& 
OSbGOM^ grain soM for oath 
CSbC0M4 grain soM for cash 
CGSbi ©tttir$ production soM 
CC3bp entire ijroductloii sold 
CCSfcg entire production 80M 
CCab^ eiitire; production sold 
enteipriie,^ this aivislea gi¥@» tli# awaber of possible live* 
stock Ifsfele 7) that om b« produced with emh- aare of 
alterriatlv# m&%hQ& of eoBsidering all pjsslfcl© aom-
bliiatioiis livestock and crops siiaultaneously Is to treat ®a,cli 
crop rotation and livestock ent«rpriye en indepeiideftt activ­
ities. In tills ffiethoci, the grein and hay eosfflgleat® 
for livestock have a positive elgri wMle they e.r# negative 
i'or orop, rotations. Hence, vjhen" crop activities are'brought 
into Um plaiti the £Taln supply Ip Increaoetj *lh,er«a» the" 
grain supply is aecressed whtn livestock activities ©ater th® 
plan. For a «jre jietsiled description of thlf metliod, see 
Peterson, G. A. Sele-otion of roaxlimim profit cosifeinations of 
llveetoGk enterprises and crop rotations. Jomr. Fara loon. 
34; ©46-564. 1956. 
|62 
P56 
i' 67 
^72 
fablt fi?oductlori, met price md rtquireaeats tor emoh. aett^itf 
I tea _ tlBtt 
^"1 % ^4 ^5 Wf % 
Units of outpmt 
aarketed®- 4*40^ 5.0# §.©6^ 3-.52^ 4 .07^ 4.45^ 4.63^ 
Itf price/unit^ • Mas 14.33 14.SI 14.40 18.26 14 .76 15.59 15.26 
Capital 1 34..E5 39.2& 42.69 4§.35 SO.,. $6 34 .43 37.35 39.67 
Land mm 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Foiiitry lio-uslag sq. ft. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
log iiousing SQ• ft• 0 0 0 0 0 0 •0 0 
Dairy housing sq. ft. 6.16 •7.13 7..?8 a. 10 4.93 s • 71 6^22 6.4B 
Operator labor: 
"J anuary mrni'-hm * 1.00 1.16 i.a6 1.32 .80 .9-3 1.01 1.05 
February TOi'i-hrs * ..S5 1.11 1.21 l.ts .?6 .88 .96 1.00 
March aan-hrs* 1.09 1^95 1.3§ 1.40 .87 1 .00 1.Q8 1.12 
April fflaii—to.ra. i->m 1.71 1. 1.85 1.32 1 .49 1.56 1.S9 
May san-hrs. 1.4S l.Sl 1.68 l.?2 1.4£> 1 .53 1-63 1-.66 
Jun# roan-hrs. x.n 1.87 1.93 1.96 1.57 1 .68 1.72 i-.m 
July aan-hrs. 2.01 2.10 S.16 2.1® 1.74 1 .81 1.96 1.88 
Augus t nian-hrs. 1.06 I.IS 1.22 1.2S .85 •92 .97 1.00 
September maii-hrs. 1.14 l.£3 1 * kiQ 1.31 .95 1 .02 1 rsA 1.0© 
October man-lirs. i.go 1.31 1.38 1.42 1.53 1 .42 1.48 1.80 
Kovesutoer fflaii-hrs. 1.49 1.-61 l.§9 l.?3 l.fiS 1 .-37 1.42 1.46 
Deeeciber man-hre • 1.09 1.23 1.33 1.38 .8? .99 1.0^''. 1.10 
Housewife labor 
(Fefc.) fflan-.tori. 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
%o^rmge, not eoasaati by livestook, ^ .m mused, let unit prise incite©# sale 
of soybesfts and graia sales or pmrGhas#®.' 
%wadre<i~poaftd. waits of aili.. 
CC0»tlatt«4) 
•I tie® lait fi i 
tjfiits ©f ©tttpttt 
marketed 
Net prlee/oBlt 
Capital 
Laod 
Poultry houslBg 
Hog housing 
Dairy housing 
Operator- Inljor: 
J anuai^y 
February 
Mareii 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
lousewife labor 
CFeto.) 
6.55^ 
t £0.96 
f 38.70 
1 
mq» ft. 0 
Bq.* f t .  0 
sq. rt. 
iiian-hr-s. 99 
msM-^brs. 94 
Eiaa-brs. 1.07 
ffiaa-hrs. 1.49 
atan-lirs. 1.44 
r.i£in-jirs. 1.79 
smxh^hrs - 2.06 
man-hrs. 1.05 
aan-hrs. 1-18 
raati-hrs. 1.19 
man-iirs. 1.48 
mari-hrs. i.oa 
maa—brs. Q 
%uadrtd-p0tt0d units of milk 
^11 ^12 ^14 %6 
7. §9-^ 
24.§0 
44.41 
1 
0 
0 
6. f6  
8.-28^ 
26.01 
48.30 
1 
0' 
0 
7*3? 
8.62^ 
2S.96 
51.20 
1 
0 
0 
7.6S 
S.2# 
If. 29 
34.21 
1 
0 
0 
4.S7 
S.O?^ 
ee..^ 
38. S5 
1 
0 
0 
•6.41 
6.62^'' 
24.47 
41 .S4 
1 
0 
0 
§.90 
6.90^ 
24 ..51 
'44.36 
i 
0 
0 
6.14 
1.14 
1.09 
1.23 
1.68 
1.60 
1.93 
2.14 
1.14 
l.£6 
-.1.30 
1.60 
1.22 
0 
1.25 
1.19 
1.53 
1.79 
1.67 
1.93 
£.20 
1 . iiO 
1.32 
1.37 
1.68 
1.31 
0 
1.30 
l.£4 
1.39 
1.83 
1.70 
g.Ol 
E.23 
l.£4 
1.36 
1.40 
1.72 
1.36 
0 
.79 
.76 
.86 
1^*1 • Od, 
1.44 
1.61 
1.64 
.84 
.98 
1.32 
1.25 
.86 
0 
•.91 
.a? 
.98 
1.48 
1 .§7 
1-72 
1.71 
.91 
1.05 
1.41 
1 34 
98 
0 
l.QO 
,m 
1.07 
1.55 
1.6£ 
1.77 
1.75 
.§« 
1 
1.47 
1.41 
1.0§ 
0, 
1.04 
.09 ^ 
1.11 
i>m 
1.6§ 
1.79^ 
1.77 
.•09 
1.11 
1.4S 
1.4S 
i.oi 
0 
fable {Contioued) 
Itm Unit Pi? '^xa ^*19 ^20 ^21 i^-22 ?g3 
Units of output 
aarketed 10.QT® 11.66® 12.73® 13.26® 8.06® 9.33® 10.18^ 10.60® 
itt price/unit 1 44.86 52.18 56.70 57.91 38.41 46.03 4S.63 49.67 
Capital 1 122.37 141.28 153.99 161.29 101.14 116.05 126.39 132.42 
Land acre 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Poultry housing sq. ft. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hog housing sq. ft. 85.54 29.58 32.26 33.61 20.43 23 ..66 25.01 26.89 
Dairy housing sq. ft. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Operator labor: 
J aiiu&ry man-iirs. 1.3? 1.57 l.?2 1.78 1.09 1.26 1.37 1.43 
Fetoruary tB&u-iirs. 1.36 1.57 1.72 1.78 1.09 1.26 1.37 1.43 
March mm-lirs - l.?2 1.98 ii *15 2.24 1.38 1.58 1.72 1.79 
April fflan-iirs. 8.36 2.70 2.8S g.97 g.oo 8.28 2.43 4.50 
Maj man-hrs. a. >3<> 2.63 E.80 E.88 2.16 2.49 2-.S2 2.59 
Jane fflan-iirs • 1.94 2.21 2.36 g.44 1.73 1.95 2.07 2.13 
July man-'hre. £.27 2.50 2.65 2.72 1.95 2.13 2.25 2.31 
August mm^hra. 1.90 ii. 12 2.27 2.35 1.52 1.70 1.82 1.88 
September aan-iirs. 1.43 1.64 1.79 1.86 1.18 1 •e3§ 1.46 1.52 
October aan-hrs. 1.88 2.09 2. £3 2.30 1.87 E.04 2.16 2.22 
November san~hrs. £.06 £.27 2.41 2.48 1.72 1.89 2.00 2.05 
Deeeaiber man-hrs. 1.40 1.60 1.72 1.79 1.12 1.28 1.38 1.43 
Housewife labor 
(Feb.) man-hrs. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
®Hundred-pound units of gor^. 
table ?. (Coatinned) 
Itea Unit 
'^2& ^26 ^27 -^^28 P29 P30 %1 ^32 
ysits of output 
9.13° 10.58° marketed 11.4g« 13-.2g° 14.48® 15.02® 11.54= • 12.08^ 
let price/unit 1 100.24 116.30 126.15 132.77 68.71 96.32 104.58 107.96 
Capital 1 142-50 164.60 179.4g 187.78 117.25 134.71 145.74 153.82 
Land acre 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Poultry housing eq. ft*. 0 0 0 0 ^ 0 0 0 0 
Hog liousing s.q. ft. 29.09 33.68 36.74 38.27 23.27 26.74 29.39 30.62 
Dairy bousing sq. ft. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Operator labor; 
J anuary san-hrs. 1.01 1.15 1.28 1.33 .81 .94 1.02 1.07 
February Hian-hrs. 1.01 1.15 1.26 1.33 .81 .94 1.02 1.07 
Mareii raan-hrs. 4.16 4 .73 5.24 6.4S 3.33 3.85 4.19 4-36 
April' aan-hrs. 1.66 1.88 2.01 2.06 1.4S 1.64 1.73 1.77 
May Bian-hrs. 1.80 1.99 .12 2.17 1.73 1.90 1.98 2.05 
June man-hrs. 1.98 2.23 2.42 2.49 1.76 1.-99 S.ll 2.18 
July man-hrs. 2.23 2.52 2.70 2.78 1.98 2.17 2.29 2.36 
Mguat man-hrs. 1.62 1-78 1.92 1.98 1.30 1.44 1.64 1.S9 
September man-hrs. E.23 2.53 2.80 2 >92 1.82 2.10 r> c * 40 2-37 
October ffian-hrs. 1.6? 1.83 1.97 8-03 1.71 1.85 1.95 g.oo 
liov ember men-hrs. 1.8? 2.02 2.17 2.23 1.56 1.71 l.Sl 1.86 
Deceaber man-hrs. 1.19 1.33 1.46 1.61 .95 1.08 1.17 1.21 
Housewife labor 
(Feb.) iaan~iirs. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
^Hundred-pound units of pork,. 
fabi© (Coatlniied) " / 
^ — —• \ —— — 
Item Uiiit Pgg P34 Pjg Fgg P3»7 Fgg P3g P4Q 
L'aits of output 
marketed 2.04^ 2-36^ ,8.57^ 2.68^ 1.63^ 1.89^ .2.06^ 2,15^ 
Set prlee/ttBit $ 19.54 28 .86 84.21 24 .08 18. -15 21 .57 £3 .03 23 .01 
Capital 1 123.£1 142 .28 155.0& 162 .40 101 .81 116 .84 127 .24 133 -31 
h&aa aer# 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
poultry iiousing sq. ft.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
log fiOusing aq. ft. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dairj liouslng sq. ft. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Operator labor: 
J anuary aan-hrs. 1.49 1 .73 1.8S 1 ..96 1 .19 1 .38 1 .§1 1 .57 
Februai'y isan-Jirs. 1-49 ' 1 .73 1.88 1 .96 1 .19 1 .38 1 .51 1 .57 
March aaii-hre.. 1.68 1 •82 1.97 i  .06 1 -26 1 »4-5 1 -§8 1 .64 
April saii-iirs. 2.13 2 .44 2-60 g -67 1 .82 £ .07 £ . >iO 2 .25 
Kay mgii~hrs. 1.5£ 1 .68 1.76 1 .80 1 .50 1 .63 1 .70 i .73 
Juae . JEsn-hrs. X.69 1 .64 1.64 1 .64 1 .45 1 .49 1 .49 1 -49 
July fflan-brs. 1.81 1 .81 1.81 1 -81 1 .58 1 • Do 1 . 58 1 .58 
August laaij-lirs. .47 .47 .47 .47 .38 .38 .38 .38 
Septeiiijer laaa-hrs. .88 .88 .88 .88 .74 .74 -74 .74 
October laan-hre. .62 .58 .52 . 52 .79 .79 .79 .79 
Novesaber raaii-hre. £.21 2 .44 2.60 2 1 .84 2 .02 2 .15 .21 
Peceufcer aau-hre. 1.17 1 .91 £'.07 2 .14 1 • '3'^ 1 ..53 1 .65 1 .72 
Housewife lebor 
(Feb.) rnan-hrs • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
%undred-pound units of beef. 
fable ?- CCJootlaned} 
Item UJait P^ g 
Onlts of output A 
Bsrktte^ 1.66" 1 .98^ 
Set price/mnit 1 21.44 25.06 Capital f S7.45 66 .11 
Larui aare 1 1 
poultry housing sq. ft. 0 0 
Hog homing sq. ft. 0 0 
Dairy housing sq. ft. 0 0 
Operator laborj 
J anuary fsan-lirs. .32 .37 
February ffian-lire. .32 .36 
March mn-lirs. .40 .45 
April ffiari-iirs. 1.0a 1 .22 
Hay man-iirs. 1.49 1 . 65 
J«ne matt-iars. 1 .SO X .95 
July man-hrs- 'd .09 ic .02 
August man-iirs. 1.18 1 .30 
September man—hrs• .85 .90 
October maii-nrs. • 3'^ .88 
Movember msn-hrs. l.Oi 1 .08 
D@e©iaber san-hrs. .60 .55 
Housewife labor 
(Feb-) ffian^-hrs. 0 u 
^Hundred-pound units of beef. 
P43 %4 ®4S ^46 P47 P48 
2.10® 2.18'^ 1.32" 1.54^ 1 .68"^ 1.75^ 
26.62 26.69 19.67 23.33 24 .96 g-§.Ol 
71.99 75.87 49.20 55.92 60 .79 64 .09 
T J. 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 n X/ 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
.40 .42 .26 •30 .32 .34 
.40 .41 .25 .29 .32 .33 
.49 .50 .3£ .36 .39 .40 
1.27 1.S9 .98 1.10 1 .14 l.i§ 
1.72 1.76 1.48 1.61 1 .67 1.70 
£.03 g.06 1.62 1.75 1 .81 i.S4 
£.£8 2.31 1.80 1.89 1 .9S 1.98 
1.-37 1.41 .95 1.04 1 .10 1.13 
.9.3 .95 .71 .76 .78 .80 
.92 .93 1.04 1.08 1 .10 1.12 
1.11 1.13 .90 .93 .96 .97 
.59 .60 .40 .44 .47 .48 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
T &ble 7. C Con.tiamM) 
Item Unit 
•^49 ^"50 -•52 ^53 X * 'm Pgg I '56 
Oal ts of oatput 
• 
.6# ,97° aiartoted' 3.71^ 4.29^ 4 4 .08^ O- 3. .44^- 3.?o^' 3-. 90' 
let prioe/unlt 1 29.53 34.4 £ 36 .83 37 .E3 26. • 14 30, 82 33.13 33. 52 
Capitial 1 111.59 128.81 140 .38 147 .11 92. 52 106. 07 lis. 50 121. 08 
Land acre 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
poultry housing sq. ft. 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hog houfiiiig sq. ft. c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dairy housing sq. ft. 0 0 0 0 0 0 n \j 0 
Op-erator labor; 
J anuary isaii-iips. .68 .79 .86 .90 .54 .63 .69 .72 
February maii-lirs. .67 .77 .84 »S8 .54 .5-2 .68 .70 
k rch ffiaji~lirs. .78 .86 .93 .97 .61 .09 .75 .77 
j^ij^x'il Eiaa-hrs. 1.58 1.80 1.90 1.95 1.38 1.56 1.-34 1.S9 
May laan-lirs. 2.46 2.78 E.95 3.04 £.26 2.51 2.o5 2.72 
J un© aaa-lirs. 3.28 3.59 3.77 3.86 2.80 3 .oe % on s.g? 
July man-lirs. 3.50 3.76 5.94 4.03 S.93 3.14 3.g8 3.35 
August Biaii-hrs. 2.16 2 .4i£ 2.60 g.69 1.73 1.94 2.oe 2-.15 
September maii-hrs. .68 .88 .88 .G8 .74 .74 .74 .74 
October man-hrs. 1.67 1.29 1.36 1.40 1.3? 1.41 1.46 1.49 
November man-iirs. 1.38 1.49 1.56 1.59 *! A X• JI-O 1.26 1.32 1 #3fi 
December maii-lirs. .86 .97 1.04 1.08 .G9 .78 .83 .86 
)ueeKlfe labor 
(Feb.) inari-hr-s. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
•^Mundred-poimd units ot beef. 
fatole 7. CContiaiied) 
Iteo Unit pg.? Pge P59 Peo ^'ei ^62 ^63 ^64 
Pnits of output ^ ^ ^ „ 
marketed IS.00®191.70^100.00-100 .OOi^ 15.65® 17.73^ 18.58® 19.10^ 
Set prie@/«nlt # .86 2 .14 2.50 6.06 S.ll 6.16 5 .99 5.08 
Capital i 6,32 6 .45 23.gS 20.22 16.08 17.05 18 .46 20.12 
Laad acre 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Poultry housing sq. ft.- 4.12 4 .12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hog houging sq. ft. 0 0 4.15 4.18 0 0 0 0 
Dairy fusing sq- ft. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Operator labor: 
Jsiittary " mm*hrB. 0 0 .21 .16 0 0 0 0 
February aan-iirs. 0 0 .16 .13 0 0 0 0 
larela iBaa-hrs. 0 0 .15 .24 .09 .09 .09 .09 
April fistt-hrs. 0 0 .12 .13 .64 .71 .71 .71 
May msn-lirs. 0 0 .10 • 13 .77 .82 .82 .82 
June laao-iirs. 0 0 .17 .11 1.19 1.24 1 .24 1.24 
July man-hrs. 0 0 .11 .11 1.47 1.47 1 .47 1.47 
August maE-hrs. 0 0 .18 .11 .47 .47 .47 .47 
September Bian-hre. 0 0 .28 .45 .60 .60 .60 .60 
October Disii-iirs. 0 0 .27 .11 .52 .52 .52 .52 
Movember mati-iirs. 0 0 .24 .11 .71 .71 .71 .71 
Oeceaber laan-hrs. 0 0 .24 .16 .18 .18 .18 .18 
Housewife labor 
(Feb.) raan-hrs. .16 .16 0 0 0 0 0 0 
®Dozen eggs. 
^'Hundred-pound units of pork. 
gBushels of corn equivalent. 
fable ?. CContiatied) 
Iteo Unit Pgg Fgg Pg^ Pgg Pgg P>^ 
tJaits of omtpttt 
aarke-ted 
Set prlee/mnit 
Capital 
Land 
Poultry housing 
flog liomslag 
Dairy housing 
Operator labor: 
J sauary 
F&hruary 
M&reh 
jtoril 
Ms^ 
June 
mem 
SQ- ft* 
SQ» ft• 
S<J« ft* 
naii-hrs. 
laan-iirs» 
ffian-iirs. 
iaan-hrs. 
oaa-iirs. 
oan-iir's • 
12 
2 
6.61 
15.31 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.07 
.63 
.90 
1.13 
14..38f l§.0-6f 15.48f lE.OOf 15.»f 17.6?f 18.33« 
2.g0« 2.41?^ 8.50^ 3.1#» S.aS" 3.t3« 4.00^ 
8.£1 8.4S 7.83 10.11 
16.6? 17.97 19.48 16.73 
1 1 1 1  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
.07 
.69 
.94 
1.17 
0 
0 
.07 
.69 
.94 
1.17 
0 
0 
0 
.07 
.69 
.94 
1.17 
13.37 
18.14 
1 
0 
0 
0 
15.29 
20.47 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.75 
1.60 
.91 
0 
.75 
1.S7 
.98 
0 
0 
.75 
1.57 
.98 
14.78 
82.39 
1 
0 
0 
0 
.75 
1.57 
.98 
»luly 
Augmt 
September 
October 
NoveJBber 
Deceffiber 
Housewife labor 
(Feb.) 
fflan.^Jars • 
Hjan-hrs. 
man-hrs• 
man-hrs. 
san-hrs• 
man-hrs. 
man-hrs. 
1.31 
.38 
.61 
.79 
.64 
.15 
1.31 
.38 
.51 
.79 
.64 
.15 
0 
1.31 
.38 
.51 
.79 
.64 
.15 
0 
1.31 
.38 
.51 
.79 
.64 
.15 
0 
.72 
0 
.15 
1.31 
1.07 
. 24 
0 
.72 
0 
.15 
1.31 
1.07 
.24 
0 
.72 
0 
.15 
1.31 
1.07 
.24 
0 
.72 
0 
.15 
1.31 
1.07 
.24 
0 
Ssushels of GOTO equivalent. 
%ushels of soybeans. 
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rotation.^ fheri, by aadlng the Input requirements for each 
acre af rotation ani nuiatoer of llYestoek units produced on 
that aer®, the total retulrtsients for the oorablned activities 
are oisttlned {Table ?). 
loa^forag© ©onsumiiig Hveitoek, such as fall hogs and 
poultry, are considered a® independent activities. Grein for 
thes© enterprises is either purchased from the farm or the 
market, these enterprists, wh©n oonsid®r©d at two levels of 
aanagement, make up the remaining four of the 72 activities. 
Units of output 
fh@ unit level of output of all activities is chosen 
arbitrarily with the Inputs and unit prices stated in rela­
tion to this level of output. In this study, when crops are 
considered separately, the unit chosen is also one acre, but 
the outputs and inputs ar© now in terms of crops and live­
stock. fhe livestock units included in the combined activ­
ities are ®,@a@urM in hundredweights of animal products. The 
iFor ©xarapl©,, the number of dairy units (100-pound milk 
units) that can b® produced with the forage production from 
one acre of a COOM rotation fertilised at the second level 
(1,100 Ibis.) is obtained by dividing total production of hay 
equivalent by the hay equivalent requirement for one dairy 
unit. This divigion {give® 5.09 dairy units 
(fable •?). 
m 
owtput o.f pork is measured Ib terms of iwanaredweights of poA 
preiueed aaS aarktlM^. Wltli gpi»iag-fari»owlng ent-erpMs® 
&mh 100 pottads of pojpk aarl&ele€ SO pounds of maAtt 
hogs md 20 pounds of iow n.ii4@r average mma.gment ana 82 
pounds of isai»k.et Mg anfi 18 psiiai® of sow under aiboT.«-aft.rag® 
'UBXry ©utput units art la terms of 100-pouna 
weights of mills; marK&t@4.* WmQh XOO^pemiS unit of silk 
lac.lmS©s 100 ptunA® 9f ®llk| 08 p^mdi of b«©f iiid 
,§0 psunds 0f f©al uiiier a^@p&g$ fflaasgfueat «id 100 pouMs of 
milk, 3.7 pomdB ©f i>e&f and .42 pouiads of irtal under abov#-
a?tragi rnmagmmt* Bmt output malts are in ter»i of 100 
pounds of bttf protuoet- 'lit® output mXta for fall hog® and 
p.oultr;y art eo.nsi4trt4 iai«peai«iitl|f of ©rops. Each 10.0 
pouMs ©f pork tmm tiie fall-farrowing eaterprise 
l.aaluslts 93 p@u.04s 0f sarltel bog aad 7 pouato of sow un.i@r 
a¥tragi aafiageatat saA S4 peuadi sarket bog aM 6 peumlt 
of sow under afeott*average a&»agea©iit. k ualt of output 
from th© poultry enttrprite laeludts 4.8? pQunds of meat awd 
1& ilQzm ©ggi under atsrag.# mm&gment and 4»8? pouiiig of 
Stat and If ^ll? i©i#n tgg» uM@r e-airarag© mm».gmBnt* 
iairlag a®t@rffliii.ea tii® aaita for' neaiurifig tb.® output of 
m&h aetiTlty^ tli# res^ure# r®i|air®ffl©iits are ©xprtssefi lii 
t$m$ of th.ei© ualts> Sie retource requlrtaeats for eaaii 
aotl¥.ity are presented ia fable ?. 
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- Linear Programming Restrictions 
Plans on the following pages are restricted to the 
r#souroes a^allabl© to the tenant. The BtaxifBum profit plans 
thus relate to the tenant and his resources- Other plans 
would to© TO St profitable to a landlora. or owner for the aaiae 
farm- fhe prog^aiaraing res trio tions are indicated, by equations 
(1) through/t0) where Sx is labor supply of the tenant family, 
Sg is oapi^al supply, S3 is cropland, S4 is builij.lng space, 
Sg is, ^ rain produced or purchased, and Sg is hay produotd. 
In 4he following equations b.%^ refers to the input-output 
toefficient of the particular enterprise for the resource 
icdioated whil© refers to the amount of the enterprise 
using the resource. In all restrictions except for grain, 
(1) (4) 34;£,^84jXJ 
n n 
(g) S2 * agj xj 
(3) S3^ C asj xj (6) Sg S ^ agj xj 
J - X J " -I 
production is limited to the resource supply, all of which 
need not b© used in th© plan. In the case of grain, however, 
the amount produced and purchaied must be exhausted in th© 
plan (either aa feed or grain sales). 
Mhen capital is available, crop aetiirities are permitted 
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to #xpand to the limit: of the supply of land while livestock 
produetloa la not permitted to exeetA the forage production 
of the farm. Whtn the corn and forage requirements for llve-
stoak are not In the same ratio as the production of corn 
and forag®, any surplus forag© will go unused while any-
surplus corn can be sold. Ll&twlse, any deficit of corn can 
b® purciiased. A few plans., however, are computed with live-
stook production liialt®^ to the grain produoed on the far®, 
the main portion of this study limits livestock production 
only to the supply of capital, labor, building space, and 
forage production of the farm. 
prices Used for Planning 
fricee used in computing the optimum plan© are included 
in fable 8. fhe pricing method used in this study attempts 
to maintain the average historiosl price relationships among 
the items purchased and the items sold by the farmer, while 
adjusting ail prices to the 1954 price level. This sdjust-
laent is aceomplifhed by taking the ratio of the average price 
of @&oh item to the average price of corn for each period 
ami multiplying thia ratio by the 1964 price of corn. The 
period used for all items except hogs, feeder cattle, and 
mllfc products is 1950-54. The historical periods used to 
compute hog and feeder cattle prices are 1947-.54 and 19-;55-54, 
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fabl© 8. Avtrage adjusted prices used. 
Purchase Selling 
Item Onlt price price 
Seed afid fertilizer J 
Corn bu. 11.50 
Sojbeaos bu. 4.30 — 
Oats hu- 1.00 — 
Hitrogen (N) Xb • .15 — 
Pho sphorus {P2O6) lb. .11 — 
Potassium (KzO) lb. .06 — —  
feed mid grale: 
Com bu. 1.43 1.43 
Oats bu. .78 .76 
Soi'beans bu. 2.74 
Mlx©S hs.f ton 17.40 
Gattl® suppleoent cwt. 4.78 — 
log suppleoient cvt. 5.60 — 
LayiSig a ash 0 sft • 4.92 — 
Liirestook and ll^eetooK 
B.roduat©:. 
MfdiiiiB yearlings owt. 18.25 21.60 
Choloe feeder osl¥es (drylot) cwt. 24.10 25.77 
Gholee feeder oali?eg (pasture) owt. 24.10 25.97 
Sull dairy qo¥ ewt. • _ 14.88 
feal calve® cwt. ... 21.87 
Medium dairy cow head 188.95 
Sood dairj cow head 200.00 — 
Buttsrfat lb. — .61 
Milk (3.70 arade A) cwt. 3.67 
SQVB cwt. 19.47 17.70 
March - market hogs ewt. 20.41 
April - market hogs QVt. 19.90 
September « msrJiet hogs cwt. •Ill" 21.96 
Ootofcer - jsarket hogs' cwt. —. 20.07 
Composite hog price® owt. — 19.83 
®Coaposlt® hog price Is the weighted composite price per 
owt. oJT fall pi}::®, spring pigs, and the sow. 
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fable 8 .  (Continued) 
Item 
Purchase 
Unit price 
Selling 
price 
1954 prices 
Isxeh - market hogs 
%rll - market hogs 
September - market hogs 
October « market hogs" 
cwt. 
ewt. 
cwt. 
owt. 
1955 prices 
25.53 
25.96 
19.70 
18.57 
March - ffiarfest hogi 
April « market hoge 
September - .market hogs 
Octobsr - marltet hogs"" 
CKt. 
cwt. 
c%<t. 
c*«t. «»<M» 
15.65 
16.53 
17.00 
16.00 
respectively. Th© prices used for flrade A milk and for 
butterfat represent® m a,ferage pric© paid by dairy plants 
and crsaaeries In HaMin County from March to December, 1954. 
file laethod of caloulatlng adjustea prices Is lllustratec 
fcelow; 
Airerag© adjuatefi price of hogs » 
Average hog 
Average 1954 corn iDric© x . 
A?era^'e corn 
price 1947-54 
The eiiJustBia. price by thia raethod rsfleots the long term 
price relationships between commodities and corn as well as 
the 1954 general price level. 
While the "average" prices used for the major calcula-
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tloas of this study are somewliat higher than those currently 
prevailing, they provMe Seterffilnatlon of plans to fit price 
relationships between products which are likely to exist over 
a period of years* fhe central problem In this study is to 
dettFffllne optimuBi farm organizations for farmers with differ­
ent resource eoisblnatlons. Hence, whether prices are high 
or low, the same fani organization will giv© maximum profits, 
as long as prices bear the same relationship to each other. 
However, some solutions are co^uted where price ratios 
deviate from the adjiusted long-run price ratio. To examine 
the effect on Incomes of using higher or lower hog prices, 
1954 and 1955 hog prices &r® used. Income® are calculated 
under these price chariges because an optimum plan for a given 
supply of resources depend® on prices, as i>'ell as the lnput~ 
output coefficients used, fhese price ratios also allow 
analysis of the income and farm organization problems which 
arise from price declines such as those faced by farmers in 
1955. 
Met prices are used in this study for calculation of 
optimuai plans, fhe net unit price for all activities is the 
gross price for each activity minus the annual variable costs 
associated with the production of one unit of this activity. 
The gross price for each activity is computed by multiplying 
the various product© produced per unit of this activity by 
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the iftdlirldual product prlees- The prices of all factors 
arid products do aot change throughout this study except in 
plans where hog prlees wer© permitted to vary. 
Capital &nd Uanagemmt Levels and Costs 
Capital is typically the most limiting resource for 
beginning farmers and the amount of oapltsl possessed varies 
with individuals. Therefore, plaiis hsve been computed for 
different auounts of oapital to determine how optimuui plans 
differ with oapital availability, fhe resulting plans indi­
cate that the laost profitable combination of crops and live-
itook enterprises should differ for specific amounts of 
capital on th© same farm and soil type. 
fhe six oapital levels considered for planning ere: 
13,000, |5,000, |7,500, |10,000, 115,000, and capital not 
limiting. These capital levels represent capital available 
to the tenant for producing any of the numerous crop and live­
stock activities considered. These capital levels do not 
include the capital inveataent in sijichinery for crop produc­
tion. The machinery investment for crop production has been 
treated as a fixed cost since a given amount must be owned 
by trie tenant before the farm can be planted to any rotation. 
The ffiachinery investaient required by a crop-share tenant and 
other fixed costs are given in Table 9. These fixed costs 
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fable 9. Estiaated. fixed, oost® for tenant 
Btsorlptlon of 
farm aaohinery 
1954 
value 
(new) 
(1) 
Estimated 
llf© 
{years) 
Annual 
depre­
ciation 
(t) 
fraotor - «3-bottoia" 
Ploitf • "S-bottom" 
fandeni disc - «10-.ft.« 
eorn planter - «4»roiis-» 
Fertilizer spreader - '*10«ft." 
2.604 
397 
380 
706 
268 
12 
17 
20 
15 
6 
217.04 
23.36 
19.04 
47.06 
44.75 
Elevator - »50-.ft.» 
Cultivator - "4-r©w" 
Drag harrow - «24«ft.'* 
Z flare box wagons 
S:anure spreader 
700 
539 
186 
500 
514 
15 
IE 
15 
20 
10 
46.67 
44.94 
12.42 
25.00 
51.40 
Ingate seeder 
Plofeup truck. 
Corn picker 
Combined-
Power .moMdr - '•7'«.ft." 
80 
1,800 
1,879 
298 
12 
10 
12 
12 
6.70 
180.00 
313.12 
24.85 
Side delivery rake • "S-ft.* 306 12 25.72 
Total 11,159 1 ,082.07 
fot&l personal property taxes 
and insuranoe for ttnant 
(1.5)1 X $11,159) 167.39 
Miseellaneous Ittiiis; 
Electricity 
Telephone 
Faria papers 
Farm organiaation dues 
30.00 
25.00 
10.00 
15.00 
Estliaatefi total fixed costs 1 ,329.46 
^Tenant has the small grain and soybean crops custom 
harirested. 
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inolud© depreciation and insuratic© on farm laachinery as well 
as pepional property taxes aM other miscellaneous Items-
Til© profits for the resulting plans presented later suppose 
that fixed costs hm& been subtracted from gross revenue. 
Hence, the profit figures for each plan represent net income. 
The |3,000 level was chosen as the iBinimum capital level 
'because this asaount is required for jmtting the entire farm 
into a rotation, fhe other five capital levels are chosen 
to determine optlTOis plan® and how they change when capital 
Is increased from thia minifflwni level.^ Since plans are 
expected to tlffer for beginning farmers with various 
managerial abilltiea, each of the six capital levels are con­
sidered with six combinetions of livestock, aanagement. They 
are: (a) all activities with average management, (b) all 
livestock aotivltles with above-average management, (c) 
hog:s with above-»average manageiaent (other activities aver­
age), (a.) dairy with above-average management (other activ­
ities average), (e) feeder cattle with above-average manage­
ment (other activities average), and (f) poultry with above-
average aanagement (other activities average). Feeder cattle 
^In the alternative resource^and price considerations 
examined later in the study, the #10,000 level of capital 
alone is used, this level is selected because capital is not 
the only llaiiting resource specifying the enterprises selected. 
Therefore, the farm plan is a function of all limiting re­
sources rather than of land and capital alone, which is not 
the ease for lower capital levels. With #10,000 capital 
each resourc® hai .an effect on the optimum farm plan. 
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are eonsldered as investment opportunities in only (b) and 
(e) • 
The capital requirements (investment and operating 
expenses) for each enterprise are given in Tables 10 and 11. 
iUinual cash expense for crops does not include the harvest 
cost for hay where hay is not harvested. Investment for crop 
production is zero since it Is included under fixed machinery 
as shown in fable 9. The items Included In annual cash 
expense for crops are such items as seed, fertilizer, insecti­
cides, seed treatment, feed, and machinery repairs associated 
with crop production. Annual expense for livestock Includes 
such items as fuel and repairs for livestock equipment, 
veterinary fees, insurance, replacement stock, and other 
miscellaneous expenses. Investment in livestock equipment 
is treated as a part of the capital Investment, since it is 
not required unless livestock is included In a farm plan. 
Ml interest charge has not been mad© for the capital 
used in computing plans in this study. If the capital used 
must be obtained from credit sources, income would be lowered 
by the corresponding Interest charge.^ 
%ost young farmers will be using some borroxv-ed capital. 
If the amount borrowed is #5,000 at 6 percent interest, the 
net profit of a particular plan will be $300 less than that 
shown. If the amount borrowed is |10,000, profits will be |600 less than that shown. 
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fable 10. Per acre cost of rotations with different levels 
of fer'tilization for a crop-share tenant on 
Clarion-Webster soill-
dotation and Cost Items 
fertilization 
"level 
GCOMi 
GCOKp 
CGOM5 
CCOM4 
CSlaCOMx 
CSbCOMg 
GSbCOMs 
CSbC0M4 
CCSbx 
GCSbo 
GC3b3 
CGSb^ 
Constant 
costs® 
(1) 
Fertilizer 
costs^ 
(1) 
Harvest 
costs® 
(t) 
Total 
costs 
(1) 
11.98 0.00 5.92 17.90 
11.98 1.70 6.57 20.31 
11.98 3.10 6.95 22.03 
11.98 4.70 7.15 23 • 83 
12.26 0.0© 5.31 17.56 
12.£5 1.19 5.83 19.28 
12.25 2.25 6.14 20.81 
12.25 3.90 6.29 22.45 
13.25 0.00 2.48 15.73 
13.25 1.99 2.91 18.05 
13.^5 4.00 3.22 20.47 
13.2S 5.84 3.30 22.39 
^Mapted from Bowlen, Bernard J. Production planning 
of crops for Iowa farms using activity analysis and linear 
prograiEffilng. Unpublished Ph-D Thesis, Ames, Iowa, Iowa State 
College Library, 1954-
^Includes fuel, grease, repairs, maintenance of tractors 
and taaohinery, and one-half of the seed cost per acre-
^Includes only the tenant's share of the total cost. 
^Includes only the tenant's share in the case of oats 
and soybeans but all harvest cost for corn. It was assumed 
that the tenant owned corn harvesting equipment but custom 
harvested the oats and soybeans. 
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fable 11- Capi'cal requirements for- livestock with different 
levels of management®-
Capital^ 
Livestock enterprise (annual expense 
arid & capital 
management levels Unit Investiaent) 
( I )  
Dairy 
Average ICO lbs. milk® 3.97 
iVbove-average 100 lb®, mllk*^ 3.30 
Spring hog0 
Average 100 lbs. pork marketed® 10.65 
Above-average 100 lbs. pork marketed^ 11.16 
Fall hogs 
Average 100 lbs. pork marketed^ 23.26 
Abov©.-average 100 lbs. pork marketed^ 20-22 
more complete description of the basic data for each 
enterprise ii given in the Appendix. 
^Includes (1) annual cash expenses auch as feed supple­
ments, breeding and veterinary fees, insurance, depredation 
on investment and purchase price of basic stock for beef and 
poultry; and (2) investnisnt such as equipment for basic stock 
for hogs and dairy. 
©Unit output includes 100 pounds of milk, 5.8 pounds of 
beef and 166 pounds of veal-
%nit output includes 100 pounds of milk, 3.7 pounds of 
beef and .42 pounds of veal. 
®llnlt output includes 80 pounds of market hog and 20 
pounds of sow. 
^ttoit output includes 82 pounds of market hog and 18 
pounds of sow. 
SUnit output includes 93 pounds of market hog and 7 
pounds of sow. 
%nlt output Includes 94 pounds of market hog and 6 
pounds of sow. 
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'i'able H. (Contiriued) 
Ll¥estock, enterprise 
end 
maiiageffleiit levels unit 
Capl tal 
(annual expense 
& capital 
investment) 
(t) 
Poultry 
Average 
Above-average 
Kediuai yearlings (drylot) 
Above-average 
Choioe calves (drylot) 
Above-'average 
Choice calve® (pasture) 
Above-average 
hen 
hen 
100 lbs. gain 
100 lbs. gain 
100 lbs. gain 
6.32 
6.45 
51.68 
25.27 
24.60 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
Optimum or profit maxlmialng plans are presented in this 
section. The method of presentation consists of separately 
analyzing each of the six livestock management situations 
for the six capital levels outlined earlier. When capital 
is very liialtlng, regardless of nianagement level, optimum 
plans depend upon the amount of capital available. With 
capital not limiting, the extent to which production (and 
hence income) can be expanded depends upon managerial ability, 
as well as the supply of labor, livestock housing and other 
limiting resources. Therefore, beginning farmers with a 
very limited supply of capital must choose quite different 
farra plana than operators with a larger supply of capital if 
they wish to maximiz;e profits. The Importance of management 
in determining enterprise combination is directly related to 
capital availability. 
All plens are computed with the restriction that produc­
tion cannot exceed the resource supplies outlined earlier. 
If needed, grain can be purchased to expand livestock produc­
tion beyond the grain produced on the farm. In the tables 
which follow the "corn surplus or corn deficit" column shows 
the bushels of corn which are bought or sold for each farm 
plan. A plus sign signifies corn sold while a minus sign 
indicates the number of bushels purchased, where the number 
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of livestock units require more grain than is produced, a 
charge is made for the grain purchased. Thus, the price for 
the products produced is a net price. 
Profits for the plans presented in the following tables 
suppose that fixed costs of |l,329 have been subtracted from 
gross revenue. Hence, the profit figures for each plan are 
given aa net returns. 
Optimum Plans with Average Management {fable 12) 
A summary of the f&rm plana for the six capital levels 
•feith average management is given in Table 12. With 13,000 
the most profitable plan (Plan 1) includes only crops. This 
plan includes 147 acres of CCSb fertilized at the third 
level. For this capital level, crop production and fertili­
zation of crops give higher returns for sraall amounts of 
capital than do livestock- Some acres of land and some man 
hours of labor in all months are not used in this plan. 
Capital is the only limiting resource. Any attempt to plant 
more acres or to use more labor, with all other resources 
remaining constant, would lower profits. With only $3,000 
(above machinery investment) no resource should be used for 
Uvea took. Ihus, part of the answer to a question posed 
earlier (How does the aapunt of capital affect the optimum 
enterprise coiatolnatlon?) is already given. This question 
tatole 12- Gptimun farm plans -with average mansgeiaeiit on 160-acre Clarion-Webster, 
crop-sliare rented ferm with different qaantitles of available capital 
Capital Net 
Plan level®^ return* 
CI) .CI) 
Enterprises 
laelttded io 
the farm plan Crops Acres 
Llffllting 
resources 
Corn 
surplus or 
deficit 
(bu.) 
1 3,000 911 147 acres CCSb3 Com 
Soybeans 
98 
49 
G apltal + 2,589 
2 5,000 1,598 135 
18 
12 
acres GCSbs 
acres CSbCOMg 
litters of 
spring hogs® 
Com 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
97 
48 
4 
4 
Capital 
Land 
+1,257 
3 7,600 2,385 112 
41 
28 
acres CCSbj 
acres CSbCOMg 
litters of 
spring hogs® 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
91 
46 
8 
8 
Capital 
Land 
- 679 
4 10,000 3,171 88 
65 
43 
acres GCSbs 
acres GSbCOMs 
litters of 
spring hogs® 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
85 
42 
13 
13 
Capital 
Land 
-2,616 
®€apital above machinery Investment of 111,159. 
^Profits after fixed costs of |1,329 are subtracted. 
®One litter Includes a sow and 6.8 pigs weaned. 
T able 12. C C on tinaed) 
Enterprises 
Capital iet included in 
Plan level return the faro plan 
CI) (!) 
Corn 
Limiting surplus or 
Crops Acres resources deficit 
(bu.) 
16,000 3,694 
Capital 3,707 
not limiting 
(15,417)® 
92 acres CCSbs 
31 acres CCOM2 
30 acres CSbCOMg 
44 litters of 
spring hogi® 
12 litters of 
fall hogs^ 
100 hens 
96 acres CCSbg 
5? acres CCOMo 
44 litters of 
spring hogs^ 
14 litters of 
fall hogs*^ 
100 hens 
Corn 89 Capital 
Sojlseans 36 Land 
Oats 14 Poultry and 
Meadow 14 hog lousing 
October lalx>r 
-4,150 
Corn 93 Land 
Soybeans 38 poultry and 
Oats 14 Ixjg housing 
Meadow 14 October labor 
-4,394 
°One litter includes a sow and 6.8 pigs weaned. 
*^One litter includes a and 5.7 pigs weaned. 
®Aaiount of capital that can be used with a given supply of lindting resourees 
listed in Ck>lumn 7. 
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can be fully answered only after other capital and management 
levels have been considered. However, for this capital and 
management level, tenants can maxlmlz.© profits by investing 
their liiaited capital in erop production rather than livestock, 
fhe 2,569 bushels of corn and 1,691 bushels of soybeans in 
Plan 1 sre sold for cash. Profits for Plan 1, with fixed 
costs subtracted, are #911. 
When capital i@ increased to |5,000 with average manage­
ment, the most profitable plan (Plan 2) includes 135 acres of 
CGSb and 18 acrei of CSbCOM rotations fertilized at the third 
level, Ig litters of spring hogs, and the cash aale of 1^257 
bushels of grain and 561 bushels of soybeans. Profits for 
this plan, with fixed costs subtracted, are #1,598. The 
limiting resources for Plan 2 are land and capital. Increas­
ing the qusntity of capital allows some investment in live­
stock to be profitable. Investing funda in livestock at this 
capital level is more profitable than applying fertilizer at 
a rate higher than the third level on the CGSb and CSbCOM 
rotations. Since the hog system requires some pasture, 18 
acres of the CSbCOM rotation are included in the plan. In 
practice, however, it would not be feasible to plant 18 acres 
of a second rotation Just to obtain forage; the whole farm 
might b© planted to a CCSb rotation with-tihe necessary forage 
being supplied by a nK>re permanent pasture involving alfalfa 
down for two years. In so doing, profits would be reduced 
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very little-
Ab capital is increased to |7,500 with average manage­
ment, th® nuHiber of spring litters is Increased and the number 
of acres of GSbCOM rotation are correspondingly increased to 
provide the necessary forage for the hogs. Plan 3, with 
#7,500 includes 112 acres of CGSb and 41 acres of GSbCOM rota­
tions fertilized at the third level, 28 litters of spring 
hogs, and the cash sal® of 5£7 bushels of soybeans. Profits 
for this plan, with fixed costs subtracted, are ^2,385. There 
is still not enough capital to profitably include poultry and 
dairy cows- The hog enterprise is increased beyond the hog 
house space because dairy cows cannot successfully compete 
for the limited capital. M a result of increasing the hog 
enterprise, grain production becomes insufficient to meet the 
requirements of 28 litters. Hence, 679 bushels of corn would 
have to be purchased. The limiting resources which specify 
the enterprises in Plan 3 are capital and land as labor is 
not liraltational in any i»nth. 
With capital increased to |10,000, the spring hog enter­
prise is Increased to the limit of the capital supply as 
building space is not limiting. Plan 4, with '110,000, in­
cludes 88 acres of CGSb and 65 acres of CSbCOM rotations 
fertilized at the third level, 43 litters of spring hogs, and 
the cash sale of 494 bushels of soybean®. Profits for this 
plan, with fixed costs subtracted, are 13,171. The higher 
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capital level allows an expansion in the number of spring 
hogs as this enterprise is limited only by capital. Acres of 
GSbCOM rotation ar® further substituted in the plan for acres 
of CC3b rotation to proi?ide the necessary forsfre for the in­
creased hog enterprise. Because spring hogs are successful 
in competing for the dairy barn space, dairy cows cannot be 
profitably included. Spring hogs in combination with crops 
give higher returns on limited capital than dairy cows or 
poultry. Of the 43 litters included in the plan, 30 litters 
are produced in the dairy barn. Expansion of the spring hog 
enterprise, however, increases the corn deficit aa shown in 
Table 12- Nearly 2,600 bushels of corn will have to be pur­
chased in Plan 4 to meet the feed requirements of 43 spring 
litters. However, some grain would be purchased with soybean 
receipts. 
With a capital level of #15,000, October labor and build­
ing space becoffl© limiting. Fall hogs and poultry are Included 
for the first time. The optimum plan {Plan 6) now includes 
31 acres of CCOM rotation fertilized at the second level, 30 
acres of CSbCOM and 92 acres of CGSb rotations fertilized 
at the third level, 44 litters of spring hogs, 12 litters of 
fall hogs, a supplementary laying flock of 100 hens, and the 
cash sale of 425 bushels of soybeans. In practice, farmers 
usually tend to keep away from more than two rotations in 
their farm plans, but it must be noted that three rotations 
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with the given livestock enterprises yield a majclmuro profit 
of |3,694 fixed costs. A possible alternative plan, 
yielding only #32 Itss profits with the same livestock but 
including only CCSb and CCOM rotations, %/ould probably be 
preferred by som© farmers. The choice of this alternative 
plan, therefore, would depend upon individual preferences. 
The limiting resources for Plan 5 ar© capital, land, 
October labor, and livestock housing. The greater amount of 
eapital permits diversification of the crop and livestock 
programs. In previous plans capital waf' a major factor in 
determining the enterprises selected, whereas capital is now 
less important. October labor (the expansion of the fall 
hog enterprise requires a large ara)unt of October labor for 
farrowing) and building space ar© now the major resource 
limitations specifying the enterprises selected. Consequently, 
fall ho^s and poultry are included for the first time since 
capital is not exhausted by the spring hog enterprise (which 
is limited by building space). The greater amount of capital 
makes it profitable for some of the forage for the spring hog 
enterprise to be supplied by a CCOM rotation. Previously, 
forage was supplied by a CSbCOM rotation. Since the total 
livestock program is increased for this capital level, grain 
would have to be purchased. A total of 4,150 bushels of corn 
is needed to meet the grain requirements for this plan. How­
ever, some grain would be purchased with soybean receipts. 
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Plan 6, with capital not limiting, is not greatly differ­
ent from the previous plan- The enterprises Included ore 96 
acres of OCSb rotation fertilized at the third level, 57 
acres of CCOM rotation fertilized at the second level, 44 
litters of spring: hogs, 14 litters of fall hops, and the cash 
sale of 369 bushels of soybeans. Profits, with fixed costs 
subtracted, are |3,70?- With the exception of capital, the 
liiaiting resources for this plan are the same as plan 5. Only 
|417 of additional capital is used by making capital not 
limiting. Consequently, similar livestock enterprises are 
selected in Plana 5 and 6. Removing the capital limitation 
affects the selection of crop rotations more than livestock 
enterprises. Acres planted to a CSbCOM rotation in previous 
plans are now shifted to a CCOM rotation. The reason the 
GCOM rotation did not come into the optimum plans at capital 
levels lower than |15,000 is that other rotations pive higher 
returns on capital, whereas the GCOM rotation utilizes labor 
iHore efficiently when capital is not limitlnf. Hence, begin­
ning farmers with a very limited supply of capital would find 
it unprofitable to follow a high forage rotation since only 
a limited quantity of forage can be profitably marketed. 
With capital not limiting, several alternative plans 
give almost equal profits. For example, one altern-^tlve 
plan includes 88 acres of CCSb and 65 acres of CSbCOM rota­
tions fertilized at the third level, 44 litters of spring 
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hogs, 11 litters of fall hogs, and 100 hens. Net revenue for 
this plan is |3,679 or $28 less"than for the optimuro plan. 
However, the capital used for this plan Is $14,046 while that 
used for the optimum plan Is $15,417. The addition of ll,371 
to the capital supply increased net revenue very little 'by 
changing the rotation and fertilization level and adding two 
fall litters- These results indicate that the returns on 
capital are approaching zero above |15,000 when the supply of 
other resources are constant. It Is zero at 515,417, as indi­
cated above In the optimum plan. For this reason, most 
operators would probably choose plan 5 or the alternative 
plan above in preference to Plan 6, because the Increased 
returns on capital are not sufficient to offset the risk 
Involved In borrowing additional capital. 
Plans vary vlth supple; of capital-
The six optlmuin plans outlined above for average inanage-
ment Indicate that investment opportunltie& for beginning 
farmers vary with the supply of available capital. When 
capital is limited to |3,000, the farni plan Includes only 
crops. Hence, young tenant operators with this aniount of 
capital should invest their funds only in crops. Livestock 
can be profitably Included only after additional capital is 
acquired. VJhen capital Is svailable in sufficient quantities. 
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thereby K-aking other resources llm.ltational, more flexibility 
In the choice of life?;took and crops is poselfols. 'Che bsgin-
nlng farmer, if he wishes to maxioAxe profits, sust plan 
according, to his own resource llmitstions and Indivlduel 
goals. The- existence of alternative farm plans, as indicated 
above, provides the ojjportimity for farmers to plan accoj-ding 
to their owa farra conditions. So one farm plan is best for 
all farmers on the same aoil type, if they wish to maximize 
profits. The success of an educational program aesign to 
help young fariBers choose farm plans consistent witi- their 
individual goael and resource supplies depends upon the recog­
nition of these facts. 
Optlfflum Plans with Above-Average Llveatock Management 
(Table 13) 
fhe plane presented here consider tenants with above-
average faanagerlal ability. Txie resource restrictions are the 
same; only management Is changed. Each plan with improved 
manageiaent and comparable capital levels are compared with 
the plans for average management to determine the effect of 
managerial ability on farm organization and income. A sum­
mary of the farfii plans with above-average manaf.'ement is given 
in Table 13. 
The optimum plan with $3,000 under improved management 
fable 13- Optimum farm plans with above-average livestock rawxiageaent on ISO-aore 
Clarioii-Webs'tar, crop-share rented farm i-iith dli'fer'ent qoantitles of 
available capital 
Capital Met 
Plan level® return® 
CI) CI) 
Enterprises 
include in 
the farm plan Crops Acres 
Limi ting 
resources 
Corn 
surplus or 
deficit 
Cbu.) 
7 
8 
9 
10 
3,000 
6,000 
911 
2,335 
7,500 4,108 
10,000 5,882 
147_acres CCSb^ 
137 acres CCSbg 
16 acres GSbCOMg 
10 litters of 
spring hogs® 
116 aores GGSbg 
38 acres CSbCOMg 
24 litters of 
spring hogs® 
93 acres CCSbg 
50 acres GSbC0M2 
38 litters of 
spring hogs® 
Corn 98 
Soybeans 49 
Com 98 
Soybeans 49 
Oats 3 
Meadow 3 
Corn 91 
Soybeans 46 
Oats 8 
Meadow 8 
Corn 86 
Soybeans 43 
Oats 12 
Meadow IS 
Capital 
Capital 
Land 
Capital 
Land 
Capital 
Land 
+2.,5B9 
-1-1,652 
•I. 246 
-1,160 
^Capital above machinery investment of Sll,159. 
^profits after fixed costs of |1,329 are subtracted. 
®One litter includes a sow and 7.3 pigs iveaned. 
Table 13. (Continued) 
Snterprises CQm 
Capitsl Net ineluded in Limiting surplus or 
Plan level retuTO the farm plan Crops Aer^s resources deficit 
CI) CI) (bu.) 
11 15,000 7,530 
li; C&pltsl 
not lliaitlH| 
(19,113)^  
8,747 
96 acres CCSbg 
57 acre© CSbCOMs 
39 litters of 
spring hogs° 
12 litters of 
fall liogs^ 
100 hms 
98 acres CC3b5 
15 acres CCOMg 
40 acres CSbOOK^ 
39 litters of 
spring ho §8*2 
24 litters of 
fall hogs^ 
100 hens 
Com 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
Com 
Soybeans 
Oats 
MeadoK 
87 Capital 
44 Land 
11 poultry and 
11 bog housing 
88 Land 
41 Poultry and 
12 hog housing 
12 March labor 
-2,669 
-3,586 
®One litter includes a sow and 7.3 pigs vjeaned. 
^One litter includes a sow and 7.2 oigs weaned. 
^-^oiiount of capital thet can be used with a g-iven supply of lirrdting resources 
listed in Column 7. 
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(Plan ?) is the same as Plan 1 with .average management. Crop 
production and some fertilization of crops gives higher returns 
for small aaounts of capital than do livestock under both 
management situations. When capital is the liraitinp; resource, 
managerial ability does not affect the choice of entarprlses 
selected. Hence, the saiBe recommendations are aptjropriste 
for young farmers with |3,000, regardless of their efficiency 
in livestock production. 
With capital increased to |5,000 the cropping plan Is 
changed to provide some forage for the livestock included. 
Plan 8 Includes 137 acres of GCSb fertilized at the third 
level and 16 acres of G3bC0M: rotation fertlli?;ed at the second 
level, 10 litters of spring hogs, and the cash sale of 559 
bushels of soybeans and 1,65E bushels of corn.^ Profits, with 
fixed cost® subtracted, are -•iJ,335. Similar crops and live­
stock are included in Plans 2 and 8, even though the manage-
laent level is different. Fewer spring litters nre included 
IJQ the present plan because more capital is required per 
litter. The CSbCOM rotation in Plan 8 is now fertlli?,ed at 
the second level and fewer acres of meedow ere Included in 
this plan because less forage is needed for spring hops. The 
%nd®r actual farm conditlonv? the f@rm would be Planted 
to only a GCSb rotation with the necessary forage being sup­
plied by permanent pasture- Such a plan would not yeduce 
profits. 
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differenae In net revenue for the two plans, |739, is primarily 
attributable to the lev©l of s^lne cianageffieiit then to the 
fertilization level. Hence, regarfiless of the level of manage­
ment proficiency In livestock production, the investment 
opportunities are practically the same* However, profits are 
higher for Improved management due to greater feeding effi­
ciency and pork production per litter• As a result of better 
feeding efflolenoy, sore grain is sold for caah. Therefore, 
one possible way for young farmers to improve their income 
potential is by improving their raanageraent practices. 
As capital is increased to |7,500 (Plan 9) the number 
of litters of spring hogs la Increased. To provide the 
Increased forage required by a larger hog enterprise, acres 
of GStoCOMg ar® substituted in the plan for CCStog. Plan 9 
with |7,500 includes 115 acres of GCSb rotation fertilized 
at the third level and 38 aores of GSbCOM rotation fertilized 
at the second levels, 24 litters of spring hogs, and the cash 
sal© of 524 bushels of soybeans and 246 bushels of corn. 
Profits, ¥lth fixed costs subtracted, sre |4,108. Similar 
results are obtained in Plan 3 (Table 12) ^ ^ith s.verage menage-
Eient. The reason for obtaining slailer plans, regardlese of 
management proficiency, is that spring hogs give higher returns 
on capital than do either cattle or poultry. 
When capital is increased to |10,000 the optiruurn plan 
(Plan 10) calls for 93 acres of CCSb rotation fertilized at 
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the third, level and 60 acres of CS'laCOM rotation fertilized at 
the second level, 38 Utters of spring hogs, atnd the cash sale 
of 488 bushels of soyteaiis. profits, with fixed coets sub-
tracteci, are |5,882. Bie limiting resources are the same as 
for Plan 9. Plan 10 inaludeg only spring hogs i^lth rotations 
because spring hogs are a©re profitable than all other live­
stock enterpriees• Substitution of some CSbCOM rotation for 
some CGSb rotation ia aecesaary to provide the necessary 
forage for txie increased hog enterprise. The result of in­
creasing the supply of capital from I?,500 to ^10,000 causes 
the hog enterpi^ise to expand and to Increase the acres of 
forage produced. Increasing the hog enterprise makes it 
necessary to purchase 1,160 bushels of corn, but some would 
toe purchased with soybean receipts. Grain purchases in Plan 
10 are less than in Plan 4 (which oontaing similar livestock 
and crops) because fewer litters of hogs are included in Plan 
10. 
4s capital is increased to |15,000, the cropping plan 
changes very little. However, the fertilization level end 
livestock enterprlsos are different. The CSbCOM rotation Is 
now fertilized at the third level. In addition to the spring 
hog enterp.ri8e included in previous plans, the present plan 
now includes fall hoge and poultry. Plan 11, with 115,000, 
includes 96 acrejs of CCSb and 57 acres of CSbCOM rotations 
fertilized at the third level, 39 litters of spring hogs, 12 
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litters of fall hogs, a supplementary laying flock of 100 
hens, and the cash sale of 505 bushels of soybeans. The 
limiting resouroes for this plan are capital, land, and build­
ing space for poultry and hogs. Labor is not limitational in 
any month and does not influence the selection of enterprises. 
Quite similar livestock enterprises are included in Plans 5 
(fable 12) and 11, but the capping system is different. The 
greater aiflount of the meadow comes into Plan 5 to provide the 
pasture for 44 litters of spring hogs- In both plana, the 
addition of fall hog^s and poultry to the plan provides the 
best possible use of all the tenant's resources. 
An alternative plan to Plan 11 includes the same livestock 
and crops except 20 acres of the CSbCOM rotation ere now 
fertilizaed at the second level. The lower rate of fertiliza­
tion reduces profits only seven dollars. This plan indicates 
that some variation in ftrtllization levels is possible with­
out materially affecting the level of net income. 
The optlEaum plan with capital not limiting (Plan 12) is 
not materially different from Plan 11, except for a larger 
fall hog enterprise. Adding |4,113 increases the fall hog 
enterprise by 12 litters and Increases profits by t1,217. 
Itie returns on capital are still quite high, but more than 
119,113 of capital cannot be profitably used as March labor 
and livestock housing limits further expansion of the hog 
enterprise. Similar rotations and livestock are included in 
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Plans 6 (fable 12) and 12, but th© size of the farm business 
is mmh larger in plan 12. fhe returns to capital are 
greater with above-average managementj hence, more capital 
can be profitably employed. With the same quantity of fixed 
resources but different management proficiency* the income 
potential is almost two times as great for beginning operators 
with improved laanageraent. therefore, the major factor deter­
mining the level of inooae for beginning farmers with a fixed 
supply of labor and livestock housing and capital not limiting 
is management. 
Optimum plans with Above-Average Management for Hogs— 
Other Activities Average (Table 14) 
Previous plans were computed for situations where begin­
ning operators have either average or above-average management 
ability. OptimuB plans presented in this section consider 
tenants to have above-average management proficiency in swine 
production but average proficiency in all other activities. 
These plans are suaimariJied in Table 14. 
When capital is limited to |3,000 the optimum farm plan 
(Plan 13) includes 147 acres of CCSb rotation fertilized at 
the third level. Plan 13 is identical to Plans 1 and 7 
(Tables 12 and 13) with all activities having averap-e and 
above-average management^ respectively. Hence, with |3,000, 
fable 14. OptimuiB plans wltii above-average iasnag@fl®iit for hogs (other activities 
average) on 160»aer© Clarion-Webster, erep-share rented farm with 
different quaatities of available capital 
Enterprises 
Capital let iaoluded in 
Flan level^ return® the fara plan 
(I) (I) 
Com 
Limiting sarplus or 
Crops Aeres resources deficit 
(bu.) 
13 3,000 911 147 acres CCSb3 Corn 
Soybeans 
98 
49 
Capital 
14 5,000 2,335 137 
16 
10 
acres CGSbg 
acres CSbCOMg 
litters of 
spring hogs® 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
98 
49 
3 
3 
Capital 
Land 
•1,652 
15 7,500 4,108 115 
38 
£4 
acres CCSb3 
acres CSbCOMc 
litters of 
spring hogs" 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
91 
46 
a 
8 
Capi tal 
Land 
+ 246 
16 10,000 5,882 93 
60 
38 
acres CCSb^ 
acres CSbCOMg 
litters of 
spring hogs® 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
86 
43 
12 
12 
Capital 
Land 
-1,160 
^Capital above machinery investment of 111,159. 
^Profits after fixed costs of ^1,329 are substracted. 
®One litter includes a sow and 7.3 pigs weaned. 
fable 14. (Oontlnaed) 
Saterppisea Corn 
Capi tal Ket included in Limiting sui^lus or 
Plan level return the far® plan Greps Acres resources deficit 
Ci) (i) (bu-) 
17 15,000 7,509 96 acres CCSbg Corn 87 Capital -2,706 
57 acres CSbOOMs Sofbemis 44 Land 
39 litters of Gats 11 Hog housing 
spring hogs® 
14 litters ot 
fall hoga" 
18 Capital 8,624 101 acres GCSbs Corn 93 Land -3,857 
not 11 Hi tin 1 41 acres CCOM2 Soybeans 36 Poultry and 
(19,140)« ? 11 acres GSbCOMs Oats 12 hog housing 
40 litters of Meadow 12 March labor 
spring hogs® September labor 
24 litters o| 
fall iiogs" 
100 hens 
®One litter includes a sow and 7.3 pigs weaned. 
^One litter includes a sow and 7.2 pigs weaned. 
©Amount of capital that can be used with a given supply of liraitirig resources 
listed in Golumn 7. 
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tfnariti can laaximiz© profits by investing limited funds in 
erops and fertilization of crops, regardless of the level of 
llvestook ffianageoent-
As capital is Incrtased to |5,000, |7,600, and |10,000 for 
tenants with above-average managerial ability in hof>:s, the 
resulting tarn plans are the Bame as obtained for comparable 
capital levels with all activities having above-average manage­
ment. Spring hogs in oombination with crops in Plans 8, 9, 10, 
14, 15, and 16 offer beginning operators the most profitable 
invgstiient opportunity. Therefore, similar recommendations 
would be appropriate for farmers having these specified re­
source quantities and management proficiency. 
When capital is increased to |15,000 with above-average 
management only in hoga, the optimusi plan {plan 17) includes 
96 acres of GGSb and 57 acres of GS'oCOM rotations fertilised 
at th© third level, 39 litters of spring hogs, 14 litters of 
fall hogs, and cash sale of 505 bushels of soybeans. Profits, 
with fixed costs subtracted, are |7,509. The limiting resources 
for this plan are capital, land, and hog housing. Labor is not 
llffiitatlonal In any month. Similar enterprises were included 
in Plan 11 (Table 13) vith above-average management for all 
activities. However, Plan 17 does not have a poultry enter­
prise and include® oBre fall litters. Substitution of two 
fall litters for 100 hens in Plan 17 is the result of con­
sidering poultry with average management. However, the dif­
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ference In net income tor these two plans is only |21. from 
the standpoint of actual farm planning, consideration of a 
poultry enterprise affects the optimum combination of live­
stock and crops very little. 4 choice between these two plans 
would depend upon the particulsr values of a farm family. 
Some families may want to have a supplementary poultry enter­
prise for home use or to reduce sora© of the income variability 
associated with specialiEation in hogs. Adding a poultry 
enterprise has little effect on profits but it does increase 
the applicability of these results to more farm situations. 
M alternative plan to Plan 17 is one that includes the 
saaie livestock and cropping systems except the CSbCOM rotation 
is now fertilized at the second level. The difference in net 
revenue for these two plans, however, is only |25. The reduc­
tion in profits is small enough to suggest that for this 
capital level some flexibility in fertilization rates is pos­
sible without materially affecting net income. 
The maximum profit plan, with capital not limiting and 
average management for all activities except hogs (Plan 18), 
includes 101 acres of CCSb and 11 acres of CSbCOM rotatione 
fertilized at the third level, 41 acres of CCOM rotation 
fertilized at the second level, 40 litters of spring hogs, 24 
litters of fall hogs, a supplementary laying flock of 100 
hens, and the cash sale of 432 bushels of soybeans. Profits 
for Plan 18, with fixed costs subtracted, are 18,624. The 
?5 
resources speolfying the enterprises in this plan are land, 
Marcii ana Septemfeer labor, and livestock housing. Hence, 
with capital not limiting a combination of spring and fall 
plge with a supplementary poultry enterprise maximizes 
profits. 
As pointed out earlier, the practice of follo^'lng three 
rotations, as In Plan 18, is usually not feasible under actual 
farm conditions, A possible alternative to Plan 18 that might 
be preferred by some operators Includes only two rotations, 
CCSb and GSbCOM, with the same livestock enterprises as the 
optlffluin plan. However, the combination of livestock enter­
prises now have been changed to Include 34 litters of spring 
hogs, 29 litters of fall hogs, and a laying flock of 100 hens, 
profits for this plan are only |46 less than optimum. Hence, 
these results suggest that, with capital not limiting, varia­
tions in both crop and livestock enterprises is possible with­
out materially affecting profits. Some operators, peeking to 
spread price risks associated with a diversified hog program 
may prefer this alternative plan. Variation in enterprise 
combination makes it possible for young farmers to make short 
run adjustments to risks and uncertainty without loss of much 
income. 
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Optlraum Plans with Atoov'e-Ave rage Management for Dairy— 
Other Activities Average (Table 15) 
lii previous plans, dairying was not included since dairy 
eows oould not successfully compete with spring hogs for cap­
ital and the dairy building space. However, when above-
average managaraent 1© assumed for dairying and average man­
agement is included for all other activities, dairy cows are 
included in some farm plans. Since dairy cows require rnore 
roughage than spring hogs, plans Including- dairy cows con­
tain a greater amount of meadow- Therefore, for the first 
time some plans do not contain a CCSb rotation. The plana for 
the six capital levels, with only above-average management for 
dairying, are suMarlzod in Ta-ble 15. 
The optimum plan with above-average management for dairy­
ing (all other activities averoge) and $3,000 (Plan 19) in­
cludes only crops. Plan 19 is the same plan as all previous 
plans obtained with s. comparable capital supply (Plans 1, 7, 
arid 13).. Proficiency in dairy raanagement does not change the 
income opportunities of beginning farmers when capital Is 
limited to |3,000. Crops production and fertilization of 
crops give higher returns for amall amounts of capital than do 
livestock. 
As capital is Increased to |5,000 with above-averape 
dairy manageaent, some dairy cows ere included in the farm 
fable 16. Optliauffi plans with above-average cianagement for flairy {otheip activities 
average) on 160-aore Clariori-wSbster, """cFop-share rented farm Mlth 
different quantities of available oapltsl 
Capital let 
Pl.an level® return® 
(#) (•) 
llaterprises 
included in 
the farm plan 
Limiting 
Com 
surplus or 
Crops Acres resources deficit 
Cbu.) 
Corn 98 Capital *2,689 
Soybeans 49 
Corn 79 Capital +2,070 
Soybeans 40 Land 
Oats 17 
Meadow 17 
GOTO 62 Capital - 587 
Soybeans 31 Land 
Oats 30 
Meadow 30 
GOTO 52 Capital -1,404 
Soybeans 31 Land 
Oats 30 Dairy and 
Meadow 30 hog housing 
19 
20 
21 
22 
3,000 
5,000 
911 
1,813 
7, SOO fc, ?2& 
10,000 3,39S 
14? acres CCSbg 
87 acres CStoCOMg 
66 acres CGSI53 
6 dairy 00ws 
153 acres CSbUOMg 
19 litters of 
spring hogs® 
10 dairy cows 
163 acres CSbCOMs 
26 litters of 
spring hogs® 
8 dairy cows 
48 hens 
Capital above machinery Investment of til,159. 
^Profits after fixed costs of |l,329 are subtracted. 
®One litter includes a sow and 6-8 pigs weaned. 
table 15. (Cofttintted) 
Snterprlses Corn 
Capital Set Inoluded in Limiting surplus or 
Plas level return th# far® plan Crops Acres resources deficit 
(¥) (I) (fcu.) 
23 15,000 3,944 
24 Capital 3,982 
not llfflitinf 
(15,811)' 
119 acres GSbCOMs 
34 acres CGOM3 
24 litters of 
spring hogs® 
1.3 litters of 
fall hoge*^ 
9 a&iry cowe 
100 hens 
19 acres OCSbg 
9? acres CCOM3 
3? acres CSbCOMg 
25 litters of 
spring hogs® 
15 litters of 
fall hogs*^ 
9 dairy cows 
100 hens 
Corn 65 Capital -2,945 
Soybeans 24 Land 
Oats 32 Dairy, poultry 
Meadow 32 and hog 
housing 
October labor 
Corn ?6 Land -3,043 
Soybeans 13 Dairy, poultry 
Oats 32 and hog-
Meadow 32 housing 
October labor 
®One litter includes a sow and 6.8 pigs wesned. 
^One litter includes a sow and 6.7 pigs weaned. 
®Aiaount of capitel that can be used with a given supply of limiting resources 
listed in Column 7. 
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plan for the first time. Under the present manageraent 
tion, d&lry cows are suoeessful in competing with sprlnp- hogs 
for both oapital and dairy building space• Wie farm pl.an for 
|5,000 (Plan 20) includes 66 acres of CCSb and 87 acres of 
GSbCOM rotations fertlllaed at the third level, six dairy 
00W8, aiid the cash sale of 461 bushels of soybeans and 2,070 
bushels of oorn. profits, with fS-xed costs subtracted, are 
|1,813' for this plan, capital and land are the only limiting 
resources. Labor is not llmitational in any month. The CCSb 
rotation Is the first activity to come Into the plan and 
expands to the limit of acres available. However, additional 
output and profits are possible by substituting-- some CSbCOM 
rotation for some CCSb rotation and aadlng dairy cotfjs. Sub­
stitution of these rotations and adding dairy ooina is carried 
on until the capital supply is exhausted. As the dairy enter­
prise is Increased, the acres planted to a CSbCOM rotation 
&r© also increased to supply the necessary for^'ge. The final 
plan Includes a combination of crops and dairy cows glvinp; 
greater returns on the scarce acres and capital than ??ny 
other combination of enterprises. This plan differs from 
Plans £, 8, and 14 {Tables 12, 13, and 14) both in the acres 
planted to rotations and in the type of livestock included. 
Plans previously eoiBputed, prlfliarlly includes only apring pigs 
In coaibination with crops. In this instance where dairy cows 
ar© considered at above-average management, dairy cows pre 
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fliore profitable "wien spring pigs witii average manageiiierit. 
Hence, for *^iie first time, ffianagerial ability influences the 
selection of the raost profitabl® oombination of enterprisee. 
Beginning operators ylth above-average dairy rianaget^ent, but 
only average swine :r:anagecient, would maximize profits on 
lirflited eetpital by investing in dairy cowe and crops. 
As capital is increased to 17,500, the profit mejiiniizlng 
plan (Plan SI) differs considerably from the previous plan 
with #5,000. The farm plan now contains a different cropping 
systetti and a coEibinetion of livestock enterprises. Plan 21 
includes 153 acres of CSbGOM rotation fertilised, at the third 
level, 19 litters of spring hogs, 10 dairy cows, and the cash 
gale of 36? bushels of soybeans. Profits, with fixed costs 
subtracted, are |2,7E8. The limiting resources specifying 
the enteri.'rlsee in this plan tre c&pitel. and land. Labor is 
not liiiiitfetional in any month. With fobove-sverage management 
for dairy arid average swin© manageiient, dairy cows sre not 
able to ooffipete with spring hogo for all of the dairy build­
ing space. Sufficient cepital is now svailable to expand the 
dairy enteiprlse to tin© limit of the dairy barn space (14 
cows). However, profits can be further increased by reauclng 
the dairy enterprise and adding spring hogs. \(h.m spring 
hogs are added to the plan, some of the acres devoted to 
forage production for the dairy activity are reallocated to 
spring hogs. As acres of rotation are shifted to forsge 
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prodmctloia for spring hogs, the dairy activity is reduced. 
Substitution of spring litters for dairy cows continues until 
the capital supply is exhausted. Hence, a combination of 
dairy oows iflth spring hogs gives higher returns on limited 
capital and land than does specialization in either livestock 
activity. 
There are several alternative plans to Plan 21 which 
include different coiablnatlons of dairy cows and spring 
litters that give slightly less than maximum profits. In 
some cases the difference in profits between the optimum and 
alternative plan is very small. Since some operators may 
prefer an alternative plan that includes all dairy or spring 
hogs, these alternatives (profits for a plan with either all 
dairy oowa or all spring hogs are |300 and #344, respectively, 
less than optimum) should toe considered in farm planning, 
fhe beginning famer, if he wishes to maximize profits, must 
plan according to his own conditions and resource limitations. 
With a capital level of |10,000 and atoove-aversge dairy 
management, the profit Biaximizing plan includes the same enter­
prises as the previous plan, except the combination of live­
stock enterprises is modified to include a small poultry 
enterprise. The dairy enterprise is reduced while the spring 
hog activity is increased. Plan 22 includes 153 acres of 
CSbCOM rotation fertilized at the third level, eight dairy 
cows, 26 litters of spring hogs, 48 hens, and the cash sale 
8£ 
of 36? bushels of soybeans. Profits for this plan, with 
fixed eosts subtracted, are |3,399. The limiting resources 
which specify th© enterprises selected are capital, land, 
dairy, and hog housing. Spring hogs are increased in this 
plan a® this enterprise can outbid the dairy cows for part 
of the dairy building space. Nearly 1,400 bushels of corn 
would have to be purchased in this plan becftuse of the 
greater number of spring litters. 
There are several alternative eofflbinations of dairy cows 
and spring hogs that should be considered by young farmers. 
The combination outlined above is the one which actually 
maximizes profits for th© resources considered. However, 
numerous others give returns almost as large and may be 
preferred by some operators. In some cases different com­
binations reduce profits very little. Choosing all dairy or 
all spring litters would not reduce profits by nxsre than |200. 
Some of the alternative plans which give slightly less than 
aiaximuia profits are: 
Alternative Plan (1) includes 153 acres of CSbCOm 
rotation fertilized at the thlM level, one litter of fall 
hogs, 19 litters of spring hogs, and 10 dairy cows- Profits 
are |3,390. 
Alternative Plan (2) includes 153 acres of CSbCOM 
rotation fertilized at the third level, 42 spring litters, 
and one dairy cow. profits for this plan, with fixed costs 
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subtracted, are |3,194. 
fhus, specializing In spring iiogs reduces profits by 
about |200. For this capital and management level, beginning 
farmers have a variety of almost equally profitable plans to 
ohoose froiB. fhe existence of several almost equally profit­
able combinations of dairy cows and spring hogs makes the 
above optimum plan adaptable to a wide variety of farm con­
ditions . 
With a capital level of #15,000, October labor is also 
limiting {the expansion of the hog enterprise requires a 
large aiaount of October labor for farrowing). A fall hog 
activity Is now included in the plan. Previously, fall hogs 
were not Included because of capital limitations. The profit 
fflaxlffllzing plan for this capital level (Plan 23) Includes 34 
aores of GGOM and 119 acres of CSbCOM rotations fertilized 
at the third level, nine dairy cows, 24 litters of spring 
hogs, 13 litters of fall hogs, a supplementary laying flock 
of 100 hens, and the cash sale of 286 bushels of soybeans. 
Profits, with fixed costs subtracted, are |3,944. The 
greater amount of capital Increases the degree of diversifi­
cation of both the livestock and the cropping systems. Suf­
ficient capital 1® now available to expand both the dairy and 
spring JrK)g enterprise. However, neither enterprise can suc­
cessfully compete for the total dairy barn space- Conse­
quently, a combination of these two enterprises maximizes 
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profits- Dairy and spring hogs are included In the plan to 
the lliiit of the avallatole building space before fall hogs 
and poultry are Included to the limit of the remaining capital 
and October labor supply- Hence, the specified combination 
of liTestock and crops is now a function of all limiting 
resources. 
An alternative plan to Plan 23 with a different cropping 
system and some changes in livestock enterprises includes 115 
acres of GCOM rotation and 38 acres of CSbCOM rotation ferti­
lized at the third level, 10 dairy cows, 24 litters of spring 
hogs, 13 litters of fall hogs, and a supplementary laying 
flock of 100 hens. Ket revenue for this alternative plan is 
13,926 or only |18 less than optimum- These results Indicate 
that, for this capital level, variation in both the cropping 
and livestock systems is feasible without materially affect­
ing net income. Since several almost equally profitable plans 
exist for this capital-management level, the usefulness of 
these results for beginning farmers is increased as short run 
adjustments in enterprise combinations can be made- Flexi­
bility of short run production opportunities enables tenants 
to adjust to risks and uncertainty without loss of much 
Income.^ 
The optlffiuin plan with capital not limiting differs very 
^Heady, Earl 0- Economics of agricultural production and 
resource use* Prentice-Hall, Inc., N.Y. 1952- pp. 500-534. 
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little from the previous plan. Plan 24 contains the same 
livestock enterprises but the cropping system is changed to 
Include more corn arid less soybeans. Since profits are only 
slightly increased. Plan 24 may be considered as just another 
alternative to plan 23. The present plan includes a cropping 
system of 19 acres of CGSto, 97 acres of GCOM, and 37 acres 
of CSbCOM rotations, all fertilized at the third level. 
Profits for this plan, with fixed costs subtracted, are |3,982. 
Th© limiting resources for this plan are the same (except for 
catiital) as for Plan 23. The similarity of the two plans is 
explained by the fact that only |15,811 of capital is used 
when capital is considered not limiting. The effect of adding 
|811 to the capital supply only Increases the same livestock 
enterprises and rearranges the total acres planted to specific 
rotations. Most of the acres previously planted to a GSbCOM 
rotation are shifted to a GCOM rotation. Thus, the percent 
of the total acres planted to soybeans is decreased. Since 
profit® are increased only $38 by making capital not llnjitlng, 
It 1® doubtful if young fermers would find it profitable to 
borrow the additional capital (1811) required for this plan 
If risk and uncertainty are taken Into account. In practice 
young farmers would probably choose Plan 23. 
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Optimum Plans with Atoov©-Average Management for 
Feeder Cattle—Other Aotlvitles Average (Table 16) 
Plans discussed in this section consider feeder cattle 
with above-average management and all other activities average 
(Table 16}• Under these aanagement conditions feeder cettle 
are able to compete for the limited resources when large 
amounts of capital are available. Feeder csttle were not 
included In previous plans (plans ? through 12, Table 13) with 
above-average livestock management because spring and fall 
hogs gave higher returns on the llndted resources. Beginning 
operators with less than |15,000 can niaxlmize profits by 
Investing their capital In crops and spring hogs. Therefore 
Plans 25, 26, 27, and 28 are the same plans obtained pre­
viously (plans 1, 2, 3, and 4 shown in Table 12) with average 
manageffient for all activities. 
When capital is Increased to |15,ODD with above-average 
management for feeder cattle (Plan 29), beginning operators 
can profitably Invest their funds In feeder cattle. Of all 
the plans previously computed, this Is the first plan to 
Include feeder cattle. However, feeder cattle are still not 
successful In competing with spring hoga for capital. Con­
sequently, feeder cattle are included in the present plan only 
after the size of the spring hog enterprise is determined by 
the building limitation. Since feeder cattle give higher 
falsi® 16. Optlffiiiffi plana with ato¥e~aTerag@ maoagement for feeder cattle (other 
activities average) on 160-aGre Clarion-Webster, crop-share rented 
farm with different quantities of available eapltal 
Plan 
Capital 
level® 
(1) 
Met 
returnto 
(•) 
Inteiprlses 
included in 
the fsrm plan Crops lores 
Limiting 
resources 
Com 
surplus or 
deficit 
{bu.) 
E5 3,000 911 147 acres CCSbg Corn 
Soybeans 
98 
49 
C^pi t^l +2,584 
26 5,000 1,598 135 acres SCSbg 
18 acres CSbCOMg 
12 littars of 
spring hogs® 
Com 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
97 
48 
4 
4 
Capital 
Land 
+1,257 
27 7,500 2,385 HE acres CCSbg 
41 acres CSbC0M3 
28 litters of 
spring hogs® 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
91 
45 
8 
8 
Capital 
Land 
- 679 
£8 10,000 3,171 S8 acres GCSbs 
65 acres GSbG0M3 
43 litters of 
spring hogs® 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
85 
42 
13 
13 
Capital 
Land 
-2,616 
^apitsl above machinery Investraent of $11,159-
^Profits after fixed costs of |1,329 are subtracted. 
°One litter includes a sow and 6.3 pigs weaned. 
Table 16 • (Continued) 
Sriterprises Com 
Capital Net included in Limiting surplus or 
Plan level return the farra plan GK>ps Acres resources deficit 
m i$) (bu.) 
29 15,000 4,243 1§3 acres GSbCOMg Corn 62 Capital -4,818 
44 littere of Soybeans 31 Land 
Spring hogs® Oats 30 Hog housing 
19 hens July labor 
16 choice calves 
(drylot) -
19 choice calves 
(pasture) 
30 Capital 5? acres CCOMg Com 67 Land -6,201 
not lijuitlm 96 acres CSbCOMg Soybeans 20 Poultry and 
{19,638)^ 44 litters of Oats 33 hog housing 
spring hogs® Meadow 33 July labor 
15 litters of November labor 
i'all hogs® 
100 hens 
28 choice calves 
(pasture) 
litter includes a sow and 6.3 pigs wesned. 
^One litter includes a sovj arid 6.7 pigs vesned. 
^Amount of capital that can be used with a given supply of limiting resources 
listed in Column ?. 
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retttrns on the remaining July labor and capital (not used by 
the spring hog and crop activities) than either dairy or 
fall hogs, feeder cattl® oan be profitably included- The 
fortge needed by feeder cattle and hogs in this plan is 
supplied by the CSbCOM rotation, fh® farm plan with $;15,000 
(Flan 29) Ineludes 153 acres of CSbCOM rotation fertilized at 
tile third level, 44 spring litters, 16 choice calveB fed in 
drylot, 19 choice calves full fed on pasture, a supplementary 
laying flock of 19 hens, and the cash sale of 367 bushels of 
soybeans. Profits, with fixed costs subtracted, are 14,243. 
The limiting reeources for Plan 29 are capital, land, July 
labor, and building space. The result of increasing the 
cabital supply to 116,000 is maintaining the same number of 
spring litters while adding a feeder cattle and s, small poul­
try enterprise. Therefore, beginning farmers with less than 
115 ,000 should not consider feeder cattle as an investment, 
If they wish to laaxiffllae profits. 
The plan outlined above is the one which actually maxi­
mized profits for the resources considered. However, numerous 
other plans give returns almost as large and may be favored by 
some operators. Five alternative plans listed below Include 
different livestock and cropping systems and none give less 
than |H»184 profits. These plans show that a wide rann^:e of 
flexibility in farm organization is possible when capital is 
adequate. The five alternative plans are; 
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Alteraatlve plan (1) Inolttdes IS? acres of CSbCOM and 
16 acres of CCOM rotations, both rotations fertilized at the 
third level, 44 litters of spring hops, 22 choice calves fed 
on pasture, 14 choice OBlrm fed on drylot, and a sup:;le-
mentary laying flock of 24 hens. Profits, with fixed costs 
iubtracted, are |4,242. 
Alternative Plan (2) includes the same cjx>p and live* 
stock, enterprises as the optimum plan except one fall litter 
replaces the 19 hens. Ret revenue is |4,236. 
Alternative Plan (3) includes the same livestock and 
crop enterprises as (1) except the 16 acres of CCOM rotation 
are fertilized at the fourth level- Met revenue is $4,229. 
Alternative PleB (4) includes 40 acres of CCOM rotation 
fertilized at th© second level, 10 acres of CGOM rotation 
fertilised at the fourth level, 103 acres of CSbCOM fertilized 
at the third level, 10 choice calves fed on drylot, 25 choice 
calves fed on pasture, 44 litters of sprinp; hops, and one 
litter of fall hogs. Met revenue is |4,198. 
Alternative Plan (5) includes 57 acres of CCOM rotation 
fertlliaed at the second level, 9 acres of CCOM rotation 
fertilized at th© fourth level, 8? acres of CSbCOM rotation 
fertilised at the tnird level, 44 litters of spring hogs, 26 
choice calves fed on pasture, eight choice calves fed on 
drylot, and one litter of fsll hogs. Net revenue for this 
plan is #4,184 or less than for the optimum plan. 
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The optimum plan with capital not limiting and an above-
average level of menagement for feeding cattle (Plan -30) 
differs consideratoly from Plan 29. The enterprise combination 
which aiasLimlzts profits for plan 30 includes 96 acrea of GSbCOM 
rotation fertilized at the third level, 57 acres of CCOM rota­
tion fertilized at the second Itvel, 44 litters of spring 
hogs, 28 choice calves fed on pasture, 15 litters of fall 
h0f;:8, a supplementary laying flock of 100 hena, and the cash 
sale of 236 bushels of soybeans. Profits, with fixed costs 
subtracted, are |4,656. fhe limiting resources for this plan 
are land, July and November labor, and livestock housinp-. 
Total capital used is |19,638. In this plan the sprlni? hog 
enterprise expands to the limit of the building space before 
fall hogs and feeder cattle are added. Since spring hogs do 
not exhaust the labor supply, fall hogs and feeder cattle are 
added to the limit of th® remaining July and Hovember labor 
supply. When capital is not limiting, addition of a fall hog 
enterprise and changing the cropping system to Include more 
forage increases profits by #413. Part of the acres, orig­
inally planted to a CSbCOM rotation in Plan g9, is shifted 
to a GCOM rotation in plan 30. This shift in rotations is 
necessary to produce the forage required for the feeder cattle 
in the latter plan. 
An alternative to plan 30, using $482 less capital and 
giving $150 less profits, includes 24 acres of CCSb, 57 acres 
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of CCOM, 72 acres of GSbCOM, all fertilized at the third 
level, 44 litters of spring hogs, 14 choice calves fed on 
drylot, 16 choice calves fed on pasture, and 14 litters of 
fall hogs. Profits for this plan are |4,506. Again it is 
true that when capital is not limiting several different 
ootatoinations of rotations and livestock enterprises can be 
used without materially lowering net incoine- However, farmers 
probably would not shoos® this alternative plan aince it 
includes three rotations. As pointed out earlier, farmers 
tend to keep away from a fana plan containing laore than two 
rotations. 
It stoald be noted that of all the previous capltal-
managemtnt levels considered, none gave so many alternative 
"plans with almost equal profits ae Plan 29- Flexibility in 
choice of enterprise combination is 'increased for all manage­
ment situations at high capital levels. When young farmers 
have sufficient capital and, thus, several close alternstive 
farm plans fwrn which to choose, they are able to select one 
of several plans vilthout any great sacrifice in profits. This 
flexibility of ciiolce is desirable since no one farm plan is 
best for all farmers on the same soil type and a given quan­
tity of resources. Each farmer icust plan according to his 
own farm conditions, preferences for work load, resource 
llffiitations, and ability to shoulder risks. Farmers with a 
©mail amount of capital, not having BS many equally profitable 
m 
alternativt plaas, art aort llmltei la tiieli* oholo© of lri¥®st~ 
meiit opportunities. 
Optlffiuui Plans with AboYe-Average Potilti^ 
M©iiag#ia#at-»--0they Aetlvltles Aferag© •( Table 1?) 
I« foregoing plans, poialtff was not InolMea m an Invest-
mmt opportunity until oapltal was laertastd above tlO',000. 
Slfioe tlie ©nttrprlst ooaaldtred is a small smppltneBtary farm 
laylJEig tlQQk (poultry lioailng Halts the flock sis© to 100 
iiens) and returag less to llsilted capital than other llvt-
stook, poultry ©aiiRot to# profltatsly InelMed at lowtr eiRpltal 
levels*^ Hosittri vhrn 'beglnulng operators have abov©-
avei'age maoagtasat p^rofleltaey in poiiltjpf and average ability 
in all otlitr actlfltles, poultry beoooit a profitable lavest* 
sent i fable It). 
Tiie optlffiuffl fa« plan with Aov©*«average man&geiflent for 
poultry and a capital 1©?©1 of |3,000 iPlaa 31) luolufies only 
©rops. A® 111 all pi'efioui plaas with IS,0001 omp proAuotlon 
and eom© fertilization of orop® glvei ial^tr r®tarris for small 
a,muntB of capital thaa do livestock. 
3-H.epe "ppofltsbly'* refers to fflaxlBlsation of profit. 
WMle the poultry enterprlte return more than the oost, 
It la liot a profitable .enterprise to includ®- In the fara plan 
If otlier ©uterprlses will return laore for the sam# resourete. 
table 17. OptlmuB plans witii above-airerage aianfigement for poultry (other 
aotlvltles average) on 160-acr@ Clarion-Webster, crop-sliare rented 
farm «ith different quantities of available capital 
Capital Set 
Plan le^el® return^ 
CI) (I) 
31 3,000 
5,000 
33 
911 
1,609 
7,500 2,396 
34 10,000 3,183 
Snterprises 
iaeluded in 
ttie far® plan Orops Acres 
Limiting 
resources 
147 aeres CCSbs 
141 acres CGSbg 
12 acres CSbCoM^ 
8 litters of 
spring iMgsC 
100 hms 
118 acres 
35 acres CSbCOMg 
£4 litters of 
spring hogs® 
100 hens 
94 acres GCSb^ 
49 acres CSbCOMs 
39 litters of 
spring hogs® 
100 hens 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meado¥ 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
Meadow 
98 
49 
99 
50 
2 
2 
93 
46 
7 
7 
86 
43 
12 
12 
Capital 
Capital 
Land 
Poultry 
housing 
Capital 
Land 
Hog and 
poultry 
housing 
Capital 
Land 
Hog and 
poultry 
ho\iffing 
Corn 
surplus or 
deficit 
(bii.) 
4-2,689 
1-1,755 
302 
-2,282 
Capital above machinery investment of 111,159. 
^P«)fits after fixed coste of |1,329 are subtracted. 
®One litter includes a sow sjid 6.8 pigs weaned. 
fable 17. (Continued) 
Enterprises 
Capital let Inelttd^ in 
Plan l«¥el return the farm plan 
(I) (I) 
Corn 
Limiting surplus or 
Gro0S Acres resourees deficit 
C bu.) 
35 15,000 3,82B 
3g C&pitsl 
not lifldtlni 
(15,431)« 
3,835 
9£ acres CCSbg 
30 acres OCOMg 
31 acres CSbGOMg 
44 litters of 
spring hogs® 
12 litters of 
fall 
100 liens 
96 acres GG3b3 
57 acres CCKJMg 
44 litters of 
spring hogs® 
14 litters of 
fall haga^ 
100 hens 
Com 88 Capital -4,314 
Sofbearis 37 Land 
Oats 14 Hbg, dairy 
Meadow 14 and poultry 
housing 
October labor 
Corn 93 l.and -4,398 
Soybeans 32 Hog, poultry 
Oat® 14 and dairy 
Meadow 14 housing 
October labor 
®One litter Includes a sow and 6.8 pigs weaned. 
%ne litter includes a sow and 6.? pigs weaned. 
^Amount of capital that oan be used with a given supply of limiting resources 
listed in Colunin 7. 
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When oapital is increased to #5,000, the profit maximiz­
ing plan witli ai3o¥e-.average poultry management (plan 32) in-
olMes 141 acres of CCSb and 12 acres of CSbCOM rotations 
fertilised at the third level, eight litters of spring hogs, 
100 hens,^ and the cash sale of 542 bushels of soybeans and 
1,755 bushels of oorn. Profits, with fixed costs subtracted, 
are $1,609- ihe limiting resources for this plan are capital, 
land, and poultry housing. This plan is essentially the same 
as the one obtained for Plan 2 (all activities with average 
»ana,g©iaeiit shown in fable 12) except a supplementary poultry 
enterprise has now been added. Profits are only slightly 
increased in the present plan by reducing the spring litters 
by four and adding 100 hens- The same,crop rotations and 
ftrtllia&tion levels are Included in both plans, with only 
a sli0lit change in the total acres in each rotation. 
As capital is increased to |7,5C0, the spring; hog enter­
prise ie increased and the cropping I'lan is changed to include 
jBore laeadow. poultry housing limits the number of heng to 
100 and this enterprise cannot be increased further. Plan 
33 is very similar to Plan 3 (Table 12) obtained when all 
activities kiere considered at average management. This plan 
contains aiallar roteitiona but fewer spring litters and a 
poultry enterprise. Addiiig the poultry enterprise has very 
little effect on Income (til more than Plan 3) and in prac­
tice this difference in profits i^'ould be ignored. 
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Ae capital is increas-ed to 110,000 with above-average 
poultry management. Plan •34 includes similar crop and live­
stock enterprises as plan 33. The greater amount of capital 
allows the spring hog enterprise to expand, leaving the poul­
try enterprise unchanged. The cropping system is changed to 
include more forage for the increased hog enterprise. L??rg0r 
profits are due to the increased size of the hog enterprise. 
Similar recommendations regarding the type of enterprises can 
be given to beginning farmers with |7,500 and tl0,000. 
Inspection of Plan 34 (Table 17) and Plan 4 (Table 12) 
shows th8,t changing the level of poultry management has very 
little effect on net Income. With all activities st an aver­
age level of management (Table 12), poultry cannot success­
fully oompete with spring hogs for limited capital, but chang­
ing the level of poultry management to above-averEge (Table 
1?) makes it profitable to Include this enterprise. The dif­
ference in profits for Plans 34 and 4 ie only ?12, so in prac­
tice these two plans can be oonsiderea the same-
Vfhan capital ie increased beyond $10,000, the optimum 
plans (35 arid 36) are the same as Plans 5 and 6 (Table 12). 
Changing the level of poultry management has no effect on 
the most profitable combination of enterprises, but profits 
are increased slightly because of better raaaageH5ent. Young' 
farmers with more than |10,000 and preferring to invest their 
funds only in spring hogi would sacrifice very little income, 
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although, speelaliaatlon In hogs would not only mean some 
sacrifice in income, but would also increase income variabil­
ity. Mding a poultry enterprise would be a means to diversify 
and spread risks and unetrtalnty of income- The choice of a 
particular plau, of course, would depend upon the individual 
preference. 
Alternative Eesource and Price Considerations 
The above plana are optimum for tenants with different 
manageiasnt skills in livestock production, and a given quan­
tity of resources and specified price relationships- However, 
tenants laccfi with different price expectations and resource 
liaitfitione eiay find quite different plans to be optimums As 
mentioned previously, the beginning farmer, if he wishes to 
.maximize profits, must plan aocordln;;/: to his own farm condi­
tions and resource limitations. Consequently, to consider a 
greater range of planning situations, the following plans 
consider different prices and resource llraltations. In 
prograa'Dlng for these added situations, only one capital 
level has been used, |10,000. A single capital level Is used 
^o lessen the magnitude of the empirical calculations. How­
ever, use of tiw one level does suggest the changes which may 
need to he made in plans for particular price and resource 
situations. 
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Qptiiauia Plans with building limitation 
on 'hoa-'''efttWrprls® (fabl® 18l ^ 
Mot all tenants rent farms with sufficient building 
facilities to expand hog production to the point indicated in 
the foregoing plane. Previously, spring hoge competed with 
dairy cows for the dairy barn space and, since spring hogs 
gave larger net returns on limited capital than dairy cowa, 
this enterprise was expanded to the limit of the capital sup­
ply. Limiting the size of the spring hog enterprise would 
have the effect of making more capital available to expand 
the diary, fall hog, or feeder cattle enterprises. For these 
reasons, optimum plans are computed with a building space 
restriction on the hog enterprise so investment opportunities 
can be outlined for tenmits who are limited in the extent to 
which they are able to specialize in spring hogs. The optimum 
plans for the six levels of livestock management and |10,000 
are summarized in Table 18. 
All activities with average Btanagement. The profit maxi­
mizing plan for tenants with 110,000 and average management 
skills (Plan 37) la considerably different from Plan 4 (Table 
12) when building restrictions are imposed on the plan- When 
the spring hog enterprise is limited to 13 litters, more 
capital becomes available for other livestock. Hence, Plan 37 
Includes a diversified crop and livestock program?.. In addi-
lable 18. Optiffluia plaas tor $10,000 capital aM various juanagement eoMitlons 
with buiMing restriction hog enterprise 
Level of Net 
Plan aanagement return® 
CI) 
Interprises 
included 
Limiting 
Crop Acres resources 
Cora 
surplus 
or 
deficit 
(feu.) 
37 All 
aotivities 
average 
38 All 
aetivities 
above-average 
39 Hogs 
above-average 
{o ther 
activities 
average) 
2,181 66 acres CGSbs 
67 acres CCOM3 
20 acres OSbCOMg 
13 spring & 8 fall 
litters of hogs^ 
6 dairy cows & 100 
hens 
4,349 153 acres CSbCOMs 
12 spring & 3 fall 
litters of hogsc 
10 dairy cows & 100 
hens 
3,517 54 acres CCSbs 
82 acres CCOM3 
17 acres GSbCOMg 
12 spring & 7 fall 
litters of hogs® 
8 dairy cows & 100 
hens 
Corn 85 Capital 700 
Soybeans 26 Land 
Oats 21 Hog ^  poultry 
Meadow 21 housing 
Corn 62 Capital 4- 5 
Soybeans 31 Land 
Oats 30 Hog & poultry 
Meadow 30 housing 
Corn 84 Capital +• 326 
Soybeans 22 Land 
Oats 23 Hog & poultry 
Meadow 24 housing 
^Profits after fixed costs of $1,329 are subtracted. 
^ne litter includes a sow and 6.8 spring or 6.7 fall pips weaned. 
®One litter includes a sow and 7.3 spring or 7.2 fall pigs weened. 
f atole 18. {G ontlaaed) 
Lev#l of 
Plan aanagejaent 
let 
return 
(I) 
Enterprises 
included 
LifflltlBg 
Crop Acres resources 
Com 
surplus 
or 
deficit 
< tu.) 
40 Dairy 3,265 
above-average 
(other 
activities 
average? 
41 Feeder cattle 2,812 
abo V e-average 
(other 
activities 
average) 
42 Poultry 
above-average 
(other 
activities 
average) 
2,294 
133 acres CCOM3 
20 acres GSb<K3M3 
13 spring & 1 fall 
litters of hogs® 
12 dairy cows & 100 
hens 
14 acres CCSbg 
139 acres CSbCOMs 
13 litters of 
spring hogs" 
36 choice calves 
(pasture) 
133 acres of CGOM3 
EO acres CSbCOMg 
13 spring & 4 fall 
litters of hogs^ 
12 dairy cows & 100 
hens 
Com 75 Capital 
Sojbeans 4 Land 
Oats 37 Hog & poultry 
Meadov 37 housing 
Corn 64 Capital 
SoybesjQS 33 Land 
Oats 28 Hog housing 
Meadow 28 
Com 75 Capital 
Soybeans 4 Land 
Oats 37 Poultry 
Meadow 37 housing 
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991 
504 
^One litter includes a sow and 6.8 spring or 6.7 fall pips v/eaned. 
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tlon to the 13 litters of spring hogs, the present plan in­
cludes eight litters of fall hogs, six dairy cows, and s 
euppleiaeatsry laying flock of 100 hens, profits for this 
plan, with fixed costs subtracted, ere #2,181 or $990 less 
than for Plan 4 (Table 12). In Plan 37, spring and fall hoga 
are the first livestock activities to be included and expanded 
to the liHiit of the building space. Then dairy and poultry 
oome into the plan to the limit of the remaining capital sup­
ply. The rotations selected sre those which p:ive the greatest 
profits with the above livestock so that, when the hog enter­
prise is limited to tJrie hog house space outlined, it becomes 
necessary to use a more diversified crop and livestock program. 
Even though profits are reduced with diverBification, Plan 37 
would appeal to sorae operators who wish to spread risks and 
uncertainty of prices and incomes. 
M alternative to Plan 37, giving |25 less profits and 
containing 5 percent more meadow, may be preferred by some 
farmers as it includes a larger dairy enterprise (nine cows), 
the same number of spring and fall litters, but no poultry. 
5he greater amount of forage in this plan is necessary to 
provide the roughage for a larger dairy enterprise. A com­
parison of the alternative plan with the optimum plan shows 
that including a poultry enterprise decreases the dairy enter­
prise and the acres in CGOM. Thus, the question whether or 
not to add a poultry enterprise is now more important than 
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for previous plans when the hog enterprise was not limited to 
the hog house apace. Again, it should be emphasized that 
there are several alternative combinations of livestock and 
crops that give almost equal profits. The choice of a plan 
would depend upon the individual and his farm conditions. 
Mil aotivlties with above-'aver&g;e management. The enter-
prises included in the farm plan for tenants with above-
average management skills and |10|000 when the hog enterprise 
is limited to hog house space, are somewhat similar to those 
in Plan 37. Plan 38, with more dairy cows and a different 
fetation, includes 153 acres of CSbCOM rotation fertilized at 
the third level, 10 dairy oows, 12 litters of spring hogs, 
three litters of fall hogs, and a supplementary laying flock 
of 100 hens. Profits, |4,349, are almost twice as large as 
the previous plan. 'Iherefore, tenants, renting farms with 
lK>g building restrictions as outlined above, can increase 
their income by Improving their manp.geraent skills in all live­
stock enterprises. 
A comparison of Plan 38 with Plan 10 (Table 13) shows 
that profits are reduced by |l,533 when a limitation is placed 
on the 8l2,e of the spring hog enterprise. This restriction 
has the effect of forcing into the plan other livestock enter­
prises giving lower returns on capital, thereby lowering 
profits. While the plan outlined above actually msxirdzes 
profits for the resources considered, numerous other plana 
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give returns almost as large and may be preferred by some 
operators. One sueh plan, giving |40 less profit, Includes 
ttie same livestock enterprises as Plan 38, but the cropping 
plan is oiianged to Include only a CCOM rotation. In all 
alternative plans the spring hog enterprise expands to the 
limit of the hog house space before dairy, fall hogs, and 
poultry enterprises are included. Then these three enter­
prises expand to the limit of the remaining capital supply. 
Spring hogs are selected first because they give the greatest 
net returns for capital. Capital not used by the spring hog 
enterprise is most profitably used, by fall hogs, dairy, and 
poultry. However, profits for all plans computed with the 
hog building restriction outlined here are lower than for 
Plan 10 (fable 13), which does not have this restriction for 
hogs. When the size of the moat profitable enterprise (spring 
hogs) is liffllted, capital is mad® available for other live­
stock which return less profits. 
Hogs with above-" aver age managenaent (other activities 
average). When managejient conditions are changed to include 
only hogs with above«-average, the optimum plan (plan 39) is 
only slightly different than Plans 37 and 38. The same live­
stock are included but in different proportions. The enter­
prises Included in this plan differ considerably from those 
included in Plan 16 (Table 14) when the hog enterprise is 
limited by the hog building space. Plan 16 Includes only 
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orops arid spring hogs, whereas the present plan Includes a 
di-?erslfled crop bh& livestock i>rograra. This plan includes 
12 litters of spring hogs, seven litters of fall hops, eight 
dalrjf cows, and 100 hensj the cropping system includes rnore 
forage for the dairy enterprise. As in Plans 37 and 38, when 
the hog enterprise is lliaited by building space, profits are 
reduced- Xoung farmers renting farms with less building space 
for hog production than indicated in Plan 16 (Table 14) are 
not able to specialize in spring hops and must diversify to 
obtain the most profitable use of all resources. Hence, in-
adtquate building facilities may serve to reduce income oppor­
tunities on some farms. 
Dairy with above*average management (other activities 
average). Wien the hog enterprise is limited to 13 litters 
by building space and the management situation includes only 
dairy with above-average managenient, Plan 40 Includes the same 
livestock enterprises, except for one fall litter, as Plan 22 
(Table 15). More dairy cows are Included in the present plan 
since the hog enterprise is limited. The cropping system Is 
also changed to inolude more meadow for the larger dairy enter­
prise. Sie forage is supplied by a OOOM rotation, whereas In 
plan 22 the forage is supplied by a GSbCOMi rotation. Profits 
for the present plan are |3,255, |144 less than for Plan 22, 
which is much smaller than for Plans j57, 38, and 39, because 
similar livestock enterprises are selected, regardless of 
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the building restriotion on the hog enterprise. Therefore, 
beginning farmers with above-average managerial ability only 
In dairying would need to make smaller enterprise adjustments 
to iialntaln income on farms with varying building facilities 
for hog production. The extent to which profits are reduced 
when the hog enterprise is llialted by building rncilltiea 
depends upon the level of livestock management considered. 
B'eeder cattle -with above-'average management (other activ­
ities average). 'rfhen the aanagement level is further changed 
to Include only feeder cattle with above-average mejiagement 
and 110,000 (Plan 41), feeder cattle become a profitable 
investment alternative when the spring hog enterprise is 
restricted by a building limitation. Feeder cattle are not 
included In Plan ES (Table 16) because spring hogs give higher 
returns on capital, but the present plan Includes a feeder 
cattle enterprise In combination with spring hogs. As in 
Plan 2B, the first livestock activity to come into the plan 
to the llialt of the building space is spring hogs. Ihen the 
remaining capital Is mst profitably used by investing it in 
choice feeder calves to be fed out on pasture. The effect 
of limiting the size of the spring hog enterprise makes it 
profitable for tenants to invest in feeder cattle at lower 
capital levels than was indicated in plane computed without 
this building limitation for hogs (Table 16). However, profits 
(12,812 or |3§9 less than Plan 28) are reduced when the spring 
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iKjg enterprise Is limited to 13 litters. Since fewer litters 
are included In Plan 41, less grain would have to be purchased. 
Beginning farmers, not wanting to expand liveBtock production 
beyond tiie grain production of the farm, would probably prefer 
Plan 41 to Plan 28 because the soytoesn receipts in Plan 41 are 
almost sufficient to purchase the 991 bushels of corn required. 
Soybean receipts for Plan 28 are not nearly sufficient to pur­
chase the 2,600 bushels of corn required-
Poultry with above-aver^ige management (other activities 
average), when the hog enterprise is limited by hog building 
space and the nianagement level is changed to include only 
poultry with above-average manageaient and tl0,000, the optimum 
plan (plan 42) is considerably different from Plan 34 (Table 
17). In addition to the spring hog and poultry enterprises 
included in Plan 34, the plan now contains four litters of 
fall hogs and 12 dairy oows and the cropping system is 
changed to includ© more forape for the dairy enterprise. All 
the acres previously planted to a CCSb rotation and some of 
the acres planted to a CSbCOM rotation in Plan 34 ere shifted 
to a CCOM rotation in the present plan. Beginning farmers 
must now diversify their livestock program to obtain the most 
profitable use of all resources. The reduction in income 
from diverelficatlon for this management situation is $889. 
Some operators may prefer Pleii 42 to Plan 34 since diversifi­
cation would reduce income variability. By adding a dairy 
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and fall hog enterprise, young farmers cen diversify and 
spread ris&s and uncertainty of Income. 
Qptlffiua plans with 1954 hog prices (Table 19) 
Since adjusted long-run average prices were used in com­
puting all previous plans, the question to be answered now is; 
What effect on income and farm organization would higher hog 
prices have? Consequently plans presented in this section 
are computed with 1954 hog prices (fable 19), which -were gen­
erally higher in March and April but slightly lov/er In Sep-
teiaber and October than the long-run average prices used 
previously. 
Ml aotivitles with average management. The enterprises 
included in tfils optimum plan (Plan 43), with 1954 hog prices 
for tenants with average management ability a.nd tl0,000, dif­
fer considerably from the enterprises Included in Plan 4 
(Table 12) which are optifflum for long-run average price rela­
tionships. The most profitable combination of crops and live­
stock in Plan 43 ia fall hogs and a CGSb rotation; In Plan 4, 
spring hogs in combination with CCSb and CSbCOM rotations 
Biaxiiaiz.ed profits. Since no forage In required by the fall 
hog enterprise in Plan 43, the total cultivated acres can be 
planted to corn and soybeans. Profits for the present ol^^n 
are |3,637 or |466 more than Plan 4 (Table 12). Since larger 
fatol© 19. Optimum plans for 110,000 capital, various management conditions and 
1954 Tmg prices 
Cora 
surplus 
Le-vel of Set Enterprises Limiting or 
plan management return®^ Included Crop Acres resources deficit 
CI) " (bu.) 
43 All 3,63? 
actlYities 
average 
44 All 4,838 
acti-^ities 
abo^e-average 
45 Hogs 4^838 
above-average 
(other 
activities 
average) 
46 Dairy 3,792 
above-average 
(other 
activities 
average) 
153 acres of G0Sb3 
19 litters of 
fall hogs® 
93 acres of CCSbg 
60 acres of CSbC0M2 
38 litters of 
spring hogs® 
93 acres of CCSbg 
60 acres of C.3bC0M2. 
38 litters of 
spring hogs® 
153 acres of CSbCOMs 
10 litters of 
fall hogs^ 
10 dairy cows 
Corn 102 Capital 4- 169 
Soybeans §1 Land 
Hog housing 
Corn 86 Capital -1,160 
Soybeans 43 Land 
Oats 12 Hog housing 
Meadow 12 
Corn 86 Capital -1,160 
Soybeans 43 Land 
Oats 12 Hog housing 
Meadow 12 
Corn 62 Capital + 304 
Soybeans 31 Land 
Oats 30 Hog housing 
Meadow 30 
^Profits after fixed costs of $1,329 are subtracted. 
^One litter includes a sow and 6.? pigs weaned. 
°Oiie litter includes a sow and 7*3 pigs weaned. 
table 19. (Continued) 
Corn 
surplus 
Level of Met Enterprises Limiting or 
Plan aanagement re turn included Crop Acres resources deficit (1) (bu.) 
47 Feeder cattle 3,637 153 acres of CCSb^ Corn 102 Capital + 169 
above-average 19 litters of Soybeans 51 Land 
(other fall hogs® Hog housing 
activities 
average) 
48 Poultry 3,637 153 acres of CCSbj Corn 102 Capital + 169 
above-average 19 litters of Soybeans 51 Land 
(other) fall hogs^ Hog housing 
activities 
average) 
^One litter includes a sow and 6.7 pigs i^/eaned. 
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profits are due to higher prices for hogs marketed in April 
1964, It is more profitable for tenants to concentrate on fall 
farrowings than spring farrowing®. However, beginning farmers, 
in order ot maximize profits over time, should not invest 
their funds on the basis of one year's prlcee. The extent to 
which price changes in any one year altera the most profitable 
combination of enterprises should be considered, nevertheless, 
by a tenant in choosing a farm plan. A, choice of a plan with 
only spring or fall hogs, or sonie combination of these two 
enterprises would depend upon the individual's price expecta­
tions and, willingness to gamble on the uncertainty of these 
prices. 
All activities with above*averaK© management. The optl-
Hftim plan (Plan 44), with 1964 hog prices for tenants with 
above-average isanagement ability and $10,000, is the same as 
Plan 10 (Table 13) which is optimum for long;-run average 
price relationships. Profits for Plan 44 are 11,044 less than 
for Plan 10. Spring hogs ere included in the present plan 
instead of fall ho^-s, as in Plan 43, because the Increased 
efficiency with above-average management offsets the ten­
dency of prices to alter the loost profitable farm orpsnize.-
tlon. Therefore, the same farm organization is optinium for 
tenants who have $10,000 and above-average management ability 
for both 1954 hog prlcee and long-run prices. Recommenda­
tions to beginning farmers, concerning the choice of enter­
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prises for fche two price situations, depend upon the level of 
livestock nianageffient. 
Ho^ys with abovQ«averag:e atanagement (other activities 
average) . When iriaric.geinent conditions are changed to Include 
above-average management only for hogs, the optimum plgin (Plan 
4 5) with 1954 hog prices is the saaie as Plan 16 (Table 14) 
i«lth long-run average price relationships. As in Plan 44, the 
same organization is optimuu for both price situations even 
though profits are less for tooth plans computed with 1954 hog 
prices. Higher hog prices do not alter the manner in which 
resources are allocated among enterprises for thla management 
situation. 
Dairy with abQve«> aver age management (other activities 
average). The optimum plan, with 1954 hog prices when manage­
ment conditions are chaiiged to include only dairyin^y with 
above-average msnagement (Pla.n 45), is somewhat similar to 
Plan £2 ('fable 15) which is optimum for long-run average price 
relationships. However, v^hen 1954 hog prices are used, the 
combination of enterprises is changed to include a combination 
of fall hogs and dairy cows as shown in Plan 45, while in 
Plan 22 a coiablnatlon of spring hogs and dairy cows maxiffllzed 
profits. The crop rotation is the same as in plan 22 since 
the forage previously used by spring hogs is adequate for 
the Increased dairy enterprise. Profits with 1954 hog prices 
are |39.3 sore for Plan 46 than Plan 22 because of higher 
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prices for hogs marketed in April- Therefore, young farmers 
originally investing their funds in spring hogs and dairy 
oows would need only to shift to fall farrowinga in order to 
maximize profits when prices deviate from the long-time aver­
age price relationships as in 1964. 
Feeder cattle with above»average management (other activ­
ities average). When the management conditions are changed 
to include only feeder cattle with above-average management, 
the optimum plan (Plan 47) for 1984 hog prices differs con­
siderably from Plan 28 (Table 16) which is optiaaum for long-
run average prices. !Qie present farm plan is identical to 
Plan 43 since feeder cattle cannot be included in the present 
plan because fall hogs give higher returns on capital. As 
in Plan 43, the spring hog enterprise is replaced with fall 
hogs in the optimuffi plan when 1954 hog prices are used instead 
of long-run average prices, fhus, consideration of feeder 
cattle as an investment opportunity doe® not change the most 
profitable combination of enterprises for the two price situ­
ations. 
Poultry with above-average management (other activities 
average). The optimum plan (Plan 48) for 1954 hog prices and 
above-average poultry management is the same as Plan 47, in 
which fall hogs and cash crops (CCSb rotation) raajtimize 
profits with 1964 hog prices. The same combination of enter­
prises are optimum for Plans 43, 47, and 48 because similar 
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entei^riges %(rere included in the optimum plans with long-run 
average prices• Similar recommendations are appropriate for 
tenants with |10,000, regardless of the level of management 
used for poultry and feeder cattle. 
Optimum plans with 1955 hog priees (fatole 20) 
Since the prices for hogs in 1955 x^ere lower than long-
run average prices used earlier, the question to be answered 
now is: What effect on income and farm organization would 
lower hog prices have? In all the plans confuted so fsr, 
spring or fall hogs gave higher returns on limited capital 
than other livestock because of favorable hog prices. Con­
sequently, the plani presented here are computed with 1955 
hog prices (fable 20) to determine the extent to which begin­
ning farmers need to make enterprise adjustments in years with 
low hog prices. Mith low hog prices young farmers may want 
to diversify to lessen income reduction. They may choose to 
iBake a eacrifice in long-run profits by diversification so 
long as risks and uncertainty are lessened. 
All activities with averagge management. The optimum plan 
with 1955 hog prices for tenants with average managerial abil­
ity and 110,000 (Plan 49) differs considerably from Plan 4 
(Table 12) which is optimuni for long-run average prices. 
Instead of specialization in spring hogs, as in Plan 4, the 
Tabl© 20. Optimum plans for |10,000 eaplta!, various management conditions 
and 1955 hog prices 
Corn 
surplus 
Level of Met Sntei^rises Liralting or 
Plan ffl&nagement return®' included Crop Acres resourcea defieit (I) (bu.) 
49 All 1,407 153 acres CGOM3 Corn 77 Land +1,211 
aotiTities 8 litters of Oats 38 Capital 
average fall hogs^ Meadow 38 Livestock 
14 dairy cow# housing 
100 hmB 
50 Mil 3,403 153 acres CSbGOMg Corn 62 Land - 313 
activities 19 litters of Soybeans 31 Capital 
^sove-average spring hogs® Oats 30 log k poultry 
9 dairy cows Meadow 30 housing 
100 hens 
51 itogs 3,114 99 acres CCSI33 Corn 88 Land -1,056 
above-average 54 acres CSbCOMg Soybeans 43 Capital 
(other 38 litters of Oats 11 Hog housing 
activities spring hogs® Meadow 11 
average) 
^Profits after fixed oosts of |J1,329 are subtracted. 
^One litter includes one sow and 6.7 pigs weaned. 
®One litter includes one sow and 7.3 pigs weaned. 
table 20. (ConttattM) 
Plan 
Level of 
management 
let 
return 
( 1 )  
Enterprises 
lnclud(^ Crop Acres 
Liffii ting 
resources 
Corn 
surplus 
or 
deficit 
(bu.) 
§2 Dairy 2,750 153 acres CCOM3 Corn 77 Land +1,062 
alKs^e-aire rage 6 litters of Oats 38 Capital 
(other fall hogs^ Meadow 38 Poultry 
activities 13 aaix^ cows housing 
average) 100 hens 
53 Feeder cattle E,594 153 sores CSbOOMa Corn 62 Capital - 32? 
above-average 9 choice calves Soybeans 31 l,and 
(other (drylot) Oats 30 
activities 42 choice calves Meadow 30 
average) (pasture) 
54 Poultry 1,53S 153 acres CC0M3 Corn 77 Capital + 241 
above-average 8 litters of Oats 38 Land 
(other fall hogs^ Meadow 38 Livestock 
activities 14 dairy cows housing 
average) 100 hens 
^)ne litter includes one sow and 6.7 pigs weaned. 
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farm plan now includes.a diversified livestock program of 
fall hogs, poultry, and dairy oows- The cropping system is 
changed also to a CGOM rotation to supply the necessary forage 
for the 14 dairy cows. With 1955 hog prices, dairying is the 
most profitable livestock enterprise and therefore conies into 
the plan to the limit of the dairy building space. Then poul­
try and fall hogs ere added to the limit of the remaining 
capital supply. Profits for this plan are $1,407 or 56 per­
cent lesa than for Plan 4 (fable 12) with long-run average 
prices. In practice, farmers may not choose to make these 
indicated adjustments, especially if hog prices were expected 
to rlee in the near future. However, if hog prices were 
expected to remain at the 1965 level for many years, the 
shift to dairying would probably be mad®. One way to guard 
against price uncertainty is to diversify the livestock pro­
gram; such plans would not maximize profits in any one year 
but would tend to give a more stable income. Beginning 
farmers should plan according to their managerial abilities, 
resource limitations, and price expectations. Investing 
limited funds in a diversified farm plan is one way to main­
tain the flexibility needed to make the necessary adjustments 
to meet price uncertainty.^ 
All activitiea with above-average management. When the 
level of livestock management is changed to above-average for 
^Heady, op. Oit., pp. 500-5-34 • 
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all activities, the effect of low hog prices on net income is 
not as greet as with average management. Greater feeding effi­
ciency tends to oi'fset part of the effect of lower prices, but 
even with iispTOved managenent, net income is reduced by 42 per­
cent with 1955 hog prices. With above-»average livestock man­
agement, young farmers need only to curtail their spring hog 
enterprise in Plari 10 {Table 13) and add a dairy and poultry 
enterprise in Plan 50. The farm plan with |10,000 and above-
average management (Plan 50) includes 153 acres of CSbCOM 
rotation fertilized at the third level, nine dairy cows, 19 
litters of spring hers, and 100 hens. In this plan spring 
hogs are still profitable enough to compete for part of the 
limited funds. Having only spring litters and crops is only 
slightly lesi profitable than the specified combination of 
dairy and hogs. There are several combinations of these two 
llveotocK. enterprises that can be considered a® alternatives 
but each would give less than maximum profits. If tenants 
expect hog price® to rise in the near future, then some may 
prefer to sacrifice some profits and have only spring hogs. 
On the other hand, if some operators expected hog prices to 
remain low, a complete shift to all dairying might be made. 
In practice, where farmers have been in hog production before 
the price decline occurred, as in Plan 10 (Table 13), prob­
ably no enterprise adjustment would be made. This would be 
particularly true if tenants viewed the decline in hog prices 
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to l3© only temporary. 
logs vlth atoov®*af©rage maBaigement (other activities 
average). The optimum plan with 1955 hog prices for tenants 
with atoove-average manftgement only in swine production (Plan 
51) is the same as Plan 16 (Table 14) which is optimum for 
long-run average prices. Therefore, tenants with tl0,000 and 
above-average fflanagerial atoility in swine production would not 
need to make any adjustments in their farm organization when 
hog prices decline, except for a slight change in the cropping 
plan to include more acres of corn fertilized at the third 
level. Reduction in profits (#3,114 or #2,768 less than Plan 
16) is quite large (47 percent) even though Plans 15 and 51 
include practically the same enterprises. Hence, fluctuations 
In, hog prices can materially affect profits and may lead some 
operators to choose dairy cows or soiBe combination of spring 
hogs and dairy cows to guard against uncertainty of prices 
and income. 
Dairy with above*average manaiyement (other activities 
average) > Mhen the manageaient conditions are changed to 
Include above-average management only in the dairy enterprise, 
the optimum plan (plan 52) with 1955 hog prices differs con­
siderably from plan 22 (fable 15) which is optimum for long-
run average prices- 'llie spring hog enterprise Included in 
Plan 22 ia replaced with fall hogs in the present plan while 
the dairy and poultry enterprises are increased and the crop­
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ping system is ohanged to a COOM rotation to provide the neces­
sary forage for the 13 dairy cows. Since the amount of forage 
produced limits the number of dairy cows# it is forage supply 
in tills pl-sii rather than dairy building space that limits 
this enterprise. Fall hogs and poultry are added, then to the 
plan to the limit of the remaining capital. These results 
indicate that it would pay tenants to consider dairying rather 
than hogs as an investment opportunity if the prices for hogs 
in 1955 were expected to prevail in the future. Young farmers 
initially ci:«3oelng a diversified farm plan (Plan 22, Table 15) 
will have less profits than Plans 4 and 10 (Tsbles 12 and 13, 
respectively) with high hog prices, but will have a smaller 
decrease in income (19 percent) under low hog prices. In 
making a choice between plans with a more steady income and 
plans with higher but more uncertain income, young farmers 
should keep in mind both short- and long-run effects of chang­
ing prices. 
Breeder cattle with above-average iaanagement (other activ­
ities average). When management conditions are changed to 
include only feeder cattle with above-average management, the 
effect of low hog prices on income for tenants with $10,000 
is not very large; the reduction in net income from Plan 28 
(Table 16) with long-run average prices is only 18 percent, 
fo maintain income at approximately the same level, tenants 
would have to reallooat© their resources from spring hogs to 
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feeder cattle. Previously, the optloum plan {Plan 28) in­
cluded ©prlng hogs and crops, fhe present plan (Plan 53) 
Include© 153 acres of GSbCOM rotation fertilized at the third 
level, nine choice calves fed on drylot, and 42 choice calves 
fed on pasture. In practice, a farmer would not divide his 
cattle into two feeding practices as indicated by this plan, 
but feed all the calves on pasture since profits would be 
reduced by only |gO. This plan returns less profits because 
the additional forage required by the nine calves would be 
provided by a less profitable CGOM rotation. Under actual 
farm conditions, it would probably be more feasible to pur­
chase additional hay so the alterriative plan could be used. 
When 1955 hog prices are used, all plans yield less profits 
than Plan 28 (Table 16). In practice, beginning farmers may 
not choos© to shift fro® spring hogs (Plan 28, Table 16) to 
feeder cattle (Plan 53) when ho.g.prices decline because in-
coBi© variability would not be lessened. The choice of the 
two plans would depend upon the farmer's price expectations 
and preferences for certain types of livestock. 
Poultry with above-average management (other activities 
average). The optlaum farm plan with 1955 hog prices and 
above-average poultry management (Plan 54) is the same as 
Plan 49, which is optimum for average management in all activ­
ities; both, can be considered as alternatives. The differ-
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tna© in net incoffl© of |128 for these two plans is due to the 
level of poultry management used. Hence, the enterprise 
adjustments to meet prio© uncertainty would be the same, 
regardless of the level of poultry manegement used. 
Qptimua Plans with apeoifled mlnin.'.uqi aiae 
dairy and poultry Qnterpris® (figblg 21) 
The plans whioh consider organization of the farm to 
meet uncertainty are presented in thia section. To lesoen 
risks, optiffluin plans now are computed in which small dairy and 
poultry enterprises are forced into the plans. It is known 
that dairy and poultry have less income variability; thus 
plans containing these two enterprises reduce uncertainty of 
income associated with price fluctuations.^ Consequently, 
enterprises of 10 dairy cows and 200 hens have been forced 
into the plans with |10,000 for the six management levels. 
The hog enterprise considered in plans with uncertainty pre­
cautions is a two-litter hog system of equal spring and fall 
litters. 
The raain reason beginning farmers may prefer to diver­
sify is to hedge against uncertainty of prices end income. 
^Brown, William Q. axid Heady, Earl 0. Economic instabil­
ity and choices involving income and risk in livestock and 
poultry production. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bui. 431. 1955. 
pp. 540- 568. 
f&M@ 21. Qptlmum plans for |10,000 capital and various management conditions 
«hen eaoli plan must contain at least 10 dairy cows, 200 hens and a 
tMo-lltter hog syst&m^ 
Level of 
Flm mm&^ement 
let 
return® 
( 1 )  
Enterprises 
Included® 
Limiting 
Ci^p Acres resources 
Goto 
sui^lus 
or 
deficit 
(too.) 
S5 All 2,00? 
activities 
average 
56 Ail 4,337 
activities 
above-average 
67 Hogs 
above-average 
(other) 
activities 
average) 
•3,257 
11 acres CStoCOIfs 
100 acres SCSbg 
10 dairy cows 
313 hens 
14 litters of hogs 
9 acres CSbOOKo 
93 acres CC3I33 
10 dairy cows 
200 hens 
12 litters of hogs 
13 acres CSbC0M2 
98 acres CCStos 
10 dairy cows 
200 hens 
16 litters of hoes 
Corn 86 Capital 
Soybeans 35 Lend 
Oats 3 lovember labor 
13 
Corn 87 Capital 4- 556 
Soybeans 33 Land 
0 st s 
Meadow 
2 
31 
Corn 85 Capital 
Soybeans 35 Land 
Oats 3 Hog housing 
+ 265 
plans 
^No building or labor restriction is placed on the poultry enterprise for these 
s. 
profits after fixed costs of |l,329 are subtracted-
Ofhe acres used to provide the grain and forage for the specified 10 dairy cot-^s 
and 200 hens are included in Columns 5 and 6. 
fable 21' (Continued) 
Corn 
surpltts 
Level of Met Enterprises Limiting or 
Plaja management return ineladed Crop Acres resources deficit (I) ihu.) 
§8 Dairy 3,399 44 acres CSbCOMj Corn ?8 Capital + 943 
alX)V@-aVQrage 58 acres CCSb^ Soybeans 28 Lanfl 
(other 14 dairy cows Oats 9 Dairy housing 
activities 306 hens Meadow 38 loveiaber labor 
average) 2 litters of hogs 
&9 Feeder cattle 2,166 26 acres CSbCOMs Corn 82 Capital - 185 
alxjve-average 85 acres GCSb^ Soybeans 33 Land 
(other 10 dairy cows Oats 5 November labor 
activities 200 hens Meadow 33 
average) 14 litters of hogs 
4 choice calves 
(pasture) 
60 , Poultry 2,602 111 acres CCSba Corn 89 Capital ^1,192 
above-average 10 dairy cows Soybeans 37 Land 
(0 ther 663 hens 
activities 
average) 
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For farmers who borrow, a steady flow of income would reduce 
the need for credit and use of enterprises with less variable 
returns lessens the chances of being forced out of business 
in the event of two or three consecutive years of low prices. 
Too, some people prefer enterprises with less income variabil­
ity to more profits since they are not willinp to gamble. 
Hence, the above uncertainty precautions are incorporeted in 
the plans, sumiaariaed in Table 21, so the effect on income 
and farm organization can be determined. 
Ml aotivities with average management. The optimum plan 
with average management levels for all enterprises and |10,000 
(Plan 55) with dairy and poultry forced into the plan, differs 
considerably from Plan 4 (Table 12) which does not have this 
uncertainty precaution Imposed on the farm organizetion. plan 
55 includes 10 dairy cows and the necessary land to produce 
the feed for these cows (15 acres of corn end 27 acres of 
meadow), a laying flock of 313 hens, 14 litters of hogs, 100 
acres of CCSb and 11 acres of CSbCOM rotations fertilized at 
the third level, and 494 bushels of soybeans sold for cash. 
In practice, the small number of acres of CSbCOM rotation 
would probably be ignored with the acres of corn, soybeans, 
and meadow being incorporated into a modified CCSb rotation. 
Moptlng tills plan would not meterially reduce profits. 
Profits are less for Plan 65 than for Plan 4 (Table 12) be­
cause less profitable dairy and poultry enterprises pre 
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forced Into the plan. Since dairy and poultry enterprises in 
plan 65 are predetermined in size, the rest of the tarw plan 
is a function of the remaining capital and November labor sup­
ply. Hence, a certain amount of scarce resources are euto-
matlcally allocated to the dairy and poultry enterprises and 
the remaining capital is most profitably used by increasing 
the specified laying flock of 200 hens and adding 14 litters 
of hoge. The result of specifying a certain type of a diversi­
fied plan which gives a steady and fairly certain income flow 
reduces profits by |1,084, or 34 percent- Operators desiring 
to diversify to hedge against uncercalnty should be av/ere of 
the sacrifice in Income that hfAS to be made* 
All aotivlties with aboye-average manegement. The optl-
iBum plan (Plan 56) with above-average management for all live­
stock enterprises and |10,000 under uncertainty precautions 
is very similar to Plan 55 but differs considerably from Plan 
10 (Table 13). In Plan 56 neither the dairy or poultry enter­
prise can be profitably expanded beyond the specified minimum. 
After the resource requirements for 10 dairy COWB and 200 
hens have been met, the two-lltter hog enterprise and crops 
come into the plan to the limit of the remaining land and 
capital supply. The 51 acres of land required to eupDort 
the dairy and poultry enterprises leave only 102 acres for 
other crop activities. The remaining land and capital 
causes the enterprises in Flan 56 to be most profitable under 
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tile uncertainty precautions. The dairy and poultry enter­
prises are not increased in this plan because capital in­
vested in hogs return higher profits. Profits for this plan 
are |4,337, or |l,545 less than for Plan 10 (Table 13) where 
ail activities competed freely for the use of all resources. 
The reduction in profits of 26 percent is less than for Plan 
55 with average management which indicates that the effects 
of diversification on income varies with the level of manage­
ment considered. Beginning farmers, wanting to take uncer­
tainty precautions toy diversification, should increase their 
management skills to lessen the reduction of income. 
Hogs with ahove-averape management (other activities 
average). when the manrgement conditions are changed to in­
clude above-average management only for hops and #10,000 (Plan 
57), the optimum plan is very similar to Plsn 56, but differs 
considerably from Plan 16 (Table 14) when dairy and poultry 
enterprise® are forced into the plan. Forcing less profitable 
dairy and poultry enterprises into the plan greatly reduces 
the size of the more profitable spring hog enterprise and, 
therefore, profits. After the capital requirements have been 
met for the minimum dairy and poultry enterprises, the remain­
ing capital is most profitably used by investing in hogs. 
Profits for the present plan are |3,257, or $2,625 less than 
for Plan 16 (fable 14) which is optimum when all enterprises 
compete freely for all resources. Diversification for the 
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present management situation reduces profits more (45 percent) 
than when alxjve-aver age management is used for all activities. 
Dairy with above~average management (other activitiea 
average)« When uncertainty precautions ere considered, the 
farm plan with above-average management only in dairying and 
|10,000 (Plan 58) includes the same livestock as Plan 22 
(Table 15). However, these enterprises now ere combined in 
different proportions. Plan 58 includes 14 dairy cows (the 
capacity of the dairy barn), 300 hens, and two litters of 
hogs. In this plan November labor limits the expansion of 
the hog enterprise before the capital supply is exhausted. 
Therefore profits are maximized by increasing the dairy and 
poultry enterprises above their specified minimum number, 
ihe 51 acres of land required to support the specified 10 
dairy cows and 200 hens leaves only 102 acres for other crop 
activities. This amount of remaining land, together with the 
remaining November labor, causes the combination of dairy and 
poultry to be most profitable when uncertainty precautions are 
iiriposed. However, profits for this plan, #3,399, are the same 
as for Plan 22 (Table 15). The effect of specifyinf^ a minimum 
dairy and poultry enterprise is to alter the combination of 
crops and livestock, without affecting profits. The choice 
of these two plans would depend upon individual preferences 
for types of livestock. 
Feeder cattle with above-average management (other 
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actlyitles average). The optimum plan (plan 59) under uncer­
tainty precautions, when the management conditions ere changed 
to Include atooire-average for feeder cattle, differs consider­
ately from Plan 28 (Table 16) where all enterprises competed 
freely for all resources. In addition to the specified 10 
dairy cows and £00 hens, the present plan includes 14 litters 
of hogs and four choice calves fed on pasture. Forcing dairy 
and poultry enterprises into Plan 28 reduces the hog enter­
prise and lowers profit® by |l,005, or 52 percent. This 
reduction in income is similar to Plan 55 because the same 
fftrm organizations were optimum for tenants without uncertain­
ty precautions (Plan 4 in fable 12 and Plan 28 in Table 16). 
Consideration of feeder cattle as an investment opportunity 
when uncertainty precaution® are taken does not materially 
alter the most profitable combination of enterprises. Only a 
few feeder cattle can be profitably included since hops five 
higher returns on capital. Also, variability of income would 
be increased if more feeder cattle were included in the plan.^ 
Consequently, tenants with |10,000 and average managerial 
ability in all activities except feeder cattle should not 
consider feeder cattle as an investment, if they wish to 
reduce uncertainty associated with price fluctuations. In 
practice, plan 55 can be considered as a feasible alternative 
Iprown and Heady, Ojg_. cit.. pp. 548-568. 
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to the present plan since similar enterprise adjustments are 
made when uncertainty precautions are taken. 
Poultry with atoove^averag:® management (other activities 
average) • The optimum plan with alsove-average poultry raanage-
laent and |10,000 (plan 60) differs considerably from the pre­
vious plans when uncertainty precautions are taken. With no 
building and labor limitations on the poultry enterprise, 
poultry becomes the moat profitable livestock enterprise 
under uncertainty precautions. After the resource require-
Bents for the specified 10 dairy cows and 200 hens have been 
met, the most profitable allocation of the remaining capital 
and land is to expand the poultry enterprise and to plant 
a CCSb rotation, profits for Plan 60, with fixed costs sub­
tracted, are |2,602 or only |581 less than Plan 34 (Table 17) 
where all activities competed freely for the use of all the 
resources. Taking uncertainty precautions reduces income 
under this management situation by 18 percent. The implica­
tion of removing the building and labor limitations on the 
poultry enterprise is clearly shown by the farm organization 
in Plan 60. Had these limitations not been removed (under 
the uncertainty precautions impoeed) the resulting plan would 
have been very similar to Plan 55 with average manngement for 
all activities. Hence, beginning operators with above-average 
poultry management, wanting to diversify to meet uncertainty, 
should expand the poultry enterprise when sufficient labor and 
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housing are available. In practice, young farmers may not be 
able to adopt the present plan since rented farms typically 
do not have sufficient poultry housing facilities for 663 
hens. Therefore ti-iis plan may have a more limited application 
than Plan 55. 
Optimum plans with fixed feed aupply 
(l^lt 22) 
Not all tenants rent faros with leasing arrangements 
which permit them to choose a rotation and to purchase grain 
and expand livestock production beyond the feed produced on 
the farm. Farm plans with feed supply limited to a rotation 
specified by the landlord may be quite different from the 
plans previously computed with rotations and feed supply 
variable. ¥hen the rotation is specified by the landlord and 
livestock production limited to the feed produced, livestock 
production must be adjusted to the fixed feed supply. Hence, 
the livestock enterprises included in the optimum plan with a 
fixed feed ©upply are those that give the highest returns on 
limited capital, labor, building space, and feed supply. The 
profit maximizing plans with a fixed feed supply and specified 
rotation for the six levels of livestock management are sum-
marlsed in Table E2. 
The cropping system used for computing plans in this 
Table 22' Optlmuai plans with rotations and feed supply fixed with |10,000 of 
capital®-
Plan 
Management ^ 
le¥el 
Set 
return® 
Livestock 
included Crops® Acres 
Limiting 
resources 
Capital 
used^ 
61 All |l,667 16 spring litters Corn 73 Cora §6,801 
activities g dairy cows Soybeans 26 July labor 
average Oats 30 Poultry 
Meadow 24 housing 
62 All #3,789 £2 spring litters Com 73 Com 17,988 
actl¥ites 3 dairy cows Soybeans 26 July labor 
atoo^e-average 100 hens Oats 30 Poultry 
Meadow 24 housing 
63 Hogs $3,427 23 spring litters Corn 73 Corn #7,669 
abo^e-average 3 dairy cows Soybeans 26 July labor 
{other Oats 30 
activities Meadow 24 
aYerage) 
8-Capital acove maciiinery investment at 111,159. 
^Profits after fixed cost of #1,329 are subtracted. 
®Five year cropping plan for mooal farm selected for this study. 
^Actual amount of capital that can be used when feed supply is fixed. 
table k;£. (Gontlaaed) 
Manageaient net Livestock Lioitiiig Capital 
plan let el return included Crops Acres resources used 
64 D airs' |2,247 16 spring litters Corn 73 Corn 17,035 
above-average & dairy calves Soybeans 26 July labor 
(other 100 hens Oats 30 Poultry 
activities Meadow 24 housing 
average) 
65 Feeder cattle 12,125 20 med. yearlings. Corn 73 Capital 110,000 
above-average dry lot fed Soybeans 26 Com 
(other 28 choice calvee. Oats 30 July labor 
activities pasture fed Meadow 24 Poultry 
average) 100 hen® housing 
Forage 
66 Poultry 11,781 16 spring litters Corn 73 Corn #6,818 
above-av erage 5 dairy cows Soybeans 26 July labor 
(other 100 hens Oats 30 Poultry 
activities Meadow 84 housinfr 
average) 
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section is the one found on the typical farm selected as a 
basis for analysie (Table 1).^ The feed produced from this 
cropping system of 73 acres of corn, 26 acres of soybeans, 
30 acres of oats, and 24 acres of mesdow ie treated as a fixed 
resource to be allocated to the basic livestock enterprises 
considered in this study. Total crop production from the 
specified cropping system includes 2,320 bushels of grain, 247 
bushels of soybeans, aiid 60 tons of hay. 
Ml actiyities with average management. The optimum plan 
for 110,000, average management for all activities, and a feed 
limitation (Plan 61) is quite different from Plan 4 (Tgble 
IE). When the feed supply is fixed, a combination of dairy, 
hOf-s, and poultry maxlffllzes profits. Since additional grain 
cannot be purchased (a total of 2,616 bushels are purchased in 
Plan 4), the spring hog enterprise cannot be expanded beyond 
19 litters. Consequently, the supply of corn, together with 
July labor not used by crops, causes a combination of dairy, 
poultry, aiid spring hogs to be Kost profitable. The farm 
plan (plan 61) includes 16 litters of spring hogs, five dairy 
cows, and 100 hens. In this ple.n, capital is not limiting at 
$6,801 because corn and July labor are exhausted. The extent 
to which capital can be employed, therefore, is greatly 
^The average number of acres planted to the various crops 
for the past five yeara (19SO-55) on the modal farm is used as 
being representative of the crop-share leasing system. 
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llailted when livestock production 1B restricted to home pro­
duced feeds. Profits are larger in Plan 4 (Table 12) because 
the most profitable spring hog enterprise is not limited by a 
fixed feed supply. Hence, incoaie opportunities for beginning 
farmers cm be increased if rotations and feed supply ere not 
fixed. Allowing tenants to olioose rotations and to expand 
livestock production beyond the feed produced on the farm, 
also would increase the landlord's income by nearly t-5C0. Re­
moving the restrictions on feed and rotations, therefore, 
would increase incomes for both parties. 
All activities with a.toove»averege management. With above-
average management for all activities and |10,000, the optimum 
plan (Plan 62) with a fixed feed supply is very similar to 
Plan 61 but differs considerably from Plan 10 (Table 1-3) . 
Plan 62 includes a diversified farm plan of dairy, poultry, 
and spring hogs, while Plan 10 Includes only spring hogs. In 
the present plan, spring hoi-s are still the most profitable 
livestock enterprise and is more efficient in the use of .<rrain 
than (iairy or poultry. Therefore spring hops come into the 
plan to the limit of the grain supply before dairy cows and 
poultry are included to the limit of the remaining supply of 
July labor not used by the hog and crop enterprises. However, 
as dairy and poultry are added to the plan, the spring hog 
activity is decreaee-d and some of the feed supply is reallo­
cated to dairy and poultry enterprises. The farm plan (Plan 
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62) Includes 22 litters of spring hogs, three dairy cows, 
and 100 hens. Obviously, there are several combinations of 
spring hOt'S and dairy oows (other than the optimum) that can 
be considered. Eaeh alternative liveatock combination would 
give less than maxiimim profits, although in some cases profits 
are only slightly lest and may well to® preferred by some opera­
tors. However, profits for all plans with a fixed feed supply 
are less tiian Plan 10 (fable 13) which doe® not have this 
liniitation on th© feed supply. The reduction in profits is 
less for tenants with above-average management than with aver­
age laanagemeat but, as in Plan 61, profits for both the land­
lord and tenant are reduced when the feed supply is fixed. 
Therefore, removal of limitations on the feed supply imposed 
by the landlord is one way of improving welfare (incjme) of 
both tenant and landlord, regardless of the level of live­
stock Banagement considered. 
Hoga ^ith above-a,vera£;e management (other fectivities 
average)» The enterprises included in the optimum plan t^ith 
above-average swina management and a fixed feed supply (Plan 
63) are the same, except for poultry, as in Plan 62. However, 
plan 63 does differ considerably from plan 16 (Table 14) when 
a feed llsaltation is imposed. Previously in Plan 15, spring 
hogs in coEibinatioft with crops maxiraized profits while a com­
bination of three dairy cows and 83 litters of spring hops is 
now optimuiE with a fixed feed supply. The supply of grain. 
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together with the reiaainlng July labor not used by the speci­
fied rotation, causes the specified combination of dairy and 
hogs to be most profitable. As in Plan 62, however, profits 
are reduced when livestock production is limited to home 
produced feeds. Since the same enterprises, except for poul­
try, are included in Plans 62 and 63, similar recommendations 
would be appropriate for tenants with |10,000, regardless of 
the level of dairy management. 
Dairy with above-average management (other activities 
average). The enterprises included in the optimum plan with 
above-average dairy management and a fixed feed supply (Plan 
64) are the same as in Plan 22 (Table 15) which does not have 
this feed limitation. However, the present plan contains 
fewer litters of spring hogs and fewer dairy cows, because 
of feed limitations, but a larger poultry enterprise and, con­
sequently, profits are reduced by 34 percent. This reduc­
tion if! income is less than for Plan 61 with average manage­
ment for all activities. The reduction in income is 11 per­
cent more for Plan 61 even though Plans 61 and 64 are iden­
tical. Hence, the effect on income of limiting livestock 
production to the feed produced varies with the level of live­
stock management used. Beginning farmers must plan, if they 
wish to maximize profits, according to their own managerial 
abilities and resource limitations. Planning according to a 
given set of prices and resource supplies and ignoring manage-
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merit may be misleading. 
Fegder oattle with above^averafT-e management (other activ­
ities average). fhe optimum plan with above-average manage-
laent in feeder cattle and a fixed feed supply (Plan 65) differs 
considerably from Plan 28 (Table 16) which does not have this 
feed limitation. In Plan 28 specialization in spring hogs 
maxlmiaed profitsj in Plan 65, a combinstion of feeder cattle 
arid poultry give the highest returns on the fixed resources. 
The fixed feed supply, together with the remaining July labor 
not used by the specified rotation, causes the combination of 
100 hens, 20 medium yearlings, and 28 choice calves fed on 
pasture to be most profitable. As with previous plana with a 
fixed feed supply, profits for the present plan are reduced 
when a feed lim tation is imposed. Again, it should be empha­
sized that income opportunities can be increased for both 
tenants and landlords if livestock production is not limited 
to home produced feeds. Since profits are reduced for tenants 
with a feed restriction, the length of time required to get 
established would also be greater. Hence, the success of an 
extension program designed to help beginning farmers get 
established on some farms would depend upon the education of 
both landlords and tenants. 
Poultry with above-average management (other aotivitiea 
averae;e) . The optimum plan with above-average poultry manage­
ment and a fixed feed supply (Plan 66) is identical to Plan 61 
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but differs considerably from Plan 34 (Tat>le 17) which does 
not have a feed limitation. In addition to the spring hog and 
poultry enteiprisea included in Plan 34, the present plan in­
cludes a dairy enterprise. As in Plan 61, the fixed supply 
of grain, together with the remaining July labor not used by 
crops, causes the combination of 16 litters of spring hogs, 
100 hens, and five dairy cows to be most profitable- Likewise, 
profits are less than Plan 34 (Table 17) since the supply of 
home produced grain limits the size of the spring hog enter­
prise. Hence, income opportunities for beginning farmers are 
much greater on farms without a feed limitation on livestock 
production. 
All the plans considered in this section have the same 
limiting resources, except Plan 68, in which July labor is 
not limiting. The main difference in any of these plans com­
pared with the plans with similar capital levels, but with no 
lliiiltation on the feed aupply (fables 12 through 17), is the 
level of profits and livestock included. In the plans com­
puted earlier with no feed limitation, the predominant live­
stock enterprise was spring hogs and therefore less forage is 
produced in these plans. When the landlord specifies the crops 
to be grown and that livestock production csnnot exceed the 
feed produced, the farm plans include only those livestock 
enterprises that utilize the grain and forage most profitably, 
fhe plaiis in this section illustrate the need for beginning 
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farmers to ctoose plans that best fit individual farm con­
ditions if profits are to toe maxlmizied. 
Q-ptiauia Plans with abov©«»averag@ 
orop management (I'a.tole ' 23) 
In all previous plans the level of crop management was 
considered as average. However, tenants with above-aversge 
skills in crop production maj find quite different plans to 
b© optimum. ?o maximize profits, tenants must plan according 
to their individual management abilities and resource limita­
tions. Consequently, to consider a greater range of planning 
situations, the plans in Table 23 consider crop management to 
be above-average. These plans indicate how profits and fajrai 
organization change when improved crop practices are used for 
the six levels of livestock management. 
All livestock activities with average management. The 
entei^srlses included in the optimum plan with above-average 
management only for crops (Plan 67) ere the same aa in Plan 
4 (Table 12) with average crop management. Hence, the level 
of crop ffianagement used does not affect the most profitable 
combination of enterprises. Profits for the present plan sjre 
$226 more than for Plan 4, therefore these results indicate 
that young farmers can improve their incomes by using improved 
crop practices. This opportunity to Increase income is of 
fable 23. Optimuffl placs for #10,000 capital and ¥arious livestock oanagement 
conditions with above-a-rerage crop fflanagement 
l*©¥el of 
livestock 
Plan manageseat 
net 
return® 
C I )  
Interprises 
included Crop Acres 
Limiting 
resources 
CoCTi 
surplus 
or 
deficit 
Cbu.) 
67 Mil 3,39? 88 acres CCSb^ Com 85 Capital • -2,421 
activities 65 acres CSbCOMg Soybeans 42 LaM 
average 43 litters of Oats 13 Hog housing 
spring hogs^ Meadow 13 
68 iai 6,088 99 acres GCSbg Corn 88 Capital - 862 
activities 54 acres CSbCOMs Soybeans 43 Land 
abo v e-a V e r age 37 litters of Oats 11 Hog housing 
spring hogs® Meadow 11 
69 Hogs 6,088 99 acres CCSbs Corn 88 Capital - 862 
above-average 54 acres GSbCOMs Soybeans 43 Land 
{other 37 litters of Oats 11 Hog housing 
activities spring hogs® Meadow 11 
average) 
^Profits above fixed costs of Si,329. 
^ne litter includes one sow and 6.8 pigs weaned. 
®One litter includes one so^ and 7.3 pigs weaned. 
labit 23. (Continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
H¥estoek 
laanageiaent 
let 
2^ turn 
( I )  
Enterprises 
Inelij^ed Crop Acres 
Liffii ting 
resources 
Cora 
surplus 
or 
deficit 
Cbu.) 
70 Dairy 3,589 
above-average 
(other 
activities 
average) 
71 Feeder cattle 3,397 
above-average 
(other 
activities 
average) 
72 Poultry 3,410 
above-average 
(other 
activities 
average) 
153 acres CSbG0M4 
26 litters of 
spring hogsto 
9 dairy cows 
100 hens 
88 acres CGSbs 
65 acres catoGOMs 
43 litters of 
spring hogs" 
94 acres CCSbs 
59 acres CSbCOMg 
39 litters of 
spring hogs® 
100 hens 
Corn 62 
Soybeans 31 
Oats 
Meadow 
Corn 
Oats 
Meadow 
30 
30 
85 
Soybeans 4E 
13 
13 
Cora 86 
Soybeans 43 
Oats 12 
Meadow 12 
Capital 
LaM 
Hog and 
poultry 
housing 
Capital 
Land 
Hog housing 
Capital 
Land 
Hog and 
poultry 
housing 
-1,168 
-2,421 
-2,085 
^ne litter includes one sow and 6.8 pigs weaned. 
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particular luportaace to beginning farmers with very small 
amounts of capital since Investment in crops and some fertili­
zation of crops give higher returns than livestock. 
All aotivities with above-average ro.anagement. When both 
crops and livestock are considered \i?ith above-average manage­
ment, the optimum plan with |10,000 {Plan 68) is the same as 
Plari 10 (Table 13) with average crop management- As in Plan 
67, profits are increased when Improved crop manegeraeht is 
used. Therefore, income can be increased with Improved crop 
management, regardless of the level of livestock management 
used. 
Hogs with above-averag® management (other livestock 
aotivities average). When above-average management is used 
for only crops and hogs, the optimum plan with #10,000 (Plan 
59) is the same plan as Plan 16 (Table 14) with average crop 
management. As in Plan 68 (which is identical to the present 
plan), profits are increased when improved crop practices are 
used. Therefore similar recommendations are appropriate for 
tenants with above-average swine management, regardless of 
the level of crop management used. 
Dairy with above-average management (other livestock 
activities average). The optimum plan (plan 70) with above-
average management for crop and dairy aotivities, differs very 
little from Pian 22 (Table 18) with average crop management. 
The present plan includes the same livestock enterprises as 
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Plaii 22| but in <lifferant comblnatione, and th© cropping sys-
teia also is the same except th© SSbCOM rotation is now ferti­
lized at the fourth le^el. Thus, for the first time, it is 
profitable to use the highest ryte of fertilisation for the 
whole farm. The increase in profits for this plan, tl70 rnore 
than for Plan 22 (Table 15) with averap-e crop management, is 
due to ifflproved crop practices which give higher grain yields 
for the same capital expenditures. Since less grain has to 
be purchased to oeet the feed requirements of livestock pro­
duction Mith above-average crop management, net revenue is 
increased. Hence, improving the efficiency of crop produc­
tion offers beginning farmers an additional opportunity to 
increase incomes on crop-share rented farms. 
Feeder cattle witii 'above-averaa;e management (other live-
stook activities average). When feeder cattle and crops are 
considered t«ith above-average management, the optimum plan 
with #10,000 (Plan 71) is the Base as Plan 28 (Table 16) with 
average crop maiiagement. However, profits for Plan 71 sre 
|3,397 or $226 more than Plan 28 because of higher crop yields 
under iuiproved crop management. Plan 71 la identical to plan 
67 because feeder cattle cannot be profitably included in 
the present plan. 'Regardless of the level of menfgement used 
for crops and feeder cattle, similar recoamendHtions ere 
appropriate for beginning farmers with 110,000 and average 
ffianagement ability in other activities. 
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Poultry with. aboVQ-averag© managefflent (other liveBtook 
aotlvlties average)» fh@ enterprises included in the optimum 
plan (Pl&a 72| with above-average crop and poultry management 
are the saaie as in }?lan 34 (Table 1?) with average crop man­
agement. Changing the le^el of crop aianag-efflent does not 
affect the most profitable combination of enterprises; only-
profits are increased, lltierefore, beginning farmers need not 
consider orop management in their choice of farm organization. 
Even though incomes can be increased through improved crop 
practices some young farmers may prefer Plan 34 to the present 
plan because of the extra effort and time required to insure 
timeliness of crop operations. The choice of plans would 
depend, therefore, on the individual and his preferences for 
crops or livestock. 
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APPLIGATIOM OF LISEAR PRO&BiWMING TO EXTENSION*. 
POSSIBILITIES AMD LIMITATIOKS 
Use of the linear prograsiffilng technique in farm manage­
ment research or for indlifldual farm planning has promise for 
extensive use in the future. Currently, its major use is in 
farm management research of modal farm situations to provide 
background information as bases for extension recommendations. 
Because the use of this technique has heen limited thus far 
to farm management research does no t mean that this method 
of analysis could not and will not be used to plan individ­
ual farms on a broad scale. Rather, the limited use has been 
the result of inadequate funds, computing facilities, and 
trained personnel to carry out an extensive farm planning 
program. Consequently, linear programming is used primarily 
in research of HKJcial farm situations, the results of which 
have a wide application in the homogenous area analyzed. 
Linear programming is well adapted to the analysis of 
modal farm situations. In relatively homogeneous farming 
areas, a® in central Iowa, the results obtained are appli­
cable to a large number of farms. County extension personnel, 
by use of partial budgeting, can make the results obtained for 
modal farm situations applicable to farms with similar re­
source limitations, soil types, and other farm conditions. 
The use of linear programming in farm management research to 
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provide beiiehmarks for uae in making extension reooramendations 
should ser¥e an important serviee to the farmer. Linear pro­
graming closely approximates the complex decision-making 
process of the farm family by bringing together the whole 
oomplex of prices, resource limitations, the relevant tech­
nical data and relationships about the various enterprises 
and siaailtaneously solving for optimum combination of enter­
prises. This method of analysis closely approaches reality 
by focusing attention on the whole decision-making process. 
Use of linear programming in an extensive farm planning 
progrsis for individual farms would be very important to a 
©tat© extension program and would make a major contribution 
in supplying relevant Information needed for individual 
decision-making. Such a program would offer a way of reach­
ing hundreds of farmers directly with information based on 
empirical research. In a prograni of this type, the county 
extension personnel would play a major role, both in obtain­
ing the relevant basic data and farm charaoteristies and in 
implementing the adoption of the resulting plans. A service 
of this nature given by the college and the extension service 
would be an effective way of disseminating research informa­
tion end at the same time achieving the extension service 
objective of education. 
At present, the lack of adequate computing facilities 
and limited funds appear to make us© of linear programming in 
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analysis of laodal situations more profitable than for Individ­
ual fana planning. Pro'^lding to&ckground information for ex­
tension personnel to help direct reooramendations to farmers 
makes possible ifflmediate use of this method of analysis. How­
ever, as this technique beoomes perfected and more funds and 
computing faoillties (electronic oomputers) are made avail­
able, planning individual fanas should be practical- Without 
adequate facilities, planning on a farm basis would not be 
feasible in terms of maximizing returns to the limited funds 
and personnel. 
The validity of the results obtained by linear program­
ming are dependent on the reliability of the besic data used. 
The importance of getting reliable input-output coefficients 
is clearly emphasized by this method of analysis. It must 
be remembered that the linear prograiraiing technique is essen­
tially an integrating tool of farm planning. It does not 
provide the basic input-output data or the resource character­
istics of the far©; rather, it utilizes these data. Hence, 
use of this technique in farm planning poses a challenge to 
future technical research to provide reliable basic Input-
output data. Lilcewls®, a challenge Is also made to those who 
would us© this technique in fara management research or actual 
farm planning. Mequately formulating the problem to be 
analyzed is of major importance. As with the basic input-
output coefficients, the prices used and the manner in which 
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the problem is foraulated affects the validity of the final 
results. 
Us© of the linsar programming technique an an educational 
tool in farm and home planning appears ev@n less practical in 
vley of the present state of economic knowledge of county 
©xtension personnel. This does not imply that all viho use 
the results of linear programming should be economists; 
rather, a toowledge of the assumptions and limitations in­
volved in linear progr&m&lng should be sufficient. An under­
standing of the economic principle of opportunity costs is 
required before the results obtained by the linear prograsanlng 
technique can be interpreted and applied by county extension 
personnel. Even on an individual farm planning basis, an 
educational program carried out by county personnel would 
greatly implement the adoption and application of plans 
obtained by linear programming. !€iat is needed, then, is 
®ome preparatory training of extension personnel before any 
real success is to be expected from the use of linear program-
laing on a broad Individual far® basis or in providing back­
ground information from typical farm situations. 
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SUMMMT 
fhe gpeelfia otojeotl^e of this study was to determine 
farm plana which btst fit the resources of beginning farmers 
who are tenants on orop^share rented farms in central Iowa-
To acooffiplish this obje0tiv« optimum plans were computed for 
various oapltal and managttasnt situations by use of the linear 
prograffliaing teehnlqu©- This procedure was followed since 
quite different recocaaendations appeared appropriate for 
tenants with different managerial abilities and different 
resource supplies. In computing optiroum plans, conaideration 
was given to the nature of all limiting resources including 
land, labor, feed, buildings, capital, and managerial ability. 
The farm situation selected for analysis is located in 
central Iowa and was judged typical of crop share-rented fanas' 
in this area. The predominant soil type on this farm is 
Glarlon^Webster• fh© farm selected was fudged to be typical 
in terms of leasing conditions, farm size, and in type and 
quantities of building and machinery facilitiee available, 
fhe labor supply for coapetitiT© enterprises was supplied by 
the operator and his farolly. It y&B assumed that livestock 
production could not exceed the forag© production of the farm 
and hay hsd a zero market price. Thus, any surplus hay not 
consuiaed would go unused. However, surplus grain could be 
told arid any deficit grain could be purchased. 
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The basic entex^rlses or Investment opportunities oon-
sidered in tlils sti^ay weres three crop rotations, each v?lth 
four levels of fertiliaationj feeder cattle fed on pasture; 
two types of feeder cattle fed on drylot; a dairy enterprise; 
a poultry enterprise; a fall hog enterprise; and a spring; hog 
©nterprise with pigs on pastur©. While numeroue crop and 
livestock enterprises are available to crop-aharo tenants in 
central Iowa, only thos® that were typical of the area were 
considered. All enterprises competed freely for the use of 
the resource®, exeept poultry which oompeted only for capital 
and was supplementary in the use of labor. Long-run price 
relationships (adjusted to 1954 levels) were used in thia 
study except for some plans computed with 1954 and 1965 hog 
prices. Various resource restrictions were imposed on the 
above enterprises ao the effects of these restrictions could 
be observed. The resulting solutions gave a range of alterna­
tive farra plans that are applicable to a variety of farm con­
ditions. 
With beginning farmers capital is typically the most 
Usui ting resource and the amount possessed varies with individ­
uals. Also, not all farmers possess equal managerial skills 
in livestock production. Therefore, profit Hiaximizing plana 
were computed for each of several different combinations of 
capital and livestock management situations for a given sup­
ply of land, labor, and building space. The six different 
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capital le¥©ls oonslderefi wer©J |3,000, 15,000, $7,500, 
110,000, |15,000, and oapltal not limiting. In conjunction 
with the six oapltal levels, six comMnations of liveBtoak 
management were considered. The resulting plans were those 
that maximize profits for the tenant. Optimuin plans for a 
landlord or owner-operator may be differoiit from those pre­
sented. However, linear programming methods also would allow 
selection of the most profitable plan under these circum-
atances. 
Where all enterprises ooaipeted freely for the use of 
resources, the effect of management on enterprise corobina,tions 
depended upon capital availability. When capital was limited 
to |3,000, iianagtrial abilitj/- In livestock production had no 
effect on the selection of enterprises and the most profitable 
farm plan included a corn-corn-soybean rotation fertilized at 
the third level with the grain sold for cash. Use of all 
funds for crop production and some fertilization gave greater 
profits when capital was very lisited. In the ordering of 
investment, some fertilization of crops was always more 
profitable than investment in livestock. Of course, as 
capital was increased, funds could be profitably invested in 
llveatocii. Livestock did not become profitable until $5,000 
of capital was available. Optimum plans then included spring 
hogs with the above rotation when management waa at average 
levels for all enterprises- As capital was Increased and the 
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most profitaJble plan included, livestock, the above rotation 
was partially replaced by a corn-soybean-corn-oats-meadow 
rotation to provide forage. A® capital was increased beyond 
#5,000, the iprlng hog enterprise expanded until hog building 
space beoame limltational. This situation held true for all 
management situations, except when the tenant was above-
average in dairying, but average in raising hogs. In the 
latter case, both dairy and spring hogs were expanded to the 
limit of available building space. Fall hogs, feeder cattle 
and poultry, in general, became profitable investment oppor­
tunities only when capital was increased beyond |10,000. 
l/ith this amount of capital, the enterprises included in the 
optimum plans were related to the nature of all limiting re­
sources and the level of livestock management. Dairying was 
included in the plan only when management was above-averaf^e 
for this enterprise but was at averaf;e levels for all other 
enterprises. Spring and fall hogs and poultry were included 
in all optimum plans at high capital levels, regardless of 
the level of livestock management considered, flexibility of 
enterprise combinations was increased in all plans at high 
levels of available capital. However, the level of profits 
for plans at high capital levels was directly related to the 
level of livestock management. As capital and livestock xvere 
Increased, plans generally included more forage in the rota­
tion. However, the maximum amount of forage profitable in 
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any plan was 25 percent of the total crop acres. 
fo consider a wider range of planning situations, optimum 
plans also were computed which Involve diversified livestock 
programs resulting from reduction in the most profitable 
enterprise (spring hogs) either by a building limitation or 
toy risk aversion. When the size of the hog enterprise was 
limited to 13 litters by building space, the optimum combina­
tion of enterprises varied with the level of livestock manage­
ment. Limiting the most profitable livestock enterprise 
(spring hog®) caused lass profitable livestock enterprises to 
be included in the farai plans for all management situations. 
Mdlng high forage consuming livestock (dairy or feeder cattle) 
to the farm plan resulted in a higher proportion of the Imid 
being planted to meadow. Thug, placing a limitation of the 
size of the spring hog enterprise reduoed profits. Profits 
were reduced for one situation by as much as 39 percent; for 
other situations the reduction in profits was less. Profits 
were only slightly reduced for the situation with above-average 
management for the dairy enterprise and all other enterprises 
with average luanagement. Diversification reduced profits more 
with average management for all activities than with above-
average management for all activities. Similar reductions in 
net incomes were obtained for all management situstlons where 
all plans contained at least 10 dairy cows, 200 hens, and a 
two-litter hog system. Obviously, diversification to meet 
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risk® lo^'^ers farm prof It i, however, many beginning farmers 
with small amounts of capital or low equity will prefer less 
profit, as long as it lowers risks. 
Plans ii?er8 oomputed also for 1954 and 1955 hog prices 
because variation iri product prices influences the most 
profitable combination of crops and. livestock. These plans 
indicated that when hog prices fall in relation to other live­
stock prices, feeder cattle and dairying become relatively 
more profitable than spring hogs when management vjss average* 
With above-average laanageirient, the improved feeding efficiency 
tended to offset part of the effects of lower hog prices. 
Consequently, the need for diverslflcgtion of livestock enter­
prises to guard against price uncertainty v&s greater for 
beginning farmers with average mansgeiaent. Hence, improvement 
of managerial ability should Increase income and also enhance 
the ability of young farmers to withstand periods of unfavor­
able prices. 
Some plans were oomputed also for above-average crop man­
agement since improved cropping efficiency may al'fect the kind 
and amount of livestock selected. Plans obtained with above-
average crop management instead of average management indicated 
that the selection of the most profitable combination of crops 
and livestock was not affected by the level of crop manage­
ment. Only profits were increasc-d. Hence, crop management 
does not alter the beslc recommendations th*;t are appropriate 
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for toeglnnlng farmers. 
In general, when capital Is available in very limited 
quantities the most profitable investisent opportunity for 
beginning farmers was orop production and fertilization of 
crops. Investing in livestock, production was profitable only 
after sufficient capital was available to meet the capital 
requirements of crop production* Therefore, beginning farmers 
with small amounts of capital should Invest their funds In 
improving orop yields by fertilization before investing in 
livestocfc, if they wish to maxliiilze profits. 
The results of this study indicated that optimum fam 
plans for beginning farmers were related to capital avail­
ability, managerial ability, aM other resource supplies. 
Hence, a universal recoBimendatlon would not be appropriate 
for all farmers on the same farm and aoll type. Supplies of 
resources and managerial ability differ among farms and 
individuals, thereby causing different organization of enter­
prises to be most profitable. In several capital and manage­
ment situations, especially at high capital levels, several 
almost equally profitable plans were obtained- Thus, a wide 
range of choice of alternative farm plans waa possible with 
sufficient capital. When farmers heve a number of alternative 
plans from which to choose, the degree of flexibility of farm 
organization is Increased, thereby making possible greater 
short-run enterprise adjustments to changing product prices. 
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Beginning farmers should plan, therefore, according to their 
own managerial abilities, farm conditions and resource sup­
plies, if they wish to maxlrrdze profits. No one farm plan is 
best for all farmers on the same soil type and with the same 
management ability and resource limitations. Hence, the most 
profitable organization of enterprises, or allocation of 
resources, for beginning farmers depends on (1) existing price 
relationships, (2) a:«'ailabllity of capital, labor and live­
stock housing, (3) managerial ability, and (4) the input-
output relationships for the crop and livestock enterprises 
considered. 
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APPENDIX 
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BASIC DATA USED IN COMPUTIMG PHODUCTION kW RESOURCE 
REOUIREMENTS OF LIVESTOCK: ENTERPRISES 
Llvestook Enterprises 
As deiorltoed In the chapter on Area of Study and Enter­
prises Considered, two levels of management or production 
efficiency, average and above-average, were aaaumed for all 
livestock enterprises except feeder cattle. Feeder cattle 
were considered only at above-average because of the high 
capital requirements and risks associated with feeding cattle. 
Hence, feeding cattle was not considered a feasible Investment 
alternative for tenants with average managerial ability. 
The estimates of the resource requirements for each of 
the enterprises considered were obtained from published and 
unpublished results of studies conducted by the Iowa Agricul­
tural Experiment Station and agricultural experiment stations 
of surrounding states. The data were drawn largely from 
records kept on farms rather than from experimental work* In 
oases where data were not available it became necessary to 
resort to the use of estimates based upon the judgment of 
persona familiar with the enterprises. The estimates used in 
this study are believed to be those most nearly representative 
of the resource requirements and the production that actually 
exist in central Iowa. 
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Dairy eiiterorlses 
The basic Input-output data for the dairy enterprises 
(Table 24) were obtained from published reports from Iowa 
Stat® College, University of Minnesota, University of Illinois 
and the Iowa Crop and Livestock Reporting Service- Milk pro­
duction for the dairy enterprise with average management was 
based on the average annual milk production for Hardin County 
for the period of 1945-1949 and adjusted to the 1953 milk 
production as reported by Crop Reporting District II.^ Milk 
production for the dairy enterprise with above-average man­
agement was adapted from farm records in Illinois and Minne-
2 
sota. 
The feed and capital requirements for the dairy enter­
prises were based on one cow and replacements which includes 
the equivalent of one-third of a calf, one-third of a 1-year 
3 
old, and one-fourth of a 2-year old. The productive life of 
a cow was assumed to be 4.47 years. Feed requirements for 
^lowa Crop Reporting Service, Des Moines, Iowa-
^University of Illinois, Farm Bureau Farm Management 
Service, Annual Reports 1949-53, Urbana, IlllrK)is and Rorholm, 
Niels, jt_ , Farm labor and farm costs, 1953, Minn. Report 
No. 217, Dept. Agr. Econ. University Farm, St. Paul, Minne­
sota, Sept. 1954. 
^Ingels, John and Gannon, C. Y. The mortality of calves 
in the Iowa State College Dairy Herd. Reprint of Proceedings 
of Am. Soc. of Animal Production. 1936. 
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the dairy enterprise with average management were adapted 
from data reported for loxiia for the period 1948-1952 by the 
United States Department of Agriculture^ and adjusted for the 
Bills, production for Hardin County. Feed requirements for the 
above-average dairy enterprise were adapted from farm records 
in Illinois and Minnesota. Capital requirements for both 
averag^e and above-average dairy enterprises were adapted from 
Iowa Technical Bulletin 390^ and Minnesota Report No. 217. 
The labor inputs per cow are also given in Table 24. The 
estimates given were derived on the basis of the following 
studies; Iowa Research Bulletin 390, Iowa Technical Bulletin 
£7S, arid the Minnesota Farm Business R,ecord8. 
Swine enterprises 
The two types of swine enterprises considered in this 
study were spring-farrowed ho; s fed on pasture and fall~ 
farrowed hogs fed on drylot. Two levels of management or 
production efficiency (average and above-average) were con­
sidered for each type of hog enterprise- The basic input-
output data for the swine enterprises are shown in Table 25. 
^Ratione fed to milk cows. United States Department of 
Agriculture. Washington D.G. U.S. Govt. Print. Off. 1954. 
%eady, E. 0. and 01 sen, R. Q. Substitution relation­
ships, resource requirements and income variability in 
utilization of forage crops. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bui. 
390. 1952. 
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fable 24. Basic input-output data for the dairy enterprise 
on a cow basis (including replacements) 
Production and resource 
requirements per head, 
Level of management 
Average Above-average 
Pounds of feed 
Corn equivalent 2,504.00 
Supplement 175.00 
Hay equivalent 12,956.00 
Labor (hrs.) 124.00 
Building (sq. ft.) 84.00 
Production (lbs.) 
Milk 6,000.00 
Gull cow 268.46 
£-year old 74.00 
l-year old 5.23 
Veal 39.60 
Capital expense ( I )  
Use of equipment .88 
Taxes and' insurance on cows .95 
Breeding fees 6.00 
Commercial feed 7.99 
Hauling hay from field 3.60 
Power 4.12 
Miscellaneous 9.04 
Total cash expense 32.58 
Capital investment (|) 
Cows 188.95 
Equipment 14.72 
3,698.90 
436.00 
13,672.00 
129.00 
84.00 
9,429.70 
268.46 
74.00 
5.23 
39.60 
.88 
.95 
6.00 
19.90 
4.32 
4.77 
9.04 
45.86 
250.00 
14.72 
Total capital (investment 
and expense ) (f) 203.67 264.72 
fable 25. Basic input-output data for swine feeding systems on, a head basis 
production and 
resource requirements 
Average 
Unit m&nagement 
Spring Pigs, pasture 
Above-aferag© 
raanageoent 
Fall pigs, drylot 
Average 
maaagement 
Above-average 
maoagement 
Pigs weaned/litter no-
Pigs sold/litter no. 
Total production 
Market hogs lbs. 
Sow lbs. 
total lbs. 
Feed per 100 lbs. 
pork marketed 
Corn equivalent lbs. 
PTOteia supplement lbs. 
Hay equivalent lbs. 
Capital Investment 
per 100 lbs. 
Sow $ 
Equipment | 
Total I 
Annual cash expense 
per 100 lbs. 
Protein supplement 
Power 
Use of equipment 
Miscellaneous 
Boar service 
Total cash expense $ 
Capital coefficient | 
Labor per litter hrs. 
I 
•H. 
6.778 
5.439 
1,223.775 
300.00 
1,523.775 
436.89 
43.90 
94.30 
4.47 
1.49 
5.96 
1.96 
.65 
.67 
.83 
• 13 
4.24 
10.65 
26.00 
7.33 
6.11 
1,374.75 
300.00 
1,674.75 
328.78 
46.00 
83.30 
4.48 
1.89 
6.37 
2.68 
.65 
.57 
.80 
.09 
4.79 
11.16 
26.00 
6.68 
6.346 
1,427.85 
100.00 
1,527.85 
480.58 
47.30 
0 
4.46 
1.61 
6.07 
2.16 
.65 
.67 
.83 
.13 
4.44 
10.51 
33.00 
7.^3 
7.01 
1,577.00 
100.00 
1,677.00 
355.06 
51.00 
0 
4.48 
1.62 
6.10 
2.86 
.65 
.67 
.80 
.09 
5.07 
11.17 
33.00 
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The number of pigs weaned per litter with average manage­
ment represented a five-year average for Iowa for the period 
1950-54 as re:oorted by the Iowa Crop and Livestock Reporting 
Service- The pigs weaned per litter for the above-average hog 
enterprise were adapted from farm records in Illinois and 
Minnesota.^ Total production, for both levels of management, 
was based on an aseuraed raarket weight for hogs of 225 pounds, 
fh© feed suid capital requirementi were based on the pounds of 
pork, iiiarketed which included both market hops and sow. Feed 
and capital requirements per 100 pounds of pork were adapted 
fro in farm records in Illinois.^ 
The estimates for the labor required per litter were 
derived essentially from the Purdue University Bulletin 565, 
1951.® 
Feeder cattle enterprises 
The three types of feeder cattle enterprises considered 
^University of Illinois Farm Bureau Farm Management 
Service, 1953-54, Urbana, Illinoia, and University of Minne­
sota Departiaent of Agricultural Economics, Annual reports of 
farm man.agement service. Report numbers 206, 214, and 215, 
1953-54, St. Paul, l^innesota. . 
^Wilcox, H. H. and Hananmeyer, G. D. Detail cost report 
for Central Illinois, 1952. Dept. Agr. Econ. Univ. 111. 
AE2969. 1953. 
%ardin, Lowell S., £t al. Hogs, one- and two-litter 
systems compared. Purdue Univ. Agr- Exp. Sta. Bui. 565. Nov. 
1951. 
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in this study are medium yearlings fed in drylot, choice 
calves fed in drylot, and choice calves fed on pasture. As 
explained previously, only one level of feeding efficiency or 
management level, above»average, was considered for feeder 
cattle because these enterprises were not considered as 
feasible Investment opportunities for tenants with only aver­
age managerial ability. The basic input-output data for the 
three feeder cattle enterprises are given in Table 26. 
The feed and capital requirementa for feeder cattle were 
adapted from a summary of farm records in Iowa and Illinois. 
Feed requirements for the three feeding enterprises were 
derived primarily from annual reports on feeder cattle in 
Illinois for the period of 1938-54 and from Iowa Agricultural 
Extension Service Pamphlet 127, 1950. Capital requirements 
were adapted from a detail cost report for feeding cattle in 
central Illinois in 1952, Illinois Agricultural Economics 
Publication A-E- 2969, November 1953. 
The labor requirements per head were adapted from Iowa 
Technical Bulletin 390. These data were adapted to fit the 
particular feeding system on the basis of purchase and selling 
dates. The dates associated with each enterprise were adapted 
from Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station and Extension Service 
Bulletin 299, 1949. 
fable 26. Basic input-output data for cattle feeding systems on a head basis 
Unit 
Choice feeder calves Medium vearlinss 
Drylot Pasture Drylot 
Purchase date October October November 
Marketing date August September April-May 
Initial weight lbs. 430.0 430.0 670.0 
Market weight lbs. 980.0 990.0 957.0 
Het gain lbs. 550.0 560.0 287.0 
Days on farm 325.0 345.0 184.0 
Gain per day lbs. 1.? 1.6 1.5 
Death loss percent 2.6 2.5 1.5 
Feed fed per head 
Corn equivalent bus. 61.0 50.0 33.0 
Supplement lbs. 257.0 229.0 134.0 
Hay lbs. 1,409.0 1,766.0 1,338.0 
Pasture acres 0 .7 0 
Hay equivalent lbs. 1,409.0 3,206.0 1,338.0 
Labor hrs. 17.4 18.6 13.6 
Annual cash expense 
Protein 1 12.28 10.94 6.40 
power 1 2.31 2.35 1.21 
Equipment 1 2.42 2.46 1.26 
Miscellaneous cost 1 2.26 2.30 1.18 
Death loss 1 2.59 2.59 1.84 
Feeder stock 1 103.61 103.61 122.94 
Total armual expense 125.47 124.25 134.83 
Capital investment 1 13.50 13.50 13.50 
Total capital outlay . iif 138.97 137.76 148.33 
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Poultry enterprises 
The data In Table 27 for the supplementary poultry enter­
prises considered In this study were obtained from farm flock 
demonstration records In Iowa and Minnesota. Egg production 
for average poultry management represented an average for all 
fams In Hardin County in 1953 as reported by the Iowa Crop 
and Livestock Reporting Service.^ Egg production for above-
average poultry management represented an average annual egg 
production for the "high farms" in the Iowa poultry demonstra­
tion flocks for the period 1950-54. Estimates of the feed 
and capital requirements for the two levels of management 
were derived from data given in Minnesota farm poultry flock 
returns 1947-52, Minnesota Report No. 212, December 1953. 
The data for the Minnesota studies were obtained from farmers 
in southern Minnesota and these data compared very favorably 
with the Iowa farm flock demonstration studies. Since the 
Minnesota data were more complete than the Iowa data, and 
since the data from both sources compared quite favorably, 
the Minnesota data were used. 
^lowa Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, Iowa egg 
production by counties. Des Moines. 1953. 
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Table 27. Basic input-output data for poultry on a hen 
basis (Including replacements) for two levels 
of management 
Item Unit Average Above-average 
Output 
Eggs 
Meat 
Inputs 
Grain 
ComiBeroial feed 
Labor 
Cash expense 
Sexed chicks (each) 
Commercial feed 
Power 
Equipment 
Miscellaneous 
Total cash expenses 
Investment in equipment 
Total capital outlay 
Building 
Hen mortality 
Chick, mortality 
doz. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
hrs. 
sq. ft. 
percent 
percent 
15.00 
4.87 
91.09 
41.99 
2.10 
.35 
2.07 
.06 
.22 
.15 
2.84 
1.15 
3.99 
4.12 
15.00 
10.00 
19.17 
4.87 
93.09 
45.99 
2.10 
.35 
2 .26  
.06 
. 2 2  
.15 
3.04 
1.15 
4.19 
4.12 
15.00 
10.00 
